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As told by Swami, the predictions of Veera Brahmendra Swamy,
350 years ago:
A young man will come at the turn of this millennium with
a special relationship to Mother Divine. He will live by the
holy mountain in Penukonda. The Mother, Adishakti
Parashakti, will receive his worship and answer his prayers.
He will be an incarnation of love, who will bring Her energy
to the world. He will come to take care of the planet and
bring extraordinary knowledge and light. To see him once
will be a blessing for a person’s whole lifetime.
If you have faith in him, you will automatically receive the
shakti from him. He will spread the supernatural power
channels to every soul who is interested and will bring
Jivanmukti to the world. He wrote it in three hundred and
fifty years back, Veera Brahmendra Swamy.

All the souls that have a human body on this planet are
really so lucky. Try to make use of it as much as you can.
Your life is a big book, a Bible. Your life is a Bible. It’s your
Soul Bible saying how you really enjoyed the God energy. ~
Sri Kaleshwar
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I’ll be with you no matter what.
I’ll be with you no matter what.
I’ll be with you no matter what!
In any circumstances, any painful time, hard time,
happy moments, any moments - the Guru
Parampara is with you!

The Guru Mantra
Guru Bramha, Guru Vishnuhu
Guru Devo Maheshvaraha
Guru Sakshat para Bramham
Tas Mai Sri Guru Veyna Namaha
This is the mantra for the Master. The Master is the
light, the Master is the Bramha, the Master is the
Vishnu, the Master is the Shiva - the Master is the
bigger than, for all the three persons, Bramha,
Vishnu, Maheshvaraha - He’s a Masters of Master.
That is the meaning of that sloka. He is extraordinary
light. He is the man of light.
First of all, you’re praying that Guru mantra means,
you’re inviting the Masters’ light in your heart.
You’re inviting the master in front of your
meditation. Whatever in your life you’re doing
mistakes, good things or bad things, when you are
calling the Master heartfully, the Master can solve all
your problems. He will show the right path in your
life. He will remove all your darkness in your life.
He will make up a good life - dazzling light in your
heart. This is the sloka of the Master.

Every soul is a matter of a light, the energy. The
doctors saying it’s like a heart beating, some battery,
the energy. But the spiritual people saying it’s a light.
The tantric people saying it’s like one gas, some air.
The Hinduism people saying it’s a cosmic energy,
it’s a different forms. We can’t see particular any
form, that, but it is a huge energy. These are all
things is true with their thoughts, whatever they are
thinking on that, but one thing is true. Clearly, it’s
nothing but a huge light. It’s like a candle flame or
it’s like a small star dazzling in the heart. A person
who really got enlightenment or big soul like a holy
man who calls the people like that, it means their
soul capacity, their flame light is huge. It’s like two
hundred candles bulb, one thousand candles bulb,
five thousand candles bulb, you understand what
I’m saying? Voltage bulbs, like differences. How
they charge that bulb it means nothing but they’re
sucking highest energy and to sharing huge love, to
hooking with the huge love with some thousands of
people - just huge love.

So, my Dear Divine Souls, opportunity came,
opportunity is with us. Try to use it in a proper way.
Don’t see your Swami Kaleshwar, try to see what
he’s teaching. If you’re seeing, “Oh, he’s wearing a
black coat. Is he really a Swami? We all look like
Indians and Swami looks like a Westerner!” Don’t
give the marks with the dresses, the beard,
hairstyle… The Master is a cow. It eats the grass, it
eats the wall posters, it eats the branches, but it gives
the beautiful tasting milk. The Master might drink
the scotch, beer, everyday chicken, hookah, funny
dress, no dress - accept it! Who cares what he wears,
what he’s doing himself?
Same thing happened to Shirdi Sai Baba. Once if he
started to smoke… you saw in the Shirdi museum
the chillums, smoking pipes? This big smoking pipe,
sorry to say that, big smoking pipe - he takes off…
And major his soma pot, taking soma. And his best
students, they didn’t like Baba smoking and
drinking and eating. They didn’t like that, one part,
but he’s curing many diseased people. He’s doing
some wonders. The students are staying with him.

My knowledge is always new production... it's only
the new production in the world - is the first
production - nobody haven't that, do you know
what I'm saying? This is Swami Kaleshwar Messages,
there's nobody else, there's no way to copy that
person, Swami Kaleshwar Messages.
So, I'm preparing them to suck the negativity. When
each student going like a greatest Masters in the
universe, after when they become the Masters, I
must give them to the, like bullet proofs. You know
bullet proofs? Wherever they're walking in some
thousands of people there is nothing, there is no way
to bothering the negativity to them. Like that there is
no way to failure. That's main intention.

The content today is tuning your mind system, your
heart feelings. You want to know whatever it is, you
want to know the reality. You want to know! Why
we need to worship Hanuman? Feel it, see it, putting
the water on the Shiva lingam, what is this?
Whatever you are chanting, you want to know it.
You’re chanting this mantra, you want to know, to
see it. To everything in the creation, action to
reaction is there. It’s true, action to reaction – that’s
Newton’s third law. You cannot escape.
You cheated someone - you will be cheated. You
created a heartbreak - you have to receive heartbreak.
You ignore the reality - the reality will ignore you.
It’s the same for any construction, any concept…
You are doing good karma - the good karma follows
you. You are very egoistic - the nature is very
egoistic to you. You are super humble to the nature
then you are also becoming a humble person.
Everything is how you are going to tune your mind.
That’s it.

Everyday morning, majority of the time when I am
sitting in the northeast, I have two friends - monkey
kids. They come up sitting in the coconut tree. I
really want to have a good relationship with the two
monkeys. I go in the living room and get the bananas
and I throw it. They enjoy it. At the same time, I am
screaming at the downstairs people, “Hey! Monkeys
came! Send it out!” He is inviting, giving the
bananas and at the same time he is sending them out.
These two monkeys won’t go when I am in the
northeast. They are all the time hanging around until
I give the bananas. It is tuning. Do you understand?
It is tuned.
If you start to wake up early morning, 5 o’clock, on
two consecutive days, you don’t need the alarm after
that to fix it for 5 o’clock to wake up. Your mind,
your thought system automatically makes you
awaken, “It is 5 o’clock, wake up!” Sharply you wake
up at that time. Energy is like that. If you start to put
your consciousness tuning, “I want to know, want to
know,” you will win it. But you need to train to
program it.

“I can play with the illusions very beautifully - that’s
my speciality, special instrument, what I got trained
how to play with illusions. The majority, what you
need to know, to ask, to removing the… to cross this
ocean in a peaceful way to reach the destiny to the
reality. Once if you know the reality there’s nothing
else you need to know. Even if I say the reality now,
you can’t understand. Even if you understand,
without you having the experience you cannot enjoy
the Reality.
I’m biting an apple. I tell you it’s so sweet. You never
tasted that. You have no idea what that sweetness is.
Once you bite it then you can tell the sweetness. It
means, you need to know the same with the
bitterness, the lemonish, spicy – you need to know
all things. Then after all comparisons, you can
recognize the sweetness. Without knowing any
tastes, only biting the sweetness, you cannot even
decide it is sweet. You cannot decide that. As a brand,
new person, you’re biting an apple, “Oh, it tastes
good!” But you don’t know if it’s sweet, lemonish or
spicy. You have to see every corner, every step, then
decide, “Yes, this tastes good.

Your Swami is a part of the Almighty channels to
giving the high healing abilities, the high, power
channels, to giving to wash out the negativity in this
planet. But even whatever I’m doing it, still the Big
Boss Baba and Jesus, in an interesting way they’re
playing their channels on me, testing the illusions,
playing on me. Heartfully I’m accepting it. They’re
doing their duty, but I’m doing my duty too.
Every day is my birthday. Every sunrise is my
birthday. You don’t have any particular birthday to
me - every sunrise is my birthday. I came for the
purpose of the duty. I’m doing my duty. The climax
scenario came - I’m doing it. Pretty soon I have to
fly… But every soul is so lucky… I’m lucky to be
with everybody here. But I’m heartfully begging to
Baba, Datta energy, to bless pure Truth to each
person - to understand the life and death - the
Immortal Nectar to understand in your soul. I
pray… I did my maximum best - I blessed.

New millennium is very interesting. New
millennium you can heal very easily the people.
Even in the scientific terms, they are going to find
unbelievable miracles - scientific formulas is coming
but same level, unbelievable crazy diseases! Big
craziness is coming, same is growing up. Such a time
like big positive and negative - both of is coming.
That is my prediction. We have to see in the universe.

I have a couple questions, guys. I’m coming to
straight subject. You want to follow me, or I have to
follow you?
You need to cross the river. You don’t need to know
how I am going to make you cross the river. Either I
might take you in the boat or take you in the
helicopter or maybe you’re walking on the water, or
I’m giving you the stamina to swim the river, even
the water if flowing huge. You don’t need to know
the depth of the water, how much length the river is
- you need to reach the edge. That’s the concept.

You have to know the Satya, Dharma, Shanti, Prema
- the four things. What is Satya? What is the truth?
What is your Dharma? Where is the peace? How is
the love? How the love looks? How it feels? How
you have to experience that. These are the major four
concepts. Out of these major four concepts, to these
type of chocolates I’m giving to you. It’s a chocolates.
You should not stick on that chocolates. You should
go in depth in the chocolate sweetness - that is the
key point. If you’re looking only at the chocolate…

The most amazing, unbelievable subject in the planet
is spirituality. It’s beyond the science. To know your
capacity, to know your inner reality, to recognize the
abilities what is in you, to bring those abilities out to
demonstrate those abilities, it’s not a joke every
person so far, who got success.
Once you have to go success, it means you have to
lose something. It’s a standard law. You’re gaining
something it means you’re losing something. You
have to be prepared for all concepts, for all angles in
your life, certain things you have to lose to make it
gain. Period.

This drama keeps running. Your life drama is
running, but one day you have to drop your drama.
That’s the major thing. You need to make it
confirmed to yourself and be able to be really
thankful to be able to see what is happening in the
globe - positive things and negative things. And you
want to be a part of…in the homa you’re like a kind
of stick. You’re offering yourself to burn and giving
the light. Even you’re holding for your own
selfishness, you want to keep it, you’re protecting
yourself, name and fame and all stuffs - that’s all
temporary. He’s (Baba) the person giving it and
taking it back. But between that you’re holding
something - that is dangerous. That is the? Danger.

A master is necessary to guide you to know who you
are. It should be the inner master. Every person is
carrying in your inner self the great master. But it’s
a little hard to find out, inside, if it’s your mind that’s
your master, or your heart that’s your master, or
your soul that’s your master.
Mind is always monkey. There is no clarity, but
some clarity picture is in front of you to show an
amazing thing. Why can’t you use that picture as a
mirror to see about yourself. Why can’t you ask?
When you’re asking you should be super clear and
clever - get it done. Once you view the mirror in a
beautiful way, then you can make a picture about
yourself. “Okay, this is - I am.” Then you can start to
research the inner you. That’s why since the ancient
days a lot of gurus, a lot of great healers showed a
lot of amazing things in this globe. They did one part
to change the belief system, another part to open
hearts. Opening your hearts means to knowing
about yourself using the energy

You’re all in the Sai Family. Take a duty as your
responsibility. Once you did duty you’re a free bird.
If you want to escape it, it’s a problem. Whatever is
your duty, do it as an honor. The duty was given
through Him. As a ‘name’ is coming – good, as a
‘defame’ is coming – good. Do your duty.
Your duty is only for doing your duty, not for
expecting any results. Whenever you expect the
results and you did the job - you’re in trouble. Your
job is only doing the duty. You expect the results,
you’re in the danger.
A doctor is doing heart surgery. Of course, he wants
that operation to succeed. He doesn’t have any bad
intention to kill that patient. If the patient died, that’s
not his mistake. If it’s a success and the patient is
alive, it’s not you doing that, divine did it through
you. Whenever you’re feeling, “I did it, I did it,”
you’re in trouble.

When we really trust it to the Boss (Shirdi Baba),
when we really surrender to Him, it’s His job to take
care. That’s His job to protect that.
So, my Dear Divine Souls, life is short - make it sweet.
Something you have to discover. Something
amazing you have to research. You are in the forest,
any king, any scientist, any emperor, any layman,
finally the ultimate goal - what gives the real
happiness and give the wisdom is the spirituality,
the sadhana - that’s the final goal. The final climax is
to know the Almighty, to know the supernatural
energy. You are in the climax process. You are in the
discovery process. Don’t lose your inspiration.

Temporarily I can make you happy, this and that,
give a few chocolates. I can send you back - that’s not
your Swami’s style. That’s very easy, I’m not going
that way. I’m drilling the bore-well in the desert
finding for the beautiful sweet water. Our journey is
very, quite amazing. Every person’s heart is really
open - true love is there. I saw each soul. I observed
it. I notice it. You deserve the Divine Love… the
Divine Love is flowing on you, it’s very serious.
Baba’s love is purely with you no matter how much
‘monkey’ you are, how much you’re driving me
crazy. Yes, His love is totally with you.

Win the children’s hearts, as much as you can make
them happy, first point. Try to do as much as you
can to make the kids happy throughout the globe. It
doesn’t matter what religion, it doesn’t matter who
it is - they’re all divine. Then you can make the soul
heartbeat throughout the entire people on the globe.

Today you look so beauty, healthy, handsome, lot of
good energy, lot of inspiration - that is not
permanent. The permanent thing is what you think
all the time for somebody’s happiness. When you
started starving for somebody’s happiness,
whatever you’re carrying, the blocks, whatever
blocks are disturbing you, it never, ever touches you.
That’s the strongest remedy.
Whenever you start to think on somebody’s
happiness, you’re beyond the illusions. Even though
the illusions are around you making you beating and
punching - let it punch. You have only one principle
- you think somebody happiness. You ignore about
yourself, your happiness, you’re always thinking of
somebody’s happiness. That concept is enough for
your journey. It’s not that easy but you have to train
that. You have to make tuned all your mind set-up
systems.

The most powerful, good karma is filling the hunger.
Once you feed somebody, after they ate, they
completed it, even if you want to give them some
more, they’ll say after, “No. I’m full, thank you.”
That’s only one thing on the planet they say, the
humanity, “I’m done, I’m fine, no.”
If you give the money - they still want some more. If
you give them anything, they still want more. As a
limit desire, is hunger. You know hunger?
So, try to ask the hunger out to win Him (Baba) that’s
the best way…the best way. Himself, He used to
cook, and He is feeding in Dwarkamai. And
whatever He got, the food, He distributed it to the
dogs and birds. Dogs are eating, and He’s also eating
the same food. It’s called bodhadaya - it’s loving the
hungry.

Today, I want to give the message of today - the
reality of life in spirituality.
Who comes as a spiritual person on the planet - we
have to go through. So far, taking any incarnation
person, whoever we’re going to worship, whoever
we’re worshipping, they’ve all been through, under
amazing suffering – pain, pain, pain, pain, pain.
Then later on the humanity, the globe, human
society is worshipping them. It means, if they didn’t
go through pain and suffering, the human beings are
not worshipping them.
Take Jesus Christ, Shirdi Baba, Pamahamsa, Babaji,
Ramana Maharshi, it doesn’t matter, take a lot of
people. After a person went through a lot of
suffering and pain, then there’s coming the open
heart to them because they went through pain and
suffering.
It doesn’t need to be in the future in spirituality, in
the spiritual kingdom. We have to live happily smile, smile, smile, smile and die. Give the message
and die - take off.

So, my Divine Souls, Soul Mate as a path of to receive
the unconditional love. Already God has given
majority to everybody. Parents is the biggest Soul
Mates, but a lot of childrens too, they have a lot of
pain, lot of anger around their parents. Is it make
sense?
Their childhood days is rough days, the, especially
in the western countries. The children grown in a
painful way what I seen it. Like mother have
different boyfriend and divorces. And father is go
different, and it’s not healthy there, majority, what I
noticed - that impact will effect on the soul.
Our childhood days’ energy power, that behavior,
that clarity mind, the vision, it keep continues until
the rest of your life. Our childhood days is very
powerful to play on our life goal - it’s a golden
statement.
Whatever your coming generation in future, how
much you’re really caring, protecting the kids in a
beautiful loving way, upcoming generations in the
globe will become less depression, more clarity very, very important!

The depth, the fragrance… I’m giving a flower smell is coming. Is the flower the greatness, or itself
the flower brought the fragrance? Where is the smell
coming from the flower? How is it coming? The
leaves are not giving the smell. The branches are not
giving the smell. The petals are not giving the smell.
Certain part, certain place the fragrance is flowing.
How the fragrance is created? The tree created the
fragrance in the flower - that, you need to know.
That’s only your job. If you want to know everything
about the tree, it takes lifetimes. Don’t waste the time
- flower and fragrance, that’s it. How the tree is
producing the flower? That mechanism only you
need it. If you start thinking from the seed how it’s
coming and growing – no time, absolutely no time it takes lifetimes.

You cannot stop what is going to happen tomorrow
- earthquakes, disasters… I think everybody already
got the message to chant the Earth Element Mantra.
Then it got a little quiet, calmed down. If She really
wants to do one tsunami - She’ll do it. If She wants
to do one big earthquake, even though we’re strong
masters on the Kala Chakra, if She decides She wants
to do it - She’ll do it.
But we can make Her nature to calm down. We can
make Her to divert. Thousands of times I diverted
Her, keep diverting Her - it’s a big game. She’s super
loving, unbelievably loving. She’s giving a kind of
symptoms to us to be awake. Life is short, it’s
running. It keeps running, running, running… Be
awake!

Number one, the ego – never, ever grow it up. It’s
the biggest illusion always waiting in us - negative
illusion.
As much as can - be humble, even to your kids, your
husband, your family, your business-people, your
neighbors… How much humble you are - that much
peace of mind you’ll get. Whenever you start to get
angry - be quiet for two, three minutes - don’t talk shut up! Wait! Walk out of your house - just get out
from there. One, two hours later, again the energy
changes, then go back again and take care of that
problem.

Your anger is your biggest enemy - biggest enemy!
You should not give a chance to that - it disturbs,
disturbs, disturbs horribly! Once you keep tuning
that anger, giving a chance to the anger in your mind,
it turns like kind of ‘monkey’. For every small thing
you get frustrated. For every small thing you get
stressed out. You feel so tired. You don’t need that!
Simple things… you know that but take it as my
order, as the master’s order.
Whenever you’re getting angry, think my name,
think my name - just think my name, feel my face.
It’s enough. If you keep doing like that, you’ll see
how I’ll really react with you, because I sprayed with
the divine water on every soul.
I don’t need anything from you guys, except your
happiness. Your happiness is the most important to
me. Then second, create that happiness around you.
Third, bring the wisdom in the planet, this
knowledge.

Whenever the money is coming in your life, it won’t
tell you, it automatically comes. Whenever the
money is going from you, it never tells you, it
automatically goes away. You have good health,
whenever the health is going out from you, it won’t
tell you, it starts going away. That’s just His lila. That,
we need to be little conscious on, to be careful, super
careful with our blocks. We’re acting in the nature,
especially in the nature means, around the people.
For example, I’m sleeping in the northeast of the
Jesus Temple. Generally, in the ashram the monkeys
are a little wild. All small baby monkeys are coming,
like six, seven monkeys are coming near my bed. I
open my living room, I take the huge bananas with
me, then keep throwing them to the monkeys. They
start fighting very wildly. I’m screaming to
secretaries downstairs, “What you’re doing guys?
You’re not doing enough hard work. Look at these
monkeys, all this wild!” They’re looking at me very
funny, “You’re throwing a lot of bananas. That’s
why the baby monkeys are coming every day.” I
have the food in my living room. The monkeys know
it will take care of their hunger. It’s my duty to take
care of their hunger. It’s their duty to them to be wild.
What can I do?

If your age is fifty, since from your childhood days
until to your fifty years old - what you gained it?
Eating, drinking, sleeping, eating, drinking, sleeping
- routine. You are in the sixties - what you created?
Nothing?
Your Swami is thirty-four. In the thirty-four I created
something paradise. It is not a construction. Global
wide - little awakeness, awareness… If I really want
to have a huge publicity, ‘name and fame,’ every
year I should be here. I didn’t come for the ‘name
and fame,’ even years later I’m coming, six years.
So, life is short - make it sweet.

To develop the peaceful mood, to develop in the
peaceful atmosphere… Fear is contagious. If there
are four hundred people, if two people are really
fearful, they can spoil majority of people around
them. I’m serious. Fear is contagious: you have fear
of death, fear of losing something, fear of
disappointment, fear of not getting success, fear of
not being worth enough, fear of not being confident
enough, fear, fear…
Why you need to be afraid? No way, absolutely not!
Be strong, do your duty, leave the results to God. Be
strong, do your duty, leave the results to God! Let
Him bring whatever He wants to bring in you. Even
you try hard, with fear you’re always doing the
mistakes. Fear is such a dangerous disease we’re
carrying in our lives. The worst case, what will
happen to you? What God can do with you? What
maximum He can do? You’re going to die. You
know you have to be prepared. You’re mentally
prepared one day you have to take off. This is not
permanent. It doesn’t matter if you’re with Jesus,
with the Mother, with Shirdi Baba, with Swami
Kaleshwar - you have to go. That’s the bliss - in a
peaceful way - not with a suffering way.

If it is God, is exists - learn how to pray to God. Learn
how to pray to God - very important!
Be happy! I’m not creating anything in your lives.
I’m giving a concept of Eastern Wisdom to the
Western Minds. What is there, what you seeing it,
what you had to know it - that’s it! It’s nothing new.
It’s nothing from me what is already there from
before. That’s we had to see it. Good luck

I made a deal, several thousands of years back, to the
Boss, “Ok, I'll do something.” With the Big Boss,
whenever we're walking, at the time when he's in
India the information was lost. That's one of my
biggest mission - to bring back all the Jesus,
whatever he done, the channels, to bring the Mother
Divine available to have darshan, and to having
abilities in a lot of students. I'm on the job, simple. I
don't have any personal attachments, personal
desires in my life - just to create. So, we'll go the
depth.

Guru Brahma, Guru Vishnu-hu, Guru Devo
Maheshwaraha. Brahma, Vishnu, Maheshwara Generator, Creator, Operator - G O D. The destroyer
is always with us. That’s called Shiva energy. That is
five elements: Na Ma Shi Va Ya, earth, fire, sky, air,
water - that’s five elements is linked in us.
Whenever you’re not able to drink the water, you’re
dead. Whenever you’re not able to breathing, three,
four, five minutes, you’re out. The flesh, the body,
the heat – when the heat went up in the body you’re
sick, you’re out. It means that five elements energies,
it’s completely linked with the Shiva. That is Nama
Shivaya - that is Five Elements power. Whole cosmic
Divine Channels is hidden in the five elements. Any
miraculous healing powers is hidden in the five
elements. If you want to produce a miraculous
energy - you need the five elements.
How to find the five elements in you? Already I
given that information.

Whenever you keep holding the ‘not forgiving, not
forgiving’ then the remaining all blocks - anger,
anxiety, excitement, unworthiness, the depression everything is only comes because of, you’re not able
to forgive yourself, you’re not forgiving somebody.
You feel you got hurted, you been cheated - that is a
crushing, that is squeezing your life.
Life is short... Life is short - make it sweet. You don’t
know what’s going to happen tomorrow, ultimately,
what She does it. Until to your last breath - try to be
enjoy as much as you can the peace of mind. You can
purchase anything, majority things - you cannot
purchase the mental peace.
If you don’t have the mental peace you are in the
cage. No need to in the cage. It’s over today, from
today onwards - it’s over. We’ll sit ten to fifteen
minutes meditation, very quietly - accepting your
mistakes, you’re forgiving everybody. You’re
promising to the Divine you’ll be loyal and happy
no matter what. Now we’ll sit in the meditation.
Turn off the lights, close your eyes, just keep relax.

I’m a simply messenger of Big Boss. I’m not even
equal of one of his hair. If you putted his one hair,
you’re a bald head man, one hair - he’s such a
powerful guy!
But I know his bank account (laughter) so that’s why
he is giving, allowing me to do certain things. And I
want the students, the globe needs to be a little
awake with great love. Love is the most important.
I might be different incarnation, not like a Jesus, but
I will declare whenever it is come the right time, but
its my mission is to bring the ancient information,
the ancient knowledge to the globe and to prepare
the strongest healers to create the real, true love,
peaceful atmosphere in the planet. That’s my
mission. Even though, whatever the little hurdles
comes - it comes and goes.

Today you’re here guys, just nothing but divine
cosmic energy sucked you here. Without His order,
without His invitation, today you wouldn’t be here.
Even though in the beginning days it’s a little harder
time to you, then later on once you tasted the
fragrance of the devotion, it’s a nectar, unbelievable
nectar keep tasting. It’s an unbelievable taste.
So, no matter what the divine is giving testings in
your life, what illusions are hitting in your life, even
whatever you’re going heartbroken and depression
- don’t lose this devotion fragrance. Don’t’ lose the
devotion fragrance. In the climax stage, every person
needs to have that. If from your early days you’re
carrying this type of fragrance, before you take off
from your body, you’ll really enjoy the bliss, the
really amazing bliss! You started the spirituality.

Focus what you cannot even imagine, what type of
life you want to lead in a divine way. That’s the most
important. Until your last breath, problems are there,
it will be there. One goes, another comes, otherwise
it’s not life! Happiness, unhappiness, unhappiness,
happiness – it’s equal, it comes and goes.
Like God gives you four children in your life. Only
you have the right to give the birth to the kids, but
you cannot decide their fate. You cannot write their
fate. One can become a big scientist, one can become
a big thief, one a spiritualist, a movie actor…
To the karmas you’re not responsible. Think for
yourself and pray for them - that’s it. Don’t fight for
them that you want to fix their fate. But as a master
I’m fighting with the Guru Parampara to fix your
fate. That’s the tricky - to fix your fate to be in the
normal, pure divine way, total divine way. It’s not
an easy job.

You think you’re responsible for your life - I disagree.
Some divine energy is playing on you, to play and to
give the consciousness to your actions. Again, you
get to reflect to your Brahma Consciousness what
you did. Whenever the reflection comes, action to
reaction - whatever we do, again we’ll get back. Even
this life, last life, last life…
How we can discover that? We need to observe. You
need to observe. You have to observe what’s really
going in your life. Why you’re in this much emotion?
Why you’re carrying this much sadness? Why
you’re really carrying sorrow? Why you’re in this
much depression?
You think you’re in depression but you’re not.
You’re not losing anything - you’re not. Whatever is
playing, coming in your life - take it for granted, it’s
a challenge, it’s a divine energy God is playing on
you. You have to face it. You have to stand for it,
then you’ll become very strong. No matter what,
simply accept it.

This is the place for the true love. If you start to
fighting for small things, for the power, if you cannot
learn something from here, (Penukonda) you cannot
learn anywhere on the planet. This is the right place
to wash all your blocks.
It’s such a thrill to be with the Sadguru. He is your
father, mother, brother, lover, sister, well-wisher,
enemy, tricky man - everything he’s covering, and
protector - great protector. Only you think sometime
to your master, but the master everyday thinking
about you. His love and his fragrance all the time
flowing with you, keep making to following what
you are doing. A mother can handle maximum two,
three kids in one house, but a master handling the
students with the different, different crazy behaviors,
with your blocks, with your emotions to making you
really calm down. It’s a big job.
A master and student relationship is immortal. The
bond, not for this lifetime, the bond is forever and
ever, for many lifetimes. Wherever you go, he is
there. Having the Sadguru, you allow him to do
whatever he wants to do in your life, but you have
to allow, “He’s my well-wisher. He is everything in
my life. Let him do whatever he wants to do.”

Student: I’m looking for a master and I want a
spiritual master. Can you tell me and explain to me
how can I recognize a master? How can I do it? Can
you give me your advice for that?
Swami: You need to fall in love with God. Once you
fall in love with God, once you really trust in God,
automatically you’ll pull a beautiful master whoever
you like. Understand?

Student: For eight years now I have a sickness,
multiple sclerosis, and I’ve never had the courage to
ask before, but now I want to ask the question, and
the point is, you said I should trust. Whatever is
given to me I should trust and accept it. Now, should
I accept this? I have accepted it for eight years now,
or is there something I can do to change the position,
the situation?
Swami: You can do yourself too. Even there’s a lot
of problems you’re going through, sickness, emotion,
heartbreak, depression, there’s a lot of proofs I’ve
given to you guys – lot of processes, lot of channels.
So, take any one, whatever channel you like - do it.

The enlightenment means, like one million years
ahead you want your mind consciousness, your
Brahma Consciousness, to be awake. Many people
think, “What does it mean by enlightenment?” The
far ahead you have the awareness. Right now, you’re
in the 2,000 years. If you got enlightened, you can go
back 2,000 what Jesus Christ life he led. You can play
that role. You can go 10,000 years ahead what this
creation will be. You can leave your soul from your
body and again you can come back after a few days
later.
You’re using this body as a kind of house. That’s
called enlightenment. To receive that enlightenment
- the heart part is very important.

So, my Dear Divine Souls, pretty good our life is in
our hands - how to avoid the problems, how to
create the divinity in our life, how to come out from
the problems.
Once you come out from the problems, once you
come out from your blocks, you’re eligible for
divinity. Even though you’re carrying a lot of
problems, try to help as much as you can the people
around you. Try to give as much love as you can. Try
to take care of somebody. Try to share as much as
you can, then it really helps you.
Whenever you’re creating happiness in the people
around you, their happiness will come back to you.
Your life will become super happy. You’ll become
super happy. You know if you can help them. Help
it - it’s very, very important part of your life. You
should do it!

Whenever your soul wants to go away from your
body for a few minutes, then the soul will play a
movie to your consciousness. The soul plays a
beautiful illusion, a dream - it escapes. The next
morning, you wake up a normal person and feel
what a beautiful dream you got. It’s the symptoms
to the master your soul is moving out from your
body. That’s the time the master can give the
enlightenment. It’s beyond your belief system at the
moment, but in the long term it will help to the
senior-most students why I’m telling this point.
You can catch your soul through your Brahma
Consciousness. You don’t need to be a great
meditator. Whenever the dream is happening,
whatever your wishes are, it’s the time to throw it.
You’re still sleeping, you’re still dreaming, your
consciousness recognized, “Oh, my master said my
soul went out,” but still the dream is running. Think
your wishes at that time. That’s the auspicious,
precious time in your life. The most important thing
what you should ask is to get rid of all your blocks,
get rid of all your depression, get rid of all your
heartbreak. If you’re really worrying on somebody,
try to bless them - that’s the supreme supernatural
time.

What I took, my students, for six months to one year
I gave a process to them - do it. Those vibrations are
helping to the mind, to the heart not to have
unnecessary things, problems. Then I entered
bringing you out what you cannot believe, to start
making you believe it. Even I’m doing a spiritual
magic there, even though I’m doing funny things
there, but that’s not your matter.
What you need, the glory of the beauty - the beauty
of the glory then you start to feel such a divine. Once
you start feeling the divine, divine, divine, divine,
divine, putting you in the meditation in the light.
Sending the light in you then making you as a light.
That’s the farthest point. But pulling you from the
dark to put you under the light - that’s a big job.

Several groups, they’re making within two, three
years - they got certain success. That success, they
didn’t feel they got success. But I won’t explain to
you, you got success. I won’t tell you, you got
enlightened. You’re in the beautiful pure love, but
you have to keep swimming it until you got tired,
really tired, experienced in the beautiful tired. Then
once if you’re really tired, then the divine energy is
there for you, even in that tiredness to come and stay
and merge with you. Then you’re free. Then you’re
a divine soul. Then you’re capable. Then you’re in
the reality. Then every person in your life you have
to be there. Am I boring you guys? Hello? Are you
understanding?

Spirituality is a big evaporating subject. It’s a big
illusion - seeing the water and feeling the taste.
Seeing the flower, smelling through the eyes - that is
spirituality. You’re seeing through the eyes, but you
have to smell through the eyes. How is it possible?
That is spirituality. You can see the beauty of the
flower. You can describe the beauty of the flower.
But whenever you can describe the beauty of the
smell through your eyes - that smell it’s very hard,
very difficult to describe until you experience it.
Even though you experienced it, it’s difficult. That is
Divinity.

You came, I helped it. “I” is the Brahma. “I” is the
Brahma, the consciousness of the fragrance, the
glory of the God. You’re ready there. You’re over
there. Your soul is ready there. He made me too.
Inside, what I have it, that is He. Whatever you have,
that is also He. Just I’m cleaning your glass… candle
is burning… A candle came, I’m lifting it, then
you’re done.
You understand, guys? Lot of inner meaning in it. So,
my Dear Divine Souls, even we believe in Jesus, we
believe in Baba, we believe in Paramahamsa, we
believe in Mother, we believe in your parents and
the, the, the grandparents. It’s ok to believe in it.
What you need to do, what is your duty, what you
need to make it, what you’re really missing it, you’re
doing your regular duties perfectly. You have tons
of headaches for unnecessary things. When you’re
really ready to fall in love with God?

A liquid going inside and coming out as a rock. we’ll
see what fun that will be. Just one chakra is making
it happen. Giving the pin number on the spot,
drinking it, and vomiting it back as a rock form. No
need to demonstrate the miracles - they’re chocolates.
It’s spiritual magic.
But the real inner consciousness to make the inner
happiness to grow - that’s the real miracle if I’m
really able to create it in your soul. That’s what I’m
waiting for. So far, I’ve done it with many students.
Still needs lot of work. Whenever you come with an
open heart, then I’ll come with an open heart.
Whenever you’re holding it, I can’t help it. It’s not
me doing it - it’s the Big Boss. I’m very serious.

Life is short - make it sweet. Never know this type of
funny illusions. Pretty good what Swami has done,
pouring my austerities power not to make certain
disasters to happen… We have a pretty good group
community of all my powerful soul brothers in
different places in the planet. Pretty good so far,
we’re holding it. It’s getting heavy. It’s really getting
heavy. It’s completely in Her hands.

You have to make your life like a kind of lotus leaf.
The lotus leaf is always staying in the water in the
mud, but water never touches that. Once you ignore
the things, take only the positive things and release
out the negative things.
In the spiritual law it does not say anything, you
should do only this thing, you should not do this
thing, you should not do this thing. Whenever
you’re in the diksha, I told you to be in the discipline,
no alcohol, no smoking… It’s to make your chakras
vibrations in your body in a perfect way. It’s like one
big purification cycle.

I love the Big Boss Jesus Christ. I really love him.
Every morning when I wake up, he’s the first person
I’m going to look at. After I take shower, I put the
candle to him and say, “Thank you.” He’s a great
soul like a Buddha, like all the Maharshis. Jesus
Christ doesn’t belong to one religion - he belongs to
the pure love.
Of course, he traveled in India. There are already
many books. Whatever statements Swami is giving,
it might come little controversial. Then many people
will want to attack in a beautiful way and a negative
way too. I’m ready for that.
Like Buddha, he meditated and something he
created. Jesus Christ meditated and received certain
things and he told that his students, his followers,
would become more powerful than him. But many
obstacles stopped not to make that happen, so far,
these past 2,000 years.

The major thing is the real Soul Mate. The real Soul
Mate solves… its very, very clarity. How to create
the real Soul Mate to the Kala Chakra?
I personally promised the Big Boss Jesus Christ in
His life, on the day at that time, I put my hand on
His hand and He made me promise five times, “Are
you really going to bring this knowledge back to the
globe?” I said, “Yes, I promise. Yes, I promise. Yes.”
It took 2,000 years… A lot of my personal stuff is all
done. Then, when I got enlightened, He came to me,
“Do you remember me?” I told Him, “Of course I
remember.” I smiled, and I gave a kiss to His hand.
When I’m giving a kiss, He’s crying kind of tears,
“You’re having amazing knowledge what I already
blessed to you, what I indirectly brought to you. You
have to prepare the students to bring the bridge. You
have to do this mission,”

In this small town, 365 temples are here. That guy,
Krishna Devaraya, he built 365 temples here, and
here in this earth, the first manifestation of the
Mother, pulled the Mother and created the Mother
in this Penukonda Fort. I’m not exaggerating it. It is
there with evidence. The ancient scripture is there
like a Mahakali form.
For example, Shiva is there, Brahma is there,
Lakshmi is there, Durga is there, Saraswati is there,
all angels are there, all rishis are there, every form
gathered in one form – that is Kali.
On the days, thousands of years back, some
Maharshis, they use to meditate in this mountain in
the caves. There’s amazing caves hidden in this
mountain. For themselves to protect it, they created
a strong Mother for several thousands of years. She
need to protect this area.

Really, my book (Paramashiva Yoga) comes out
there in L.A. The Big Boss, once it comes out, it’s a
great novel - put it that way. I’m taking the whole
Bible, like fifty pages. This whole Bible message,
taking fifty pages then remaining things… It’ll be
quite interesting to fixing to this right ‘Age’ to these
human blocks. You understand what I’m saying?
We don’t need to go 2,000 years back. Let’s bring the
2,000 years to come now - that’s a big difference. You
don’t need to go back 2,000 years. Bring back again,
the 2,000 years in front of you. Let happen the same
movie again, back in front of you.
Many layers of testings. The big changes in the
Dwarkamai - Shiva lingam inside and outside of it,
in the ground. He has to bring that information.
The coming days, also, once the power is available
to everybody, whole groups getting splitting. You
know what I’m saying? Fighting in the small groups
and big groups, but I need to fix that, it’s ok.

It’s only possible who doesn’t have the attachment
to the body. Who has the attachment to the body
you’re really under the illusion. The illusions will
play the maximum whatever it can. The body desires,
the body attachments, the body stuff… Who doesn’t
care about the physical beauty, only they always
care about the inner beauty, then eighty percent they
escape from the illusions.

In this Kali Yuga, one mango is hanging in the
beautiful tree. You’re so hungry. You look at the
mango - badly you want it. The mechanism is,
whenever you want it badly, there’s a huge chance
you’ll get it, some chance you might not get it, some
chance even though it comes in your hand you’re not
able to eat it. Some chance somebody will steal it.
You made all the way the effort to get to the tree. You
picked the fruit. You came down. You want to sit
and relaxly eat it. This is tiny example, when you’re
giving too much time and chances, you might lose it.
You want a mango. You don’t care anything until
you can bite it. You need to tune your system of your
energy like that. Your desire, “You want it.” At the
same time, same force, same frequency of, “It’s ok.”
Then the illusion cannot decide on your illusion
which way you are, whether to give you or not to
give you. It’s true - one million percent it’s true.

Did you know that Hanuman is still alive with the
physical body? He’s still alive with the physical
body. This Penukonda is having around the fort is
nine Hanuman temples. Anybody seen it, the main
entrance big Hanuman? The main entrance there is
one Hanuman. All angles the fort, even straight to
the east the fort. Where is a Shiva temple? If we walk
like five minutes, there’s a Hanuman statue. The
backside of the apartments there’s a Hanuman. If
you see from the garden, look at the mountain,
there’s a Hanuman Temple. Of course, my favorite
person is Hanuman, I’m serious - you have to
discover why I chose him. So, once his energy is
there, there’s no chance any negative vibrations can
disturb you. Even Mother Divine doesn’t have guts
to disturb you. Even the Shiva vibrations want to
disturb you - no chance.
One time I’m in my swing, that thread almost like
three year’s old. I’m in the swing. Gently I’m moving,
enjoying. In the hut somebody’s eating and all the
cooks is there. The swing from this much height to
under my feet, the thread got broken. If it really
hitted like that, maybe some danger happened to my
body. The swing, it came like gently. Impossible.
That’s impossible! After hitted the ground, it’s like
this, the swing then I have to really fall off. Then
whenever it touched the ground I really jumped, like
somebody’s kicking me. Through his tail, protecting
it. So, the unusual it’s very… I looked at him, “Oh
thanks - that’s a beautiful experience.”

Hanuman. One time I put my two feet there to His
mace and just sleeping in the swing. Like early
morning two thirty, three, chanting his markata
markataaya swaha prayer, “Om hreem hari markata
markataya swaha.” And within a seconds, layer by
layer you’re in the trance. You’re in the trance itself,
under the tree in His presence. That spot, it’s very
powerful, interesting vibrations, more than in the
temple. I’m not exaggerating it. Does it make sense?
It’s the pleasant vibrations.

If you didn't have any attachment to this earth, if you
didn't have any attachment to the Mother before,
you won't come here – period. I told it. There's many,
many, many links, connection, many lifetimes.
Finally, it's brought you here. Simple.
How many Catholic church people, whoever, even
Christianism, can really implement and demonstrate
the formulas in a beautiful way in the planet? Zero lot of fear, disasters, fightings! I took kind of
revolutionary step, “Let's prove it. Let's bring it.”
Each day Swami's life is a kind of fighting with any
angle, any corner. It's like Mahakali energy.

Some people, they don’t like their parents. That’s the
worst thing according the soul law. It says parents
means, no matter what it is, they are parents. Do you
know what I'm saying? Even though you have the
bad childhood days, okay your mother left you,
that’s painful, your father left you, that’s painful.
Maybe they have pretty good, bad karma, bad fate.
They also suffered, they dropped you and they left,
but you should always respect and give your true
love to them.
If they're really in the sick, if they're really in the
helpless stage - don’t take the revenge. Revenge
means ignoring them, not sharing with them.
They're kind of flowers ready to fall down. It is very
important - they gave you to the birth and whatever
they done it is their karma. As your duty before they
take off from their body, make them happy - their
blessings is very powerful. It is almost according it
says in Indian tradition, equal to the God blessing.
Do you know what I’m saying? First mother then the
father, then the master, then the God, fourth person
is the God. The mother is the first. She’s teaching you
how to grow, how to take care then the father played
with you as a friendly. Then the master, he teaches
you the knowledge to reach the God. Then the God,
finally if you really did it, you got purity, you’ll
show them, He’ll make you as an avatar. So,
respecting the parents is super important!

Spirituality, God, all the stuff is fifty percent. Taking
care directly of the humanity - that's directly taking
care of the God and serving the God - who are really
suffering the pain. But majority, ten percent who is
really in the hospitals and the sicknesses. Eighty-five,
ninety percent pretty good sick with the healthy
bodies - they're soul sick.
All programs what I'm giving is preparing the soul
doctors to become a soul powerful doctor. Just you
walk in the street, take your neighborhood, write all
your friend's names and family names. See who is
really happy and not having a broken heart. You
cannot find three people. Almost five, seven, eight
people has the pain and the hysteria. That type of
people really, need your help. You know what I'm
saying? Hello?
You have to live your life for yourself, same time, the
life why you came here, not only for yourself - you're
born for a reason, for somebody else. For a great
reason you're born here. Try to do your duty, the real
duty. Ok? Good.

What I want to tell here - the Guru, he's a light, he's
a candle. He's a Brahma, Vishnu, Maheswara - three
characters in him. You didn't see the Brahma, you
didn't see the Vishnu, you didn't see the Shiva - only
you see the Master who really can bring you in the
deep light, who really can guide you in a proper way
to balance your three characters in a proper way.

As a Guru Dakshina I can ask you one thing, guys.
Leave it your process to me, the Immortal
Enlightenment Process. Any extent I will walk for
you and I will stay for you until you get succeed.
That's my word on the Shiva Ratri Day.
As a really, Guru Dakshina, what I'm expecting from
you - help ever, hurt never. Try to create peace and
as much as you can, any type of help around you,
the people who is really under suffer and the pain,
whatever you can do. From today onwards, forget, I,
I, I, I, I… Whenever it became ‘I,’ the problem, the
ego ‘I’ - your crashing time is starting. This whole
place whatever is created - Baba used me as an
instrument. I'm a small leaf in his huge gigantic tree.
Without His grace I cannot put a small brick there no chance. In your life, you have to remember this.

Never ever depend on the promise. Try to depend
on the reality of the illusion. It's a very important
point. Baba will take care of you - that's a standard.
It doesn't matter which way He's going to take care
of you. You no need that, you don't need to know
that. Don't try to know that, don’t try it. If you try it,
we are in trouble. If we try it, we're in trouble.

Today you are here, you learn this prayer, “I told this,
do it.” Whatever is coming near to you, any work do with one hundred percent open heart, one
hundred percent open heart - do it. Then you are free
out of any illusions.
Somebody is super hungry. You having something,
great food with you. You no need to take care the
person. There is no law why you should take care.
God is giving a chance to you! You’re looking at a
person - he’s super hungry. How you going to react?
Are you giving some food to the person or you
simply ignoring and walking?
When you ignore and walk, the clock, the circle is
round, it will come again back the same, and you
will be in that position. That is karma. If you hurt
somebody with this hand, in a fraction of months or
days, you receive with interest – same, more hurt,
same, much pain back - impossible to escape. Even
I’m there, it’s impossible to make to escape. Action
to Reaction, so help ever, hurt never.

I made a deal several thousands of years back to the
Boss, “Ok, I'll do something.” With the Big Boss
whenever we're walking, at the time when he's in
India the information was lost. That's one of my
biggest mission - to bring back all the Jesus,
whatever he done, the channels, to bring the Mother
Divine available to have darshan, and to having
abilities in a lot of students. I'm on the job, simple. I
don't have any personal attachments, personal
desires in my life - just to create.

If vibhutti is coming from the master's hand, why
you need to burn again the sticks, get the sticks to
cut, make it burn it, get the ash? It's illusion.
Something is saying, ok do this process, make an ash
with ten coconuts, dates ashes, sandalwood ash.
Swami get a holy vibhutti, you bless it. This is
sandalwood, this is this, lotus this, you made us
sankalpam - done deal.
Why you need ten types of ashes? You know what
I'm saying? It's done. If I need you, I won't leave you.
If you need divine - you can't escape. These are two
different things. You have some responsibilities, you
want to escape it, you can't escape. Of course, the
process and everything is there. Whenever your
master is pulling and make you to done the strokes,
why you care about Mother Divine? If I'm in your
position, just I go and catch the master's feet,
"Manasa bhajare guru sharanam, you do whatever
best for me." You know what I'm saying? Simple.

Don’t create any pain in somebody’s life - that’s
super danger. If you make the person heartbroken,
believe me, you need to pay, with interest, ten times
in this lifetime no matter how powerful a master is
with you, around you.
Even if you’re a super powerful master yourself, you
can’t heal it. You’re just simple person, a symbol of
the love and great meditator - just helping, helping,
helping. Even though you’re doing helping and
amazing service to the globe - you have to, that’s the
order. Sometimes the testings are coming in your life.

Once if you understand it, it takes time to you, even
if you got some strokes. Instead of me doing it,
somebody will do it for you - no problem, it is not a
big deal. But I had some special deals with Her,
that’s why it stopped. At Christmas time, many
people are going to connect Big Boss, Jesus Christ, so
I’m going to different channels. After twenty-one
full moons later, again I will come back to the
Mother. So, certain divine souls, I am in the process
with them to pull them to the humanity planet.

Once, if you do it, the formulas, the prayers, how to
connect the cosmos, how to pull the cosmic, how to
operate the cosmic, how to digest the cosmic, how to
implement the cosmic. After you implemented the
cosmic, how to receive back the cosmic? These are
the steps. So, at a certain level, you have to merge in
the cosmic.

If ten people come to you who were really
heartbroken, if you really can take care of them, you
are a master! Who was really in depression, if you
really pull them from the depression, you are a
master! If you really teached them meditation, if a
person is sitting everyday drinking and drinking
and drinking, if you introduced him the meditation
- he drinks the cosmic energy. Then he is really in the
bliss. Slowly he will come out of drugs, crazy bad
habits. You really saved his life. When you are really
saving somebody’s life, you should be very
confident. You should be very… you should know
what you’re talking, you have to know the healing
techniques how to take care of that soul.

What is meant by illusion? Illusion is always like an
ocean wave. Swami is coming to Germany is illusion,
and you receiving experiences is illusion. About
learning the tradition is illusion. All these illusions
are divine. Having a desire, want to know something
what you really don’t know - that is a divine illusion
and even, that, you don’t know. You keep trying to
know that with an open heart - that is a really divine
illusion.

Student: I would like to ask Swami, please tell me
what is my duty in this world?
Swami: Not only to you, it’s everybody’s duty. You
need to become a man, a soul of Satya, Dharma,
Shanti, Prema to bringing a lot of light with you, in
you, and making lighting a lot of candles on the
globe – that is a standard, that is my wish. You can
choose whatever you wish.

My message is today - if you do your Dharma, right
Dharma, the Guru Parampara will give the guidance.
Shanti automatically will come - Peace. Whenever
the Peace comes, Prema will automatically come too.
It's enough to create the wisdom… creativity…

The bones. Suppose I died - my bones in earth but
my soul sucking huge energy! That energy, also the
natural cosmic energy comes to my body, bones,
nerves, my hairs - everything comes huge energy.
When my bones in earth, that radiation, that earth
piece - it turns like huge magnet, like a radio station
to sending energy. Even any student of my student,
their hearts is open, this earth energy like a magnet
radiation, like radio station vibrations - they will
receive it - they got the healing. It becomes like a
huge magnet, that place, my bones place, it turns like
magnet, that earth place.
Even if you cover with the sand and mud - electric
shock-like electric vibrations, it flows giving positive
energy, the same small pot of little more of the little
huge energy process. Why today we are going and
touching Baba Samadhi. His soul is gone, but why
you’re going and touching his Samadhi, that
samadhi - huge magnet, that rocks, that sand, that
land - huge magnet. The earth have that type of
capacity, even it can multiply some millions of times
energy. It turns like a huge magnet.
Sri Kaleshwar’s Maha Samadhi Day! Ananta koti
Bramha da Naiyaka Raja di Raja Yogi Raja
Parabramham Sri Satchitananda Sam Sadguru
Sainath Maharaji Ki Jai! Bhola Samasta Sadguru Sri
Kaleshwara Maharaji Ki Jai!

You might belong to any religions. You might have
strong believer of any one strong following, it’s ok.
But my philosophy is linked with the five elements,
it’s not linked with any one religion. Even Shirdi Sai
Baba, he’s not linked with any religion - he’s a man
of True Love. He’s a man of complete True Love.
If you read, try to read his life history - such a bliss
person like a Jesus Christ. Of course, Jesus Christ, the
Big Boss… Generally, wherever I sleep, I sleep in the
mandir, in the church, top floor, in the northeast
corner. After I wake up, straightly I come to Him.
First, I see Him saying, “Good morning.” going
taking shower, coming back, putting one candle.
Simply I say one thing, “Thank you so much for
giving such a great life today. Let me to do whatever
you want me to do. I’m here - use me. Done” Going
down big Baba statue less than one minute - I go
touch His feet, “Thank you so much. Bless me.
Whoever is depended on this Center, take care of
them.” Walking out.

Sometimes I tell this way, sometimes I tell that way.
Just if you throw your thought you really want to
talk to me, you can reach me. If I didn't reach you, it
means still something I need to burn for you. Still I'm
burning some things for you. Anybody who entered
this Fort with open heart, it’s my duty to take care of
them - just think on your Swami every night three,
four minutes. Try to feel his energy - automatically
it comes, automatically helps.
Today where I went, the place, I don’t want to leave.
What I seen, certain things, I don’t want to leave. But
do your duties, guys. Do your dharma. If you're
responsible in your house, take care, same time
never, ever, feel left out from your Swami. The same
time, I know you want to speak to me. I also want to
speak to you, but don’t force your energy. Let it
happen whenever it happens. Freely. Who touches
one time, Penukonda, Shiva Sai Mandir, and
especially who has a power spot, it’s done – soul
commitment.

You need to charge for these healings. You should
not do any healings free. Some dakshina you should
take - depends on his open heart and your livelihood.
Do it.
If you do it for free, then you’re responsible for his
negativity. If it’s your relative, you can ask them to
cook a beautiful food for you or do some seva. Some
dakshina you need to receive from giving a healing
to make it balance - that’s the law. Without balance no. This is for all healings.

Knowledge is only one abbreviation - life and death.
That is the knowledge - life and death. That’s it!
There’s no more knowledge. Once if you know the
life, once if you know the death - that’s the true
knowledge. The remaining knowledge is just a
waves.
You have to know how to create, you have to know
how to take it - that is the knowledge. Then you’re
enlightened, then you’re really Purna Avatar. Then
you’re always in the bliss, there is no real death to
you, there’s no real life to you. Until to that, you need
to get struggle in between. You’re just a ball between
life and death. Until you understand that, you know
what I’m saying, so that understanding to this
program - you’ll know it, by grace of Baba.

Nowadays I’ve seen in Europe, America, Japan and
Singapore - the different countries there’s a lot of
healers. They’re giving healings, but they don’t
know how to decharge it. Like you keep drinking the
water but you’re not going to toilet - decharging
needs to be happening.
You’re giving the high energy, some energy you’ll
receive from them too - that you need to find a way
how to release it back again in the nature. You put
your hand in the rose flowers, after certain time later
your hand also has rose smell. Every full moon, even
in your normal livelihood, we receive some energy,
and same time, we receive some negative energy in
our body too. We need some energy transmission in
our life - we need to decharge in our life.

The real truthful thing is, when you are able to see
whatever the normal people are not seeing.
Whatever, with your eyes, whatever you’re seeing
when you close your eyes, when you open your
third-eye, when you’re able to see with your inner
consciousness the inner huge energy, when you see
in yourself, “Hey, the divine energy is working in
me.” That is the truthful. That is the truth. It is the
reality of your hard work. That is, the symptoms of
your hard work.”

It’s the coming days in the globe, the power spot is
Penukonda, the secret Fort of Krishna Devaraya, the
Emperorism of the secret who ruled as Emperor of
Hampi - that same guy is here. He did amazing stuff
here and he created that beautiful Badava lingam in
Hampi, the big Shiva lingam. The amazing process
of hundreds of saints, perfect supernatural saints,
they practiced, again they came here, and they did
their sadhana and they taught couple thousand
students in the mountain, and they established that.
This area, Mother Earth, is natural born high
frequency energy. You can’t see this kind of
vibrations anywhere in the world, this earth. I’m not
exaggerating it. You will know it and one day you’ll
hear it - several thousands of people in Penukonda,
everyday doing meditation and having darshan. It’s
like a second Shirdi, and a second Tirupati. It’s not
my statement, it’s the Divine Statement - I’m also an
instrument under the Mother.

Try to work union. Try to protect Swami’s name. Try
to go in a good way. Nobody’s not… Like your
friends, like a one person dominating on you, you’re
dominating on another person, another person
dominating - don’t go like that. You understand? Try
to be friendly to understanding. When you do that,
that really makes me so, so happy!
Otherwise, if you’re doing like a crazy stuff, like
fighting each other, “I’m the big healer, you have to
follow me. I’m the very closest friend to Swami, you
have to follow me. Oh, Swami is mine. Swami comes
to my home. Swami lives with me.” Bullshit. One
crazy word I’m using. I can take gun and one trigger.
Everybody is equal, especially in the working!
Everybody’s a good partners. Try to cooperate each
others, love each others, help each others, like a
union - spread the truth, spread the prayers, and
meditation in a good way.”

I came from the zero - still I’m a zero, but I’m
expecting one day to be hero. Without Baba’s grace,
no chance to be a hero. Pretty good I got success that’s nothing. But one day this Fort, Penukonda
Fort, it will wake up the whole globe. Something is
interesting here. Have a look. Then millions of… any
spiritual student in the globe, they’ll show their
interest to knowing, in the world, this information.
It’s a very simple, same time, it’s very interesting.

The real spiritual persons, taking a flower and
pulling the honey from the flower without doing
any process, no bee, nothing… How to get the honey
from the lotus flower, any flower? That is?
Spirituality.
Your body is a flower, honey is your soul
consciousness... soul consciousness… To pull that
out, that is the final immortal thing. Clear?

For everything… first you have to do your duty.
Fundamentally you have to do your duty. And
Heartfully I Bless to everybody - Jesus will give lot
of patience, inspiration and his kind love to take care
of everybody’s soul on a successful path. You’ll
reach your success - that’s my word.

It’s pretty good climax moment in this globe, in this
century, what I can give my students. So, it’s a great
opportunity and a great blessing to me to giving. The
Almighty is giving to me to do this. After 2,000 years
later, I’m happy, giving the ancient knowledge to
give back again to the world.
We can change the planet through the love. Can
change the planet through the forgiveness. But we
have to, have to stand for the truth and love with the
determination heart. If you don’t have the
determination heart, you will lose it. No matter how
much you’re carrying true love, if you don’t have the
determination heart, you’ll lose it. You need to stand
until your last breath for the truth and determination
heart. You have to stand - do or die. Then only we
can succeed. Then only we can get some fragrance in
the planet.

It’s a simple thing wife and husband, bad fortune
coming in your life and making your life miserable.
The God… It’s not the God, it’s you - what you
released. Its waiting and again its coming back.
Whatever you done, its keep coming back, keep
coming back.
Even from now, even its not too late. Once if you’re
aware that, be on the strong on your duty. No matter
how much you're facing, difficulties, focus on your
duties, determine, find a good master, whoever you
like it, take a prayer, sit, meditate - don’t lose your
inspiration.
God always loves you what you done it - He’s really
loving nature, He's a forgiving nature, He likes
everybody - equally. Do you know what I'm saying?
He likes everybody. You're innocent, okay you done
it, you know now, you realized it, okay don’t repeat
that. If one time you repeat, okay make it very strong
- don’t go again!

Student: Swami, what happens when people die?
Swami: The burial grounds - that is the holy place to
find the supernatural energy. The God has to come,
and He has to take care from there to take them to
the heaven. So, let’s go there - that’s the gateway the
entrance to the heaven.
Different religions tells differently. The angels will
come to the ghat, or the burial ground, they bring the
soul. In Indian religion there’s certain religion there,
they talks, sorry for a little side track, but they talks
- once if they carry the dead body, they buried it, all
the family members crying and weeping and putting
the flowers. Once they leave from the dead body,
then the angels started to come, “Ok, now all your
attachments - your friends, your family members are
gone, you’re alone, now we are ready to take you to
heaven.”
The angels will come, they’ll bring you - they’ll go.
That’s one type of tradition says, but it’s like a
similar - in the same burial ground the angels…
angels means, always wherever the Shiva is there,
the angels is automatically around there.

One day we have to drop the body - that’s true.
Everyday whenever we spent it, it’s gone. It means
were walking to the final destiny to drop the body.
We’re losing your lifespan calendar, day-by-day,
drop-by-drop you're losing it.
But the human life is the most boon, gift, to come on
Earth to find the God, to find the reality to who you
are. It is the best life coming as a human and also,
same time, having the terrible blocks and easily
getting injured - the life is also human. And enjoying,
same thing, human - everything is human. Do you
know what I'm saying? Hello!

Once you see a lady or a man, once you see each
other, it’s a physical mind attraction. Same thing
whenever you took a mantra, a prayer or look at a
master’s picture - something is pulling you. Once the
divine energy starts pulling you, even if you want to
escape it, you cannot. You cannot!
Like a tiger caught the flesh of meat - tiger won’t
release the meat. Like the master, once he got you,
once you caught the master, like that’s your duty
first part. The master is a kind of cat, like a cat taking
the babies, like each one, simply washing it. It won’t
believe to leave the babies in one place. It keeps
watching them.
Second part, the master is a monkey. Even the
monkey is jumping from one branch to another
branch, the small baby monkey is catching the
mother, holding it. The mother keeps walking and
jumping. It won’t care if the baby keeps falling off the monkey keeps jumping.
The first part the master is taking care of you like a
cat. The second part he turns as a monkey. That’s
your responsibility to get him. He’s really jumping
one branch to another branch. You need to be strong
enough. If you start to feel, “Ok, he has to take care
of me like a cat. No! My life with Baba, He’s driving
me sometimes unbelievably crazy - simply accepting
it, “Do it, whatever you want.” But same time I got
well protected, super well protected. But even
though He’s jumping, He’s protecting me, He’s not
like a cat. So, you need to fall in love. You need to
know some divine energy is taking care of you.

You seen in the photographs, early morning, the
really early morning they're wake-up and in front of
river going and doing their meditations. That’s
really, they are - they are. They want to experience it.
Once if you taste that nectar you don’t want to leave
it, you don’t want to give up. You really want to keep
develop it, keep develop it, keep develop it…
After you really developed it, then any person comes
to you, then the supernatural mechanism you will
understand. For example, his soul is super weak,
he's stuck somewhere with the terrible blocks. Put
your sankalpam no matter what he's having, crazy
blocks. Use your third-eye power, lift him up.
Whatever he requires, make him lift it then you can
start to giving the healings, initiations with some
prayers. Do you understand?

It takes a few hours to explain about taking the Five
Elements, like taking a big course. Course? Course,
yeah. It’s like you can get it, contact somebody, but
how it effects? For example, there is an egg. The hen
hatching, you know hatching? Your English is little
tough, my English is also tough. The hen is doing its
own process, it is producing some heat to the egg
and making it covering it. After certain days later,
then started to small chicken is coming out. In the
beginning, like kids, they don’t know about the
small chicken will come out from the egg. If you told
it, “Okay, the small chicken will come out from this
egg, from there, if the hen did the process.” What the
hen really doing the process there? And what is
really happening in the mechanism there, and it’s
coming out. Do you know what I am saying?
The same thing in our body. You're sucking the
energy, you're receiving step-by-step, drop-by-drop,
drop-by-drop. At certain moment the doors will
started to open it - you will started to feel such a
great bliss. You start to feel such a great fragrance,
satchitananda, chinmayananda…

It’s quite interesting, the different Masters, different
gurus, different philosophies, different belief
systems - so confusing. Even to me to talk about it, I
hate it. I’m not against any religion, any tradition,
not against to any Master. You’re here, you don’t
know how long you’ll be here, so try to see the
fragrance of yourself. You have to experience as
much as you can, then come out, then stay in the
reality. Two plus two is four. Five minus one is four.
One plus three is four. But with some Masters - two
plus two is four - that’s it. They didn’t trust anything,
just two plus two is four. When will the belief
systems change? And what we have to believe, and
what we have to not believe - that’s a big confusion.
What is the magic, what is the miracle - it’s a big
confusion!
I’m giving a puzzle. Tomorrow you have to give the
answer to me. The miracle is, I need a ghee. I’m
giving a cow, and you can take the huge milk out
from the cow. Without taking the milk out, I want
ghee from the cow. How is it possible? That is
spirituality. Taking the milk out, boiling it, taking the
yogurt out, take the butter out then boil it and
getting the ghee - those are all the processes. In the
ancient days, all Masters, all gurus, they taught that
way. That’s natural to everybody. Without taking
the milk out, the ghee is hidden in the cow - how to
take that?

Win at least one good, true friend. Maybe you have
a lot of fear. I know every person have personal life,
I agree, shadow, personal life. The same time easily
you can identify that person, they are really
understandable or not. Yes - chtttt - get it. Get it! No
matter what they are for you, they want to comfort
you, they know how to handle you and take care you
in any circumstance - in happy mood, in difficulties
mood, yes, they are with you.
Whenever there is a lot of water in the pond, a lot of
frogs will reach. Once the water evaporates, no more
frogs. Like the friends, neighbors, relatives, these are
all nonsense. They comes if you don't have anything
in your life, if you are really in the difficulties they
will stand for you - that is the person. That is the?
Person you can rely. "Yes, I am with you. Don't
worry. Let's go. Let's go. I will walk. I will stay, do
or die, yes.” Not in the words - to see in the actions that is important. That is the way to test it. That is
the way to test.

My Dear Divine Souls, illusions are natural. No need
to be nervous about that. Let it come. It’s clouds, it’s
not permanent. In front of the sun the clouds is
temporary. The hurtles is natural, especially who
jumped in the spiritual practices.
You’re researching not for an ordinary formula you’re researching for the Almighty. You want to
know God, you want to know who you are, you
want to know where you came from, you want to
know where you’re going, you want to know what
is between life and death - the creation. It’s not the
ordinary research - it’s a little difficult to find out
who you are. I’ll give a technique. Try to find out
who is with you. You know what I’m saying? Who
is with you?

Look, once if you open your heart for the truth, Satya,
Dharma, Shanthi, Prema, it will be with you. It will
support you. It brings you to the Almighty. First
catch either one, be truthful – Satya, or be a fair judge
– Dharma, or be Shanti - whatever the anger,
whatever the blocks, be quiet and calm or be
accepting whatever it is. Be a loving person - Prema.
First take one in your hand, practice that, the
remaining things automatically will come to you,
automatically it will come to you.

Swami’s going little hard time. I’m going to deliver
five Atma Lingams this year. Actually, I thought of
nine, but I came down to five to give to the different
countries’ people.
The five is like the five elements, very supernatural
powerful. And many months back I drank the
mercury, and before five lingams, I owe to one
beautiful soul one mercury lingam. In these two or
three days I have to deliver that. The point here, the
body is really shaking, of course it’s like the same a
pregnant woman delivering - the pain and suffering
is natural.
Without the pain and suffering I can’t produce any
divinity - the suffering has to pay the bill to the
universe for everybody. One day those Atma
Lingams will show that capacity in the world - the
top healing objects. But it will show, it will play its
own play, beautiful character, as a powerful object
in the world.

Ok, you did ten years spirituality, what did you
really see? After you saw it, what you learned from
that? After you learned it, how much you’re teaching
to the world - that’s important. Even able to see that,
that moments have to come in your life… The
moments only come, the big chance comes once if
you open your heart to the process, pure dedicated
to the divinity.
The energy will do for you or the energy will make
you to do it. That’s the big step between the Master
and you. The Master is always ready for you, but
you have to think deeperly in your heart how much
you’re ready for the knowledge. It doesn’t matter
which religion you belong to - this is the religion for
pure light, pure love. Knowledge is knowledge, we
have to surrender to the knowledge

Telling truth or lies needs special talent. If you want
to tell whatever is in your heart, even some people
who carry a lot of happiness, they’re not expressing
the pain, and some carrying the pain, holding the
happiness - not showing it but feeling it, hiding it showing Stitha Pregnatatha stage.
Pain is pain… Once we lose one pain, another pain
wants to attack. How far can you run? Pain is a big
disease. Make it as a sport, as a fun to see how it’s
playing on you, then you’ll win it. Of course, a little
harder painful needs special talent. It comes how
much you suck the inner peace.

So, the Kandhana Yoga and the Dhoti Yoga, what the
Baba demonstrated, all the miracles, let’s come to the
point - the stages.
In your life - open your heart, open your third-eye to
the guru, open your soul to the guru, at least you can
experience it. You don’t need to demonstrate in the
world. You want to be as a powerful person in the
planet, let it enjoy that fragrance, the systems. You
know what I’m saying? But don’t starve for it. You
know starving? Don’t get like you really want it,
want it, want it - that’s kind of nightmare. I know the
Baba Datta energy - if I really like something, I will
lose that. I’m serious…

My Dear Divine Souls, Satya, Dharma, Shanti,
Prema is required. Nowadays the Mother's illusions
you're seeing it. There are many big hospitals taking
care of the physical pain, physical sicknesses, but
ninety-nine percent of the globe is carrying the
depression,
heartbroken,
unhappiness,
unworthiness, pain, sadness. They're really lost.
They're waking up eating, drinking, sleeping…
making money, eating, drinking, sleeping… eating,
drinking, sleeping. Wake up! Wake up!
We don't want you… don't want a normal simple life
until you know who you are! What is the
supernatural spirituality? What is the greatness of
supernatural spirituality? What is the secrecy
hidden in the nature? What is the secrecy of the
consciousness? What is the secrecy of the avadhut
consciousness? What is the birth? What is the death?
Where is the beginning, where is the ending - you
need to learn that, you have to learn that. In order to
learn that, you need to kill your ego, and you need to
stop your suspecting mind, and ‘monkey mind,’ “I
did this. I created this. I'm the great.” Stop that! Try
to be humble. That is the Datta and avadhut will like
it. There is no you. Even though you're a hero, if you
don't have the divine grace on you - you're a zero. So,
you need to learn that guys - life is short, make it
sweet.

Swami: If you're not trying it, how come the guide
will can help you? How long he can help you if you
have the panic? The number one who will can
command the Kala Chakra - who don't have the fear
- a fear of the death, a fear of failure, a fear, fear, fear,
fear, fear, fear…
When your consciousness level, heart level, mind
level, and soul level, "No fear - I'm fine, ready to go
whatever it is." Yes, the victory is with you. Victory
is with you. But whenever you're handling a crazy
fear, even though it's dangerous, but you have to be
really talented (to) take the right guidance, right
map. Right guidance is the most important, very
most
important,
the
guidance,
without
concentration, the meditation is a waste.

In the Kala Chakra you have to decide the time, the
time should not decide you. Another golden point you need to command on the clock, the clock should
not command on you. If you gave up to the clock,
"Let it happen whenever it's going to be, happen." It
might take one hundred years, two hundred years,
five hundred years, one thousand years - your
lifetime, maybe it can happen, maybe it cannot be
happen.
Before you're going to do it, don't misunderstand
here… it's art to make it Mahamaya to divert it. To
diversion is in your consciousness, in your mind,
your heart, your soul – everything is in one side. In
somewhere, some point, you're in the different side
- that only you know it. Next minute what I'm going
to do it, I knew it, but I won't express it. If I'm
expressing certain things, I'll implement it, but all of
sudden I turn around, I hit it here, make this thing to
be done.

Many crazy characters, they're creating lot of
violences. The kings and emperors, so far, for
centuries, battles and crazy things - millions of
people is died… and the same earth also created the
most fragrance beautiful spiritual masters on the
planet. Now is the time for the beautiful rose
blooming people to come out, to stand for the reality
and create the more students to work through the
love.

After seeing thousands of people, again going up
and saying simple one word, “Thank you boss Jesus.”
Simple, “Thank you so much for your help.”
It’s not me doing - it’s their grace, they’re doing, it’s
their energy doing. Even though the formulas I
learned it, but without their grace it’s impossible I
could learn it - no way! Without their blessing it’s
impossible I’m sitting here today with you guys to
talk. It’s only with their permission today I’m here.
That’s my strongest, strongest, strongest belief
system - so such a strong faith it’s need to develop I’m very serious!”

The feelings, the crush, the love and everything is a
kind of waves… Your heart-brokens, disturbances,
losing things, gaining things - these are all
disturbances,
physical
disturbances,
mind
disturbances, attractions, these are all attractions…
No, no, these are all the waves, ocean wave… Each
wave wants to catch the sky, the ocean keeps trying
to catch the sky, it's jumping but not even one wave
cannot catch the sky…
Millions of saints, sadhus, aghoras, ghoras, avadhuts
- they keep trying it, they don't know the right
approach to hit it.

Get the natural water tomorrow in Dwarkamai. You
can choose whoever is a beautiful two, three souls,
then you see the water how it's going to be changing
the form - from one form to another form, again
coming back, that water different position, then as a
sugar pots.
Whatever it is, we'll see… There is no law fire has to
burn, water needs to liquid, air needs to be like
pleasant, sky is the limit, earth has only this type of
limit - no law, hun-un. Excuse me. Everything is in
you. You are the five elements but identify that five
element and implement that five elements in a
proper time, proper way. Yes, your target will be
fulfilled. It will be fulfilled with no question.

Student: If the consciousness is always right and the
feelings are not right, why should we trust the
feelings at all?
Swami: Research. How much you’re maintaining
your silence? How much you’re dissecting your
feelings and your consciousness layer-by-layer? You
know dissecting? Put it on a slide, take the
microscope - watch it, see it. What is the shape it
really looks? I’m serious. You can see it. Once if you
know how to see that, every feeling, every action of
your life is a bliss, it’s the bliss.
Learning the knowledge, yes, no problem, you can
learn a lot of knowledge anytime. To investigate, to
research yourself - that is the thrilling! Somebody
says, “I have a fear!” Fear is a branch. What is the
real root for that fear? Fear is a problem, good. What
is the root?

Next year I’m personally certifying a lot of students
with my signature, accepting they’re a part of great
teachers, great gurus in this globe. Lot of students
deserve it, and they’ve been through a lot of
experiences, they learned a lot of knowledge. From
the next year I’m sending a lot of people to the globe
to show your abilities, so don’t think you’re going to
stay here for a long time for relaxation - rest is only
after death. You have to work, work, work to help as
much as you can in your life - that’s the number one
mission, your Swami’s message.

In the Kali Yuga, we don’t need to tell about
complete violence. Even though you don’t want, in
the cosmic energy if you want to find the truth, if
you’re researching the truth, this vibrations will
attach to your soul. The negativity won’t attach to
you. The simple method is to ignore it, asking the
protection circles around you to the Guru
Parampara - it will automatically take care.
Very shortly this Penukonda will get recognized
whole worldwide. It’s the Big Boss power spot. It’s
coming very shortly, and I’ll make it prove. The
world will recognize it. It’s a great blessing to the
world the coming days. The duties still I have to take
care. I’m trying my maximum best, but the illusions
still play.
But I have one hundred percent
confidence I’m going to win that. Few people can
understand, few people cannot believe it. Very soon
you’ll recognize that, the truth.

Maybe you have a little confusion and doubt on
yourself. “How can I recognize, Swami, my soul is
enough charged, I got enough blessed?” Can you see
the electricity going in the wire? Can you see in the
coconut the water is going inside? Can you see in the
egg inside how the chicken is happening?
Always the inner mechanism is keeping on running
but you have to accept to your soul whatever the
Almighty wants to prepare you, whenever it’s
happening. Of course, you’ll face a lot of headaches
and troubles. Even after you reach a lot of abilities,
Satan energy always wants to attack you - it will
disturb. Whoever they take as a challenge, they’ll
achieve their goal. Of course, Jesus, he also went
through a lot of sufferings. He doesn’t need to with
his abilities, he can survive from that but simply he
accepted it.

In this Yuga, untruth is on three legs, truth is on one
leg - hardly it can walk, simply standing... So, it’s
very hard to understand the world and the human
beings and the energy too. In Satya Yuga, everything
is Brahma Consciousness - there’s no incarnation of
any God. In Treta Yuga there is a Rama. The Rama is
also not one hundred percent fair. He’s not fair at the
time… Satya Yuga is four legs - Treta Yuga is three
legs. If he’s a God, why can’t he sit under a tree if
somebody kidnapped his wife Sita, to see in his
third-eye his vision, to see where Sita is in so-and-so
place? You know what I’m saying?
It means, whoever is born in a human body, the
suffering is natural. You’re under the net of the
Mahamaya illusion. It has to run, but after it runs,
you’ll know the inner truth why it happened. Every
person has to make a question mark in your heart,
“Why this testing came in my life? What is the inner
meaning there?” Every person is carrying a lot of
unbelievable abilities. It’s only possible through
your inner calmness, deeper inner silence then you
can recognize step-by-step way of charging your
soul.

For everything, first you have to do your duty.
Fundamentally you have to do your duty. And
Heartfully I Bless to everybody - Jesus will give lot
of patience, inspiration, and his kind Love to take
care of everybody’s soul on a successful path. You’ll
reach your success - that’s my word.

A few people I invited to the ashram, “Ok, I’ll give
the scholarship, I will feed you, I will give you
clothes. I will take care of you for the rest of your life.
Come and learn the knowledge.”
They’re still thinking they have to work, work, work
– family attachments, family attachments, family
attachments. That’s good, same time see what he’s
giving. Do that. Complete as soon as possible - be
under the umbrella of the Masters. That helps you a
lot, to learn the real knowledge.

Love is the most fragrant essential in your life. Love
will take care in all angles to shortcut in an amazing
beautiful way. Shortcut in sense of, it doesn't matter
how much you're going through, you can win
through the love more than the sword power. Sword
only can kill one or two, three, four, five persons.
Mahatma Gandhi took care in all angles through
peace. Peace, once you develop that, is unbelievable
nectar. To developing peace in your heart is not a
joke. Mahatma Gandhi brought freedom to the
Indian country. Every Indian currency, each Indian
coin has Mahatma Gandhi’s picture there. Peace has
that much power. Peace will come through the love.
Love will come with patience. Patience will come
with satisfaction.

In boxing, both seem good talents but finally one
wins, isn’t it? We’re seeing they’re equal but only
one wins. She always wins - Four Yugas! Swami
Kaleshwar created a new Yuga - Sai Yuga, so I have
to give the new message to the world, the accurate
message. I’m so sorry, four Yugas is over in Her
hands. For sure She’s playing on me too, very shortly.
I know that. I gave permission to Her, “Ok, play.”
That’s why I’m putting the work, to giving little
advance remedies. I know the remedies but in my
personal life I figured out a lot. Let’s say, like little,
small Maharshi Vishvamitra - finding the ways,
creating something new like a Gayatri mantra. To
my life personally, whatever happens to me - no
problem, I’m happy, ‘White flag.’ But certain things
has to come up, it’s the time. It’s the time in this
planet - by the grace of Her blessing I will do it!

Millions of years the Kala Chakra is keep running billions of souls is coming and going. How many
people is really recognizing what is the real Truth,
Satya? “Ok Swami, you do have the, some palm
leafs.” Many people have the, some palm leafs. Bible
says one thing, Koran says one thing, Bhagavad Gita
says something, one great philosopher says
something, but where is ultimate final the Truth?
Truth is nothing but to know the clarity, the
awareness
of
your
consciousness.
Don’t
misunderstand here. The awareness… awareness is
different, and consciousness is different. This, Maya
loka, to win it you really need a knowledge.
Knowledge is nothing but a boat. A boat you can
drive yourself, or a professional teacher, a Master
can guide you in a proper way and he can make you
to reach your destiny. “Swami, where is my destiny?”
Another question. Destiny is nothing but completely
dissolving in the consciousness. Once you dissolved
in the consciousness - that is the final merging, not
with Mother, not with Father - beyond them.

The time started - the energy is going, started to
hitting it. Please, dissolve in your souls
systematically and very carefully. Don’t suck
somebody’s poison in your hearts, their own
craziness - number one danger. The Mahamaya,
there is a big chance, can hit you through somebody.
It is their stuff their talking, but it is affecting on you.
It is their face in the mirror - it is not your face in the
mirror.
God is like a big mirror, whatever your face - it will
show back to you same. If they describe beautifully
- it is beautiful. If they describe horribly - it is
horrible. If you learn in a horrible way - it will be
horrible, you will go in a horrible way, it will turn as
a horrible. You should go through both, understand,
get it. But you have to stand in a positive, pure love,
pure divine, it is most important, same time, you
have to understand both sides.

Student: Swami, if I have Mother darshan, how
much interest does She have for a student to fulfill
their work in the world?
Swami: Mother Divine will decide, and my soul
energy will decide. Even if you want to do much, if
I don’t want, you can’t do it. You will be in the bliss,
but if I didn’t feel that much comfortable… be in
bliss - that’s my final message. Even if they don’t
want to do it, if I want to make him to do it, they will
do it!

After you feel it, some deep love from somebody,
somebody helped you, something you received,
some sweetness, something you received,
something amazing what you really expected. Then
generally the heart started to open. Then how long
the heart is open is a big question mark. You know
what I’m saying?
For example, you’re so thirsty. Just you walked from
the desert, you are in the middle of desert. A person
is going on the camel. He sees you. You ran out for
your water, there’s not water, you’re really starving
for the water. A person gave you a bottle of pure,
cool water. You drank it. At the time, the tears start
coming from your eyes.
Is really the tears coming from the eyes, or is it
coming from the heart? But what we’re seeing is on
the surface. What is really in that, in you, it means
the heart chakra is starting to opening, and its
sucking high, high, high positive feelings on you.
At the time your vibrations from your body is
incredible, incredible high energy. At the time, the
best time you can heal, that’s the type of, it’s called,
that’s the time you can really give amazing energy
to somebody.
Why I’m talking that? The human hearts in the
nature… actually any souls, any hearts, once it
started to open, when it’s melting at the time, the
melting stage, it will produce almost all one, two,
three arrows in you. Almost produce three arrows that energy in you. You’re not seeing the Mother
Divine - you’re seeing the Mother Divine in their
hearts in what they’re giving you.

I told you from my personal life, even though I am
so unbelievably dead tired, suddenly I have to go
three hundred miles to take care one person who
was in the hospital. My body doesn’t accept to go,
I’m so unbelievable tired but I’m doing it.
I never feel, “Oh, maybe I’m doing this processes,
that’s why this negativity is coming and bothering
me, disturbing me, driving me crazy!” This world is
this world… This world is this world… This world
is this world!

Student: Swami, I think you have a good ability to
talk to Mother Divine. What’s your secret?
Swami: Who told you? Me and Her, we have a
contract, certain things. We have certain deals.
Student: No really! What is your way of talking?
Swami: I’m sorry, no. Everybody’s swimmers - try
to find your own talent way. If you’re really super,
duper failure, come to my Samadhi - any person, sit,
meditate, cry, weep, beg. Then I’ll look after.
That day is also coming to many people in the future.
You not only here, even entire in the world thousands of people who wants to connect me and
to Mother Divine, please, “Who comes to my
Samadhi with open heart, certain processes, with my
soul level, too, I’ll help to them. This is my word! It’s
time to help the world!

My language is the heart, language of love, simple
five elements - the creation language. I don’t belong
to any religion. I belong to the religion of the truth.
One day, you’ll recognize, “Hey, Swami is
absolutely right. He’s absolutely right person.” The
religions is different, the language is different, but
the language of the heart is the same. My language
is heart language, the love, simple five elements, the
creation religion - that’s it. I don’t belong to any
religion to be honest. I belong to the religion of the
truth. That’s it.

In the universe, the highest desire soul is the human
being. That’s why we are carrying unbelievable
karmas in this planet. The birds can see the angels,
the animals can see the angels, the fish can see the
angels - except the human beings. The wild animals,
even the tiger is a terrible, powerful, terror animal.
Mother Divine chose that animal and She’s traveling
on that. It has only one desire - whenever it has
hunger it will eat. Whenever it has the perfect
combination, it wants to go with that, the less, less,
less desire. Same time, the human life is unbelievable
gift and boon, same time it is Mahamaya Loka.
We came in Mahamaya Loka. It means, once if we
understand certain high abilities, then you are a
creator - you can do some amazing stuff. The
animals cannot do it, it will do it certain range. The
nature will listen the prayers of the birds, the prayers
of the whatever it is in the nature, but once if we
started to pray for certain prayers, desires, if the
nature is listening our desires and making it happen
- then we are really connected. The real desires we
are asking. Not for money, not for successful in the
business life, whatever it is.

Many people have seen amazing things. I don’t
think they really understood the purpose. Very few
people they understood. Once if they understood the
purpose, then you can understand who is with you.
Once if you can understand who is with you, that
soul, it’s a kind of mirror. You bought a mirror, a
mirror is with you, you can see in the mirror. It’s a
depth point here - you can see yourself in that mirror.
Without mirror you can’t see generally, isn’t it?
A Master is necessary to guide you to know who you
are. It should be the inner master. Every person is
carrying in your inner self the great master. But it’s
a little hard to find out inside if your mind is your
master, or your heart is your master, or your soul is
master - mind is always monkey, bluzzy, there is no
clarity.
But some clarity picture is in front of you to showing
amazing thing. Why can’t you use that picture as a
mirror to see about yourself. Why can’t you ask?
When you’re asking, you should be super clarity and
clever - get it done. Once if you view the mirror in a
beautiful way, then you can make a picture about
yourself, “Ok, this is, I am.” Then you can start to
research the inner in you.

Student: What is Enlightenment?
Swami: Who completely removes their desires,
having control on their mind thoughts, that person
if he can sit under the tree, he’s completely… When
he is enjoying that energy, when he’s in the deep
trance, then the soul is talking to him - that’s called
Enlightenment, soul conversation talking the reality
of the cosmic energy. He’s not talking with the mind,
he’s talking with the soul. That’s called
Enlightenment Stage.
It means every soul, all the souls, came from the God.
The Master is recognizing the student’s soul, “Oh,
he’s mine. I’m waiting for you, boy, from long time.
Now you are here!” It means, without the student’s
notice, he is talking to his soul. Even one person
when he’s sleeping, the real Master, he can talk to
that person’s soul - in the sleeping body he can touch.

Somebody who really can stand there, "Hello. Don't
worry, I'm with you. Let´s walk, we'll see, no matter
what I'm with you." That person is real true friend.
That person? Is real, true friend, true person. That
type of truthful, royal and loyal friendship, who
really cares about you, to have that - it's a boon, it's
a gift, it's a gift.
Today you are here as a family. Here, you can share
what is your problems, solve it, making a good
communication - no ego problems. You no need to
talk about your personal mantras and personal your
processes. Really caring, some moral support,
helping nature, begin with you’re here, in your own
Sai Community. Sai? Community.

Heaven and hell are right here. When you’re
emotional is getting painful and suffering means,
you’re in the hell. God is putting you in the hell to
boiling your soul - shhhhhht. You’re walking in the
fire, in the fire - that is the hell.
You kicked out, you’re so happy! That is the huge
love, big smiling face – that is the heaven.

Some people like lemonish, some people like spicy,
some people like bitter, finally is the sweetness - the
Reality. What more to know? That’s it. Like with a
guitar you can produce thousands of music
depending on if you are using it. If you are not using
it, you put it in the corner - it will get spoiled. Like
that, you are a kind of guitar. You can make
thousands of experiences, but you have to use your
time, your energy, your channels. If you are not
using it in a proper way, it gets wasted. You hurt it,
it is not recognized.
Every minute, every hour you need to be under
research understanding the consciousness. It’s a
kind of hypnotizing yourself but it’s not hypnotizing.
You’re trying to understand the creation, the
awareness of the creative. If you are not even
thinking on it, you are not using your consciousness
on that way - you can’t get it. You really need to
focus. You're working in the garden, good. At the
same time, you are working in the garden - you have
to know, you have to find out. You know what I am
saying?

The human beings from 2000 onwards, are going to
find unbelievable miraculous things in the universe.
Its high vibrations enable people to really suck the
knowledge. They can bring the vibrations of the
knowledge and rapidly spread it. Same time, highest
negativity is also taking off.
Negativity is also going to be hitting the people a lot
- a lot of disasters, a lot of negativity. Both of these
are going to take off like this. They are creating
unbelievable miracles in the universe from the year
2000. People can bring back the souls to dead bodies.
It’s going to be happening in the future.

Even though he’s a big drug addict, that’s ok, give
the first priority - don’t run away from him. Stand
for the love, stand for the relationship, stand for the
attachment, stand for the affection, then through
your affection - fight!
Bring your energy high then change him in your
way. That is a good exercise program in your life to
change the world. Through beating, through
screaming, through putting him in the hospital, like
giving him punishments, if you started to do, you
are a big demon. We can’t change the world with
punishments! You can give only punishment to our
body - not to our heart, not to our mind, not to our
soul.

Like that, little... some stuff with the energy. Many,
many things Swami did in his life, but everybody
kept very privately, and many people got very huge
benefits. But I didn’t give permission them, not yet,
they can show their abilities in the universe.
They’re trying, many people, but still they’re student,
still they’re students. Until to their wings completely,
not finished not to came, it’s a little too dangers to
fly. So just I’m making them, ok let the wings can
grow. When the wings is ready, you can fly
wherever you want, you can handle any types of
energy, anything very easily because of new
millennium is completely, is in human being
controls.

Because of, the love means Jesus - Jesus means love.
Don’t expect everybody here, “Ok, we’ll go to
Swami Kaleshwar. If we learn this mantra and that
mantra, and that mantra, we can get the power. We
can become big healer.” No way! You have to
improve your love, purity, divinity, big
surrendering nature to the God, to understanding
between you and your family members and your
friends. Then only, you can successful entire your
life.
Powers is not in your pocket. We can make the
money. We can make the name and fame. We can get
the beautiful husband. We can get the beautiful wife.
But we can’t get the God without love. There is no
any power in you except the God. If you have the
power, if you feel like that way, it means it’s only
coming from God - it’s not coming from you!

My message today - don’t feel you have the
problems, don’t feel you are so happy, like, “I got
money, I got a beautiful wife, I have children.” Don’t
feel like yourself egoism. It’s a big drama, it’s a God
drama.
One day if you’re happy, next day there is unhappy.
Even though for one year you are happy, next again
for one month, again there is unhappy. It’s a cycle,
it’s a chain - just you ignore it. Do your dharma. Do
your process.
Your process is to find the God, to connect the God.
Nobody have no idea when we’re going to die, how
long we are going to stay on His planet. We can
enjoy as much as we can when we are here - that is
temporary enjoyments. The real enjoyment, if you
connected one time to the cosmic, to the God energy,
God power - that is the real happiness. Drop-bydrop drinking the heaven. Drop-by-drop drinking
like honey, tasting the honey.

In the Vedas, hundreds of years back, they wrote the
people is going to the moon, the big earthquakes,
floods, diseases, all this stuff is going to happen. All
it is written in the Vedas. It’s already there. They also
wrote helicopter, they wrote about flights, they
wrote about rockets - everything they wrote in the
Vedas.
They wrote positive, they wrote the disasters. What
type of disasters is coming, they predicted like nine
hundred years a thousand years back. If we started
to read that, hey, amazing people they are. They’re
sitting on the simple mat. They’re flying with the
mat… they are flying with the mat.

When the reflect is coming from the nature, very
deep meanings what I'm speaking, the reflect is
coming from the nature, the blessings will come
from the nature to make you to climb to the God.
You know what I'm saying? That is the karma. Our
activities, our reactions, our actions, our character,
our mentality, our ability, our humanity, our
divinity - these are all coming from Karma. And also,
we can see another meaning about that, similar
meaning.
Karma means big illusion - good karma, bad karma.
Bad karma calls – illusion. Good karma called - it's a
boon. Everybody’s saying, “It's karma.” What does
it mean by karma? These are all things… Suppose
our mind thoughts is very angry, crazy, then we'll
do something, something reaction will come. Then
we'll say, “It's Karma.” It’s not Karma - it's illusion.
When the illusion step came our soul, soul means
our energy, going down - again illusion coming going down, again illusions coming - going down,
again illusions coming - going down.

Once you believe, ‘Aham Brahmasmi’ God is
everywhere, He is existing everywhere. He’s in you,
He is around you, He’s all the time with you as a
shadow. He knows what you’re doing it, all your
karmas, all your actions is recording, happening in
you - the soul is recording. One day again, it will
play back. If you do the good karma in this hand,
immediately the results also a good karma will come
another hand. If you done the bad karma, you no
need to come for next lifetime unnecessarily, the bad
will happen immediately too. If you hurted
somebody, again you’re going to be hurted too. You
cheated somebody - you’ll be cheated.
There’s no way you can escape it. Even if you asked
the forgiveness, forgiveness, forgiveness - until
openly heartedly and yes, forgived it, and you’re not
repeating it, and just you rectified it in a beautiful
way, then there is a chance you can escape it. Until
to then, the karmic law, it will implement on you to
face it, all this kind of funny blocks fragrances. The
fragrance of the punches - good punch, bad punch,
good punch, bad punch. So, don’t give a chance my,
Divine Souls, to unnecessarily to your karmas, your
actions. The majority - control your ego. Control?
Your ego!

I've seen the pretty good majority, whatever your
country's been through. I traveled, I've seen your
culture, I tasted it that atmosphere, and I've seen the
love and the nectar there, the openness. At the same
time, I've seen pretty disturbances hearts.
You really need to do a lot of hard work in the
upcoming days in your life. As of me, even though
as a non-stop I keep pushing it with the divine forces
of the Guru Paramparas’ blessings, with carrying lot
of knowledge and whatever it is, whatever in me
existed, but in your system, with your mind and
your capacity, ten times you need to develop.
Develop in the sense of to be mature to be able to
heal the society and create the peace and harmony in
the planet.

Manasarova. If you go to Nepal to the Manasarova
and Tibet, China border, there is one river there, and
if you enter there, you know very well unbelievable
saints, unbelievable. They’re not attached to
anything in the planet, make sure there is tons of
people not attached to anything in this planet.
They’re only attached to the boss Shiva, purely
concentrated.
They sacrifice their life, whatever it is, "Fine. If you
want to make me die, ok die. Make me sick, ok sick."
They’re not worrying about powers, they’re not
worrying about anything - just they want the
consciousness to be very clear out - who are you,
where you came from, what is running in your life,
where are you going out – the cycle.
Many people is coming in your life, they’re going
out, coming and going out, coming and going out…
What is this illusions? What is this clouds? Need to
figure out. Who is Swami Kaleshwar? He came out
of the blue and he entered in London program.
Everybody’s discussing, what’s going on - that you
need to figure out.

So, you are in the top job to researching to the divine.
Normal science is a peanut. To finding the Divine
Consciousness is the toughest, most difficult job in
the planet. It’s not easy job. It’s not easy job. It’s not
easy job. You need to go through lot of hurdles, then
finally to get it. Of course, the masters keep
observing you to put you in a proper way and
trigger it.

Please learn Telugu, try to do the charity, die for the
Truth, try to learn the forgiving nature, come with
clarity, stop your emotional inner blocks, shut up
your fear - fear is contagious! Whatever the fear, the
fear always creates it through the kama. Wherever
the kama is there - Kala Chakra want to play with
you terribly. Underline this point.
Kama in sense, is not only physical attachment, it’s
attachment to anything in the universe. Stand for the
truth, work for the truth. Today you lied for one
thing. To cover that lying, you need to lie again four
times. That four lies you need to again cover forty
lies you need to do that. Forty lies, again you need to
do one hundred lies, then whole your life will turn
as a hell. You want that? Beginning point, tell the
truth, this is it, this is it, this is it - clear out.

Care about the tears. I’m sincerely telling you final
advice. With intention or without intention, you
should not give a cause, give a pain to somebody’s
heart, to create tears in their heart - tears in their
heart not in the eyes. That will be more dangerous
crime what you can do it. Intentionally, without
intention, be very careful how you’re going to
handle the humanity, any divine souls, any creation
around you, whatever in the circumstance.

Telling the truth… I know you don’t have that much
guts to tell in a proper way. Doesn’t matter, take the
braveness up and tell the truth, "This is…" Even in
front of your wife, "Ok, this thing has happened."
Your friend, "Hey, I did a mistake, I’m sorry, forgive
me. I’m begging you!" You catch his feet, "Forgive
me!" Done. Leave it. Clear. For a few days he’s angry
and, “Da da da, da da da, da da da…” torturing - he
cannot forgive you.
Okay, fine, show your love. End the matter. You no
need to go again whole cycle to playing the circus
game - wasting of the time, Kala Chakra. Clear?

My Dear Divine Souls, it’s not my story. I’m not
cheating you. Scientist won’t believe spirituality Spirituality won’t believe the scientists. It’s a war…
It’s a war... Once they become together they can
create the wisdom in the planet. Let’s tell them. They
don’t like the miracles. If they don’t believe the
miracles it means Jesus is a devil? Baba is a devil?
Ramana Maharshi is a devil? All these guys are
crazy? Miracles Are Happening!

Once you surrender to God and to spiritual practice
and your path – never, ever go back. Any tradition,
any religion, any method, once you’re so impressed
there, that’s it, take it, keep moving. Once you enter
into spirituality, completely surrender, “Whatever it
is, it is.” Dedicate your life to spirituality until you
win, until you reach your achievement. That is the
pure dedication.

Whenever you're not able to do certain things what
you did, and you're remembering… to telling that,
to somebody - that is the beauty. That is the beauty
of the life, the climax stage of the life. When you're
explaining to somebody, even to your students,
hardly you can walk, your students made you to
come and sit in the chair. And you're sitting and
looking at them, and you're seeing your copper sheet,
Maya Chakra, and you're seeing it, "Oh yea, I got the
initiation, the Maya Chakra Initiation in Penukonda
in 2009, at that time in Shiva Sai Mandir with
presence of Swami Kaleshwar.
At the time, the people, how they receive it, you have
no idea - so bliss. It is a? Bliss. Me, I'm talking about
my Manasarovara and all my journeys, how, what I
did on the days… You don't know it - it's a bliss.
Even I'm telling that - it's a bliss… Expressing your
feelings - it's a bliss. So, collect more bliss - hold it.
Whenever you want to dump that out to somebody,
you can do it.

Science was born through spirituality. So far,
whatever they discovered - several thousands of
years back already in spirituality they told about it.
The saints, they already told it. Through the water
they made the electricity. There’s a flights on the day,
the divine flights was there. On the day the saints
clearly wrote it in Kalagyana - Vira Brahmhendra

A woman having a child, giving birth - eighty
percent she's done. I'm serious. She really
experienced the divine. She knows the pain of
creation - it's not a joke. Gents might think, “Oh, no.”
By birth the female character will get five marks, I'm
serious. Then once she grown finding the right
person - fifty marks. Having pregnancy – seventyfive marks. Giving a birth – one hundred marks! It's
a total purity of the woman character - it's a total
pure. She proved her creation chakra what God
provided to her. She gave the birth - that is woman.

If the woman did two years meditation… if the
person, the man did twelve years meditation, it’s
equal. Women can gain in couple years the same
results what the man did in the twelve years. That
kind of ability, capability have the women in the
nature because of, Nature is the Mother. In the whole
Vedic tradition, the Mother is the Nature – Nature is
the Mother.
The Womb Chakra created the Shiva Lingam. The
female produced the male energy. Females are most
powerful than the males – one million times. If the
female got success - they are unbelievable success!

I am a simple guy trying to help to humanity to
bringing the reality and the truth no matter what.
That is my mission, to protecting and taking care and
caring about the true relationships. There is, no
religions in the planet - the religion is nothing but a
pure, humans.

Number one - Shiva Lingams carried from one
master to another master. If you worship any Shiva
Lingam more than twelve years, one Shiva Lingam putting water, milk… automatically that Shiva
Lingam started to become power object - high
magnetic vibrations power - twelve years. If you
really worship one hundred-one years, then it’s the
most powerful. If you worship like five hundred
years – one hundred years, one hundred years, one
hundred years, one hundred, one hundred
years, like five times like in Hampi, the Badava
Lingam, then you can’t beat up with that power
object, the Shiva Lingams.
If it’s five hundred years old Shiva lingam, passing
one saint to another saint, that saint to another saint,
another saint to another saint, another saint to
another, another saint to another… if it keeps
coming more than five hundred years over, if you
have it - just you don’t need to do any sadhana to
have experience. Just try to open your heart for Shiva,
just all your mantras, japas is, ‘Om Namashivaya.’
That’s enough. Then amazing experiences, amazing
abilities automatically start to flow through that in
you. Then you’ll do automatically, it will make you
to do the most powerful works if that Shiva lingam
is five hundred years old.
If it’s one thousand years old, you need to learn, you
have to know the Mother Divine channels and the
Shiva Shakti channels, and the Womb Process. If you
really got trained, then only you can handle that,
otherwise, it makes you completely avadhut.

You're in the bliss guys, that's enough. All Anandas
is there. It's a garland. It's a? Garland - Bramhananda,
Chinmayananda, Satyananda, Viswananda, Sthita
Pregnatha Ananda – it's a garland. Ananda is one.
Happiness is one. We're all one. Names is a different,
flames is a different but the light is the same. There's
no big light, no small light - all flame is same.

Forget about the religions, please! Religion is not the
fragrance. Religion is not the truth. The Creation of
truth is real. Humans created religion for their own
selfishness. There’s no religion at all in the universe,
there’s only one religion. That is the religion of truth
and love. That’s it. Power, love, truth, faith, patience,
surrendering, worshipping - these are all the
fragrances for those who wants to reach certain
things.
Without those things, no way, no way. Wherever
you go there is a God. You have to reach that stage
Aham Brahmasmi - everywhere is God. I am God,
you are God. There in the flower there is God. In the
dog there is God. In this entire Creation, moving in
front of whatever you see, each electron and
neutron, everything is completely powered with the
God energy. Each molecule is the God energy. That’s
why the Vedas say, “Aham Brahmasmi.”

If you are not honest, everything is not honest in
your life. If you wear the black glasses - everything
black. If you wear the green glasses, sunglasses,
everything is green. If you wear the white, it's a
white. If you wear the yellow, everything is yellow.
The way of you look, how you look at the world, the
world will look in front of you. First you need to
change then you can be, expect, somebody need to
be change. Doesn't matter it is a Master, doesn't
matter whoever it is, your friends, your wife,
whoever it is.
My Dear Divine Souls - win through love. First you
be in love, then love will be in you, then you'll turn
as a love, then you can create around you the love.
If there is no love nectar in you, there is no use for
your life. A body-to-body marriage is normal
phenomena… A love - immortal…

Student: What are your top Power Objects?
Swami: Baba! If you asked out of your ten fingers,
ten toes, which one is important? What you can say?
Student: I can say, they're all important.
Swami: You're my Power Objects, put it that way.
Going and taking the peace and truth - Satya,
Dharma, Shanti, Prema in the planet.

Allah is One. Jesus is One. Baba is One. Truth is One.
We are all One. We don't have a caste. We don't have
a religion. Our religion is the love. Humanity… Our
religion is humanity. Our religion is humanity serve ever, forgive forever, that will be truthful, that
is our religion, that is my caption - it's enough.
Somebody, few people, even in the masjid, Allah,
they're praying the prayers - I shut up. Yes, let it - we
do need to respect - we're all brothers and sisters. No
Muslims, no Christianism, no Hinduism, no
Jerusalemism, no, no, no Sikhism, no - we're all One.
Which finger is greater? All fingers is One - it's
linked with One hand. We're all One. Few people
did a crazy things, then it's blaming on everybody.
That's a crime, that's a crime! Nope, that's not right
way! "Oh, he's a Muslim. He's a Hindu. I'm a
Christianism, only I follow this!" Truth is a truth… Is
the water have the religion? You breathing same air
- he's also breathing same air! If you got cut -red
blood. Even to Him (Baba) - red blood. Truth is
truth… Prema … Love is One.

Student: What is the hidden power, and how to
access the Maha Mula Sri Chakra at Baba’s feet?
Swami: It's pure Dattatreya - Brahma, Vishnu,
Maheshwara - all three characters in one form.
Whenever you had a really right deal, right deal,
your life is dedicated to the divine, totally. It's called
‘manasa wacha karmana’ - Sattva, Tamo, Rajo Gunas
- G.O.D. - Generator, Operator and Destroyer.
Yes, even if you call, you didn't call - he'll come to
you. You need to be totally surrendered. Done. You
need to make a right deal, "Yes, I'm here for entire
your service to the humanity, the Mother Nature. I
will be loyally, and honestly, I'm promising and I'm
pledging. Yes, I'll be with you." You do your
sadhanas - automatically it picks up that energy. You
no need to go for His... You want to know, you want
to know, you want to know, you want to see Jesus –
He'll come to you. God is always real slave to the real
devotee.

Another most important thing - you’re living for
yourself, and also, you’re living for the society. If
you’re not worrying for the society, there’s no
difference between you and the animals. When
you’re really not worrying about somebody, when
you’re not taking care of somebody’s feelings, when
you’re not respecting somebody’s feelings, the
divine cannot accept you as a divine student. The
divine is nothing but caring.

In a month, for two days, take two hours and go to
the old people’s home and hospitals. Bring some
bread, flowers, medicines, physical service and help
them. Receive the love from them. When you go to
an old age home every Sunday, take the bread. Then
they’re really waiting for the next Sunday - you’re
really coming for them. They automatically cry.
Do you know how thrilling that is? They really care.
They’re helpless. You’re carrying some bread.
You’re really touching their heart. They’re blessing
you heartfully - that blessing is very powerful than
Mother. That blessing is very powerful than any
Master on the planet. I’m very, very serious - you
should do that. You have to do that.

What is the content today I’m saying here? Leave the
burden to Guru Parampara - don’t hold it! Nothing
matters. Whatever’s happening - let it happen. Let’s
do whatever the process, no argumentative ‘monkey
mind.’ You feel failure - that failure is given by Him.
You feel sick - that is given by Him. You got the
money, name and fame - that is given by Him.
Everything is the action whatever you’re doing there’s a spark playing by His cosmic energy. That’s
why Shiva, 99.9% all the time he’s in the stitha
pregnatata stage, with the vibhuti, bhasma sundara,
wearing a lot of ash on his body and with the snakes
and holding some tiger skin around his body and
meditating in the Himalayas in pure silence. That
silence, he really wants to hear the enjoyment of the
silence.
Whenever you develop the silence, once you have
the weapon of the silence in you, you can kill any
violence. The violence is nothing but the blocks,
whatever is creating in you.

Generally, working with students, that’s not my
nature… To be very quiet in the caves, under the
trees, in the distance pleasantly working and happy.
After I promised, He made a very strong
commitment there, “Work, work to fulfill His
mission.” Then I took a few more saints as a strong,
souls around me – Shirdi Baba, Paramahamsa,
Babaji, Ramana Maharshi. These saints helped some.

Of course, we respect all masters, all religions. We
respect anybody’s philosophy. We’re not against
anybody. In that philosophy, in that mechanism, in
that miracle, in those experiences, in those energy
channels, a healing, a miracle is happening. A
healing is happening. What is in it?
Your heart automatically opens. You’re listening to
music through your ears but you’re crying - your
heart is touched. You’re seeing a scenery - a kid is
really starving, an old person is really suffering, you
want to help but you can’t help. Maybe you can help.
Without your notice some tears come - that’s where
the mechanism starts. The love is the mechanism.
Through love - fall in love - really caring, worrying,
attachment, divine attachment. When you develop
that - that’s it, majorly you won it.

Who really knows how to play with negative
vibrations very easily, only that person is a great
master on the planet. Even Jesus Christ, he did
amazing miracles. Buddha did amazing information,
but Jesus Christ, he was not able to straightly give
his techniques to his students’ kingdom. That way of
giving the techniques, only this century is very, very
free.
In coming days, again it’s getting tight. This is the
time just the door is little bit open - I’m driving my
maximum best. I’m taking these tracks extremely
fast because the door is a tiny bit open. Once even it
closes, it takes lifetimes, lifetimes.

We need to handle the Master in a very sensitive way.
He really can solve any of your headaches, but you
should not turn as a big headache to the Master with
your karmic activities. Whatever you’re doing, all
your crazy stuff, even though you listened, listened,
listened - you are in the family of the Sai Family, all
your souls, you’re just in the Sai Family on the tree
as the birds. There’s a huge difference between you
and a normal person - don’t forget that. You’re
something special - you connected to the Guru
Parampara.

It’s important always to remember yourself. Certain
things you have to do, you should not do it - that’s
important. Once you keep remembering your
dharma, your life is super happy. Don’t starve for
‘name and fame.’ Don’t struggle. Don’t fight for the
‘name and fame.’ Don’t fight for success. Try for
success, not fight. Once you try it, if He wants to give
you, He’ll give you. If He doesn’t want to give you,
He won’t give you.
Your dharma is, just ask, open your heart, ask. Try,
try, try, try your maximum best, then peacefully
relax. The life is nothing but huge satisfaction. Once
you develop the satisfaction, it’s the bliss.

Try to give every hour, every day - as much as you
can. I’m talking pure spirituality. Compared with
the millions and millions of souls in God’s creation –
the birds, animals, whatever it is.
All the souls that have a human body on this planet
are really so lucky. Try to make use of it as much as
you can. Your life is a big book, a Bible. Your life is a
Bible. It’s your soul Bible saying how you really
enjoyed the God energy.

Before entering the compound walls here,
Jonathan’s a different guy. Once he’s in the gate, he’s
completely in the divine energy. Not only Jonathan,
everyone here. You feel little stress, pushing it, you
feel it like somebody’s making you to run, forcing
you, but you don’t know the time - it goes like that.
It’s completely a new paradise. Once you forget
everything, just you offer here yourself voluntarily,
it’s nothing but bliss in all corners - Vaastu, energy
levels, fixing systematically to the coming
generations of my students, not only your
generation, guys, your students’ generations, and
their students, and their students, and their students
- need to have one hundred percent clear success
with happiness and successful journey. That’s how I
fixed this place. Once you enter into the Shiva
character, you’re a small rainwater in the ocean,
that’s it. You know what I’m saying?

You never know the illusions, the Maya, Maya our
lifespan. One day we have to take off, that’s the
standard. We’re healthy today, we’re wealthy today
- that’s good. We don’t know tomorrow. We don’t
know about the tomorrow. You can believe anything
in the planet except to the time - you cannot trust the
clock! Clock is a cobra always around you.
Today is today… Today is today... So, whenever the
opportunity comes, utilize it and make sure… One
day we have to go, before going try to feel how much
you’re really satisfied in your life.
Today, in my life, I’m pretty good huge satisfied, but
I have one work that I have to do. I hope I’ll complete
when I’m in this body as soon as possible. Same
thing in your life - learn as much as you can the
knowledge. Experience as much as you can. Be open
hearted as much as you can. Help the society and the
globe as much as you can.

If you’re cheating somebody, it means you’re
cheating yourself indirectly. You’re giving a pain to
somebody - you’re going to receive pain with
interest back. You have to mentally prepare for that.
No matter what, it’s a thousand percent clear
statement. You have to make sure to keep your life
boundaries as much as you can. To live in a simple
way is fine.
If He wants to bless to you a wealthy person, it will
come, that wealth, wherever you are. If the luck is
coming in your life, it will come to you. If the bad
luck wants to flow on you, even though you’re
hiding and you’re sitting in some dark place, the bad
luck will come and touch you - you cannot escape
that. That is Karmic Sadhanta, karmic principle. But
this one, whatever we do action to reactions - that’s
for sure we have to face it.

Whenever you’re sinking down, like you’re going
hard time, you’re going really painful time, it means
something wrong in your inner elements. You’re
really having a depression, you’re really having a
punching, maya, karma, leela is punching you. It
means some inner element is disturbing you,
especially the depression and heartbroken. If it is
happening means the fire element is so low. Once
the fire element is very less, it is really driving you
crazy, then you have to pick up the Fire Element
Mantra to charge as much as you can.
Somebody goes super anxiety, hyper-tense, super
panic, air element is super high. At the time, try to
chant the Water Element or Earth Element. It’s
always safe to charging the Fire Element or Earth
Element, the first Earth Element. Even you don’t
have to remember the First Earth Element, chant the,
Om Guru Guru Paramaguru. Who is really going in
the depression and heartbroken, it’s advisable to go
Fire Element - keep chanting it, chanting it, chanting
it. Within a week, ten days, again, you’re normal
position.

How that Shiva Lingam really will vibrate… Many
people are going underground to the Shiva Cave.
You are putting the water on it… You are not putting
on Him - you are putting on your soul to wash it.
You are not doing ahbishek to the Shiva - you are
doing ahbishek to your soul. You are putting the
Lotus flowers on the Shiva Lingam, the same thing
how much you are really sucking the Cosmic Energy
from Him without your noticing it.
Once if you know how to activate that, if you are
holding a small little Shiva Lingam, any crystal, if
you chant a little while, then if you gave it, it starts
vibrating. That small crystal Shiva Lingam is enough
to protect one life-time generations. For example,
Clint's life, and his generations, five generations, his
son and his son and his son… It will keep protecting
- that small crystal. You might think, “What is in it?
It’s a fun, it’s a joke.” No - it’s a Supernatural Cosmic
Vibrations is vibrating in it.

Student: You said that Baba made no sadhana. He
had the channel to his Master.
Swami: He was born as the divine - just his Master
removed the clouds. Krishna was born himself like
pure avatar - his Master removed the clouds.
Buddha, he was born the nature - Mother removed
the clouds. You guys came with huge divine here.
You’re already born with divine. You came here to
do some sadhana, then you’re ready again in the
planet. You don’t’ need to be for the rest of your life
here - no.

Guru Purnima Day, that energies, that´s the Master´s
energy. It means the Master´s energy. Means,
wherever the Masters’ channeling, my Master, my
Master, my Master, his Master, his Master, his
Master… There´s no way the illusions can hit, touch
the Master´s cycles. You know what I´m saying?
Heritage of the Masters’ cycles. That around that
month period it is their energy. That´s why they
called Guru Purnima, the moon of the Guru. Huge
percentage of that energy is controlling in his hands.
At that time, he can create, he can do, he can make it
done, certain amazing stuff, by grace of Mother
Divine in your life.

Once you gave your life to Him, Guru Parampara,
it’s their job to take care of whatever is coming in,
whatever is going out. If you feel you’re responsible
for your life all the time, that’s the number one
stupidity thing you’re doing. Some crazy mistakes,
some of your habits, addictions, harming anybody that’s not healthy, again you have to pay with
interest. If you harm somebody, if you cheated
somebody for your happiness, for your own
selfishness, you have to pay back. Again, He’ll give
you back with interest in this lifetime - no need to
wait for next lifetime. Especially this lifetime - you
have to face that, enjoy it, either sweet one or bitter
one. Does it make sense?

The Mahamaya is in you, around you, with you as a
shadow. It is all the time want to divert you not to
recognize the inner consciousness. The inner
consciousness is nothing but pure, divine bliss. But,
as you personally, no matter what, make yourself
strong determination, you personally know yourself
how many layers of the illusions you’ve been
through so far, how many waves has disturbed your
journey, what major blunder mistakes you’ve done
in your life. Your consciousness knows very clearly
that.
At the time you cannot recognize that is the reality.
After the damage has happened, then you started to
feel guilty, then you're feeling, “Yes, that is a
mistake.” You no need to feel guilty that’s you made
the mistakes – that is a part of Her pure leela. Let it
happen. You be very open. If any person is coming
in your life or walking out from your life, let it be
happy. Positive things coming in your life – good.
Negative things is coming in your life – good. But
your concept agenda - to always to create the
happiness, to make somebody happy in your life. It
is not that easy job to create the happiness.

Several thousands of the blind people is suffering,
having no operations. We fixed a small hospital. It is
really small and the doctors, six doctors, round the
clock the bus and the car, they're bringing them from
their village and they’re fixing, their eyes operated,
giving the free medicines, bringing them back to
their houses. Giving them, providing the right
medicines - they are all happy. They're really happy.
How we call that? Cataracts operations.
Why I’m saying this? Even though you are doing
your spiritual sadhana, once you started to thinking
somebody’s happiness - doesn’t matter which way,
a need is there - fulfill it. A need is there - fulfill it!
Doesn’t matter its spirituality, depression,
heartbroken, and with carrying a lot of diseases,
mentally retarded people. It’s only possible how
much sucked the divine, true love in you. As a true
love, when you started to thinking on, you tuned in
on somebody’s life to make them happy,
automatically the wheel will go. Beginning steps is
little difficult then automatically you keep started to
how to make somebody happy. It will go.

Any person in the planet, what I got the boon, if
anybody saw my picture, it’s trigger-on, I put them
in the Maya. I pull them in the Maya it’s true. It’s not
any bad intention. If they know me, if they heard
about me - it’s enough. If they saw my picture, it’s
clear, it’s done. It’s done. You don’t need to do
anything - simply hand over a picture of your Swami.
Somebody is going through a hard time, somebody
wants to know about spirituality, don’t do anything
- just hand over your Swami’s picture, “Keep it. He’s
living in Penukonda.” That’s enough. Does it make
sense?

So far, I made it huge success in your life – you have
a power spot, unbelievable power spot. You won’t
feel that but in very short period of time you’ll
recognize how important the power spot is to be
having in Penukonda especially. Having a power
spot in Shirdi is ten percent power. Having a power
spot in Mt. Kailash - thirty percent power. Having a
power spot in Penukonda - one hundred percent
power.
This is the first birthplace of the Mother Divine in the
entire globe, this is the first birthplace. Today you
won’t recognize, you won’t realize that, that easily.
Still, the quite amazing divine channels of the
ancient palm leaf informations is only existing in
Penukonda, this Center, this place. What you’re
doing, the prayers, the processes, it won’t exist
anywhere except Penukonda. This type of processes,
this type of vibrations of Penukonda you cannot see
it.

Number one, the ego - never, ever grow it up! It’s the
biggest illusion always waiting in us - negative
illusion. As much as can - be humble, even to your
kids, your husband, your family, your business
people, your neighbors... How much humble you
are, that much peace of mind you’ll get. Whenever
you start to get angry - be quiet for two, three
minutes. Don’t talk! Shut up! Wait! Walk out of your
house - just get out from there! One, two hours later,
again the energy changes, then go back again and
take care of that problem. Your Anger is your biggest
enemy - biggest enemy - you should not give a
chance to that. It disturbs, disturbs, disturbs
horribly!

You have to ask when you need it. You should not
ask when you don’t need it - it’s very important
point! You should ask when you need it, but you
should not ask when you don’t need it. You have
right now enough money, enough life, going smooth
- don’t stretch too much what you want then He
starts the games. Then He starts to play the illusions.
You keep doing your normal hard work. Let Him
bring whatever He wants to bring in your life. Of
course, He’ll bring - that’s His job. He’ll come in any
form - He’ll find you. He’ll protect you. He’ll take
care of you - that is the Guru Parampara’s duty.

Student: If the master promises you something, we
can believe that?
Swami: Belongs to each master.
Student: Where's the limit to the master promising?
Swami: Once the master has given the promise, of
course it will happen, until you really got clarified,
purified…
Student: So, every promise you made will happen?
Swami: Has to be. Has to be. I understand what
you're talking. For example, many people have the
concept, "Am I really going to receive the siddhis?"
One person I promised, "Yes, you'll get the siddhis."
When, which angle, what is the process - I make you
to do it… I'm making you to doing one process this
way, simultaneously, I'm doing little bĳas for you
and I completely cancel that process and I enter a
different process there. Then it makes you hit it.
To connect the Mother Divine, a manifesting a
physical form, a manifesting an illusion there, a
manifesting an Atma Lingam from Baba, a
manifesting some gems, somebody is dying with
cobra bite, and sucking the poison – these are all
Divine Illusions. You can't say this is… you can say
it's an illusion but if you're really stuck, that, it's an
illusion, you're thinking in a negative way, it'll stick
as a negative way. You surrender to that, “I'm happy
whatever it is, thank you.” You need to enjoy that
moment.

Once if you feel in your heart or mind, the person is
doing wrong - put the thought. That’s called
Sankalpam Siddhi - everybody has that. Have the
thought, release the thought - they’ll come on the
track. You know what I’m saying? How many
thousands of japas you’ve done? How many
hundreds of homas you sat? That energy is not gone,
it’s there with you. Every meditation you didn’t lose
that, it didn’t go anywhere, it’s in you, it’s with you.
You know what I’m saying, so you have to!

In the hospital, old age people, mentally retarded
people - go in a month, three hours, whenever you
have free time. You want God, but you don’t see
around the people who was suffering, and I’m here
to help you here with your blocks, all your things.
God is everywhere. In front of… some person is
really suffering - you're seeing it, but you're ignoring
it.
If you read the Shirdi Baba history, he take care the
leprosy person. The whole village kicked him out
because of he’s doing seva to the leprosy patient.
Leprosy? patient. Then finally he healed that leprosy
patient. Shirdi Baba is a big powerful doctor,
Ayurvedic doctor. Before, he used to give the herbs,
later on many people started to coming - only
vibhuti, just ash - curing the diseases, then he’s
turned as Avatar, then he’s a Bhagavan, then he’s a
really, incarnation of Datta - it’s very important, very
important.

Use your inner consciousness. You see your friend’s
experiences, then make a judgement. Don’t make
your own monkey judgement. Don’t feel like you’re
the smartest person, then everybody is idiots around
you. That’s not healthy! That’s why the souls,
thousands of years the powerful the masters, they
cannot able to come to in front of the society and to
share the informations. They’re little scared.
Master no need to cheat the student, the students is
cheating the masters. I had a lot of experiences some powerful books I given. I’m traveling, I’m
going, again I’m coming back, “Please?” Kept it!
Simply they’re saying, "I lost it!” Why is that?
Not only like that, after they received certain
abilities, certain ‘name and fame’ they’re turning as
a completely a business way. They’re creating their
own ‘name and fame’ they’re establishing their own
crazy funny way. They’re not really, anymore,
worrying about really the pain of the students’
hearts. Is it really healthy?

How to find the Five Elements in you? Already I
given that information. There is some more senior
students who was worked with me, they’ll help you.
The senior-most students who work, just walked
with me thousands of days, thousands of hours…
your Swami spended time with them and I trained
and released them. Yes, they will help you. They
personally, they seen some quite amazing angels
and divine channels.
It’s not me saying it. Not one, or two, three, five
persons not saying it - hundreds of people connected
Mother Divine, hundreds of people had the
communication. Amazing prayers they know it,
amazing divine channels they learned it. Try to catch
your friends, your country people. You have your
own comfortable language - you ask them, find out
the information.

In Beuerhof, day after tomorrow, in Germany,
almost three hundred people is showing up. Out of
three hundred people, majority, two hundred
people already came to India not even for one time,
many, many, many times they keep coming. Many,
many, many times they had experiences. Each step
they had experiences, is unlimited. Then certain
stage later, you are in the silence of the bliss. You’re
completely merged with the light, you’ll become the
light, then you start to lighting, the many candles in
your life. That is the real purpose of your life you
came on this earth.

Ask everything, forgiving - get out of all the things.
Open heart asking forgiving. Even your life you’re
living very simple as a crystal person, that is the bliss,
that is the bliss God bless to everybody. Have a
wonderful time, wonderful life, I’ll be with you, and
Guru Parampara is with you no matter what. We’re
all humans, mistakes is natural. Asking forgiveness
is our duty, and you’ll have a great, wonderful,
successful life this lifetime. And one more time good health, take care yourself!

Swami: To be around suffering, to involve in
suffering, receive suffering, recognize the suffering,
decharge the suffering, then there is unconditional
love.
Student: Do we have to go through that suffering
ourselves? Is that why you told us, in the past, we
have to taste it all, we have to taste the suffering?
Swami: Pretty good everybody’s suffering in the
globe. For example, you went to the Old Age Home.
The person cannot walk, cannot talk - he’s waiting to
die. If you really spend everyday couple three, four
hours-time with him, you’ll see how much he’s
really suffering it – suffering, suffering, suffering…
But one day you also know you need to go through
the same thing. The same thing Buddha, Siddhartha
he did it. Jesus’ favorite philosophy is Buddha’s
philosophy, unbelievably favorite! So, to go through
that pain, to be around that pain, be involved in that
pain, digest in that pain, then decharge that pain,
then there’s no more pain in there left. There’s true
love left. That’s it. If you cannot go through in it, you
don’t have the right to make a comment on the love.

You cannot describe the love. Love is - different
types of the love is in the planet. Love is one either
mother love, friendship love, no matter what it is.
Water is water, air is air - there is no taste. Once if
you hear the music through your ears, the tears will
start. What is happening there? It’s nothing but the
pure consciousness is melting with your heart. That
type of sensitivity you need to learn it and create it the caring nature. Once you started to have a caring
nature, automatically the consciousness will start to
grow unbelievably.

Violence always comes with the frustration. When
you cannot tolerate it, when you really got frustrated,
then you go crazy. Then at the time you don’t know
what you’re really doing it. When you're really
frustrated - go in silence. Turn off your phone. Shut
up all your works. Go in the nature. Go take a swim.
Don’t talk to anybody - just be quiet. Don’t even
discuss with somebody, then you might take a nasty
decisions - their influence will be on you very crazily.
You are the right judge for yourself. The biggest
addiction is many people, they forget their
brilliantness and they’re always asking somebody’s
advices, then they’ll get addicted to that. They
always ignore their talent, then they ask to some of
their friends, “Hey, I want to do this work. What is
your suggestion?” Whatever the other person,
whatever they're giving suggestion, this person is
doing their job. It means, he depending on him. How
long? How far? Either you lose it or you gain it - do
it yourself. First you lost it. Second you lost it. Third
you will gain it. Fourth you lost it. Fifth you lost it.
Sixth you lost it. Seventh you gain it. Eighth you gain
it, then you have your own confidence. All the time
asking on somebody - that is the most stupidity.
You're forgetting your own integrity.

I won’t be with you in the physical level forever until
your last breath. You won’t be with me until my last
breath. We’re all separating. Soul level, I have to do
my duty then later, connection will be all the time
there. That’s important - soul handling. I don’t care
about the body family, I care only about the soul
family - that’s important, that’s immortal. That’s the
real fragrance. The body family is maximum 50, 80
years the worst. The soul family is immortal. So, try
to make it, that family, as a members to reach that
stage. You’ll know that fragrance very soon

How to develop a belief system to wash
skepticism? Skepticism is always the biggest block
in spirituality, then unworthiness is another crazy
thing, lack of faith on you, on the process, on the
Master.
Faith is different - skepticism is different. You keep
doubting each step, what activities you’re doing. If
you keep running like that the rest of your life,
where can you really reach the enlightenment or
how can you really reach your goal? That’s why it’s
taking spirituality thousands of thousands of years
so far. Why not even hundreds of people got real
success to become real powerful masters? Just
because of these main three blocks.

Having a Soul Mate is the most, most beauty thing.
It’s very essential. It’s very necessary, like you totally,
totally, one hundred percent True Love there. True
Love there’re no any selfishness. There’s nothing
there, just True Soul Mate. If you have that, your life
is pretty good blissed as a human life. If you have
the Sadguru in your life, who really guided you to
reach your destiny - your life is done.
You need a Guardian Angel. You need a Guardian
Angel. But you need to get it. You need to find it.
You need to hold it, then it’s done. You won’t feel
stress. You won’t feel pain. You won’t feel
heartbroken. There’s no way depression will come.
There’s no way heartbreak will come. You’re totally
free - out of everything. Jesus Christ, His Soul Mate
he totally trusted – totally. I’m telling this for the first
time in the globe – His Soul Mate is me… I have great
respect and regards to Him.

What is the developing - the true love in you is the
remedy for that. Love is the right medicine. If you
keep loving, loving, loving, loving - loving your
enemy, loving your friends, loving your children,
loving the plants, loving the cat, loving the animals everywhere putting your pure love no matter what,
then the true love is developing. Then automatically
your heart, your mind, your soul will get tuned as a
true, pure love. Whatever is happening, once you
turn as a pure loving person, there’s no chance these
types of blocks will develop in you. So, you need to
develop that to create your success.

What I gave, the promise to Jesus Christ, that I will
bring back the knowledge to Him, again make His
knowledge to exist on the Earth - that’s my word.
Two thousand years later, I finished a lot of my
works, I came here again, and I continue this job. I
promised him. He took my hand and he asked,
putting my hand to his hand to make sure the
promise, “Yes, I promise.” Five times he asked,
“Promise?” “Yes.” “Promise?” “Yes.” He dropped
his body.

You are not separated. You are totally linked. In a
big tree you are a leaf. A leaf cannot understand the
fruit, a fruit cannot understand the branch, a branch
cannot understand the root - is all separations but it
is in one unity. The flower have a different smell,
fruit have a different smell, seed have different smell,
root has a different smell - it has its own creation but
is helping each others, the mechanism.
That's why the texts, that guy, transpiration, the
principal of the transpiration, how the water goes up
all the leaves from the bottom. Like in a coconut how
the water is going inside a coconut. How the water
is going inside? Like a coconut, how you’re going to
receive some energy to your soul from the cosmic?
You are holding a huge pot of energy – that, you
need to understand. You are linking with the tree without linking, the tree it won’t happen. That is
called indirectly, “Oneness.”

What's going on in the Mother Earth in the globe?
Are you doing your best guys? Question - are you
doing your best? Are you doing your best to the
Mother Earth to making it calm down?
That's our job to make it, the Mother Nature to calm
down, to make her relax. This is a very crucial time.
The people need help - the divine help! And make
them and create more courage in them through the
distance from here. And whoever, the students from
Swami, and Guru Parampara to send as my Guru
Day Message - chanting as much as they can, the
Earth Element. If they don’t know the Earth Element
mantra, at least chant: Om Guru Guru Paramaguru,
rakshamam, rakshamam, rakshamam.
This is the time to need to implement the distance
healing to the Mother Nature to make it calm down.
It is like Mother Nature right now, Her energy is
unpredictable right now, very unpredictable which
angle she's diverting. Which angle means which
country... But try to do as much as you can your love
and affection prayers… How many hundreds of
thousands of people is homeless right now and what
type of panic is they're facing it?
Earth Element or Om Guru Guru Paramaguru is
enough. This Fire Element, Earth Element, Water
Element, Sky - everything, just it will transfer as
much as, the doors opening the vibrations to make it
calm down.

Let Her do Her job. Let’s do your job. To action,
reaction must be there. Without action, there is no
reaction. Equal reaction will come, so some are
power… like if we are not doing some sankalpam,
some prayers sending in the globe, who will take
care of this unbelievable crazy vibrations?
Like you chanting it with the power spot is equal to
one million people chanting it. That much power
you’re releasing it. You are a big tower of the high
signal.

Last night there are two birds on my front tree. They
are so cute. Female bird is kissing the male bird. The
male bird is a little egoistic. After few minutes, again
the male bird is trying to kiss the female bird. She
turned a little away from him. Again, the male bird
is a little egoistic. Like it’s a big… I am watching, and
watching, and watching it until morning. It’s so cute.
In the beginning I am chanting my meditation
prayers - the birds are completely so cute. Until
seven a.m. they keep shouting… Love - the really
true lovers in the planet are the birds, really true love,
crystal clear, unbelievable, true love.

Majority, you see in my dress styles, like in night
dresses I keep walking it. Today I am sitting outside
of the Mandir. Somebody came in the car - five
people. They asked, “Can we talk to Swami?” Then
I said, “Why you came to see him? He is such a crazy
man! From now you’re very peaceful and happy,
once you met him you lose your happiness, your
freedom - your problems start. He’s an unbelievable
headache person. He’s a virus,” I said.
They’re blinking their eyes and they’re looking at
me, “Who is this person?” Then everybody, the
security guards, they’re watching. Then I gave a
little signal to them, “Let them go inside the temple.”
They came and had darshan of Baba. Then they look
at my picture there. They came out, I’m sitting
there... They’re like... they have no words! “So, we
talk next time - go.” You can see the beauty there.
The reality, the beauty is there.

Sometimes in my office, dazzling garlands and
dazzling flowers, unbelievable beautiful smell jasmine flowers. I entered, and I look at all the
garlands and everything - so fragrance. I look at
some flowers, even just I look at this flower - this
flower it came for me. This flower, I need to touch it
and feel the beauty of this flower because of, it born
for me. There’s a millions of flowers like this, but this
flower, especially, it’s for me, it came. The flower
cannot escape it, I cannot escape it, I have to touch it.
An apple, somewhere in Bangalore, you need to eat
tomorrow. That apple is waiting for you there. You
cannot stay in Penukonda - that apple will suck you
there to make you eat that apple. I’m serious. That
apple will suck you there to make it eat it. And each,
on rice, your name is written on it. Whatever you’re
eating it, your name is there – that, you need to enjoy
that. You cannot escape it, cannot escape it. That’s…
that came for you, that fruit is came for you.

He's very tired, exhausted, he asked, “I'm so thirsty.
Can you give some water?” Muslims is working,
Christians is working, Hindus is working everybody brought it, a glass of water to Baba. He
took the Muslim people water, then everybody's
criticizing, "Baba, you are so selfish!”
It's a Masjid Dwarkamai, Hindu name, but Masjid is
the Muslim, that's why he only took the Muslim
water. Then he told to Tatya, "Bring a big glass."
Then he mixed everybody's water. Then he asked,
"Can you divide this water who is the Muslim water,
who is the Christian water, who is the Hindu water
please? Then I will drink. We're all one. We are a
family. We are a family.

You have to understand the knowledge - knowledge
will remove your darkness. You have to find the
right knowledge. Just talking about love, talking
about relationships, that’s good, but the knowledge,
the real knowledge - that is important.
For example, first I started my basics - Five Elements
- na ma shi va ya - earth element, fire, sky, water, air.
These five elements are playing on our body - whole
our chakras are linked with these five elements. This
whole body is made of earth, flesh. We’re drinking
the water. We have the temperature in our body. If
the temperature goes up, we’re done. If the
temperature goes down, we’re out. We’re breathing
air. If you stop the air, you’re done - over. After five
minutes, ten minutes later - done, over. Even
without your notice, you keep breathing. These five
elements you keep balancing it.

Some people, directly, they are in the field in the
cultivation. Today I am in the field, I am doing the
field work. Fieldwork? Yes, right now I am in the
fieldwork. Actually, I don’t want to come to this
fieldwork, but yes, again next lifetime I have to come.
I cannot escape. I told it where I am going to born
next lifetime. So, Kruta Yuga is over. Treta Yuga is
over. Dwarapa Yuga is over. Kali Yuga is over. Now
Sai Yuga - Datta Yuga. Sai Yuga means Datta Yuga
is entered, is also going very fast.
We are in the climax stage. Until your frequency of
your soul to know, recognizing of your reality Bimba Pratibimba Kriya, I mentioned it - mirrorism,
Bimba Pratibimba Kriya - action to reaction. Even
with your… even today in your lifetime, you no
need to go to the hell. Heaven and hell - everything
is here. Whenever you are here on this earth, in this
lifetime majority you have to pay your bill here and
go back. Good things, bad things whatever you have
done. Good things with interest it will come. Bad
things with more interest it will come back. I am not
giving a fear, it´s a reality. It is the? Reality.

This is, you are a soul spiritual, supernatural
spiritual researchers. We don’t know how long it
will exist, this house, this body, before it takes off
(snaps his fingers), find something, and your life
should be a message to the society in the globe, and
create the fragrance around you as much as you can,
otherwise - life is meaningless.

The final ultimate - to come out of from the Maya
and having enough strength with abilities to walk in
your mission and keep continue your journey.
Create the peace and heal around you. But the Datta
energy… Sometimes, whenever our egoism going
up, then He'll give the testings. Your ego, whenever
it's going up, He'll give the testings.
Whenever you really surrender, “It's not me, it's
you." You're eating a piece of bread, "Thank you,
today you offered me this piece of bread." Today
you're sleeping, there's no guarantee again you're
going to wake up, no guarantee. "Thank you, I'm
sleeping." You wake up. "Thank you. Lead my day
whatever you like it." Today you helped a few
people. "Thank you, you allowed me to help a few
people." For every moment, the obedience, the
humbleness, the open abundant love, once you
carried in you on Him, He is with you.

He cannot touch you. Whatever testings is flowing
on you, simply, "Thank you for your testings." There
is no another alternative. "Please, I want to get out
from this. I want to escape from this."
For temporarily, He might escape you, again it will
come back. You understand? Again, it will come but
let that chapter finish it.

Ego, you know? What do you mean by ego? “I did
it. I created it. I’m the boss. I’m the hero.” You’re not
a hero, without God’s help, you’re otherwise you’re
a zero. I told it, many times. Once we born as a
human here in the society, until to our last breath we
need to lead our life as much as we can, all angles
and possibilities with grace of Guru Parampara, and
good friends - with unity. Then, only, we can lead
our journey very successfully and powerfully. That's
it. Without true friends in your life, is a waste of life.
Who really care you, you need to have them in your
life. Who don't care about you - ten thousand people
around you is a waste. Who really care, a simple, a
small person - that's enough.

One day Baba and all his students are walking in the
street. One goldsmith on the street is boiling the
brass metal on the fire coals. Baba asked, “What is
that?” “It’s brass. I’m boiling it.” Baba simply took
that molten brass and he drank it, then all students
are watching him. Then he cleared their doubts. “I’m
drinking soma and I’m also drinking this super, hot
brass liquid metal.” “You’ll die!” But he’s simply
smiling.
Why I’m saying this, I don’t care what Baba does, his
personal habits, I don’t care your personal habits,
only I care how is your behavior in the society, how
much you’re damaging your health, how much
you’re responsible in your life - that’s only I care.

Student: I have a question about qualities like
egoism, selfishness, pride, jealousy in an individual
person. What is the connection between those
qualities in me, or anybody and Mahamaya?
Swami: That’s Mahamaya in you to destroying.
She’s not separated - she’s in you. That’s what I told.
Fifty percent of your soul is with you the negativity,
giving lot of strange… that’s why I told, kindness,
who has the kind heart, on the first point I told it,
kind heart. Who has the kindness, there’s no way to
get the jealousy, pride, ego. Who has the love, there’s
no chance the ego and jealousy will come. You know
what I’m saying?
For example, you love your wife so much, or you
love your daughter so much. Your daughter has
fallen in love with somebody. You can’t be jealous,
you can’t get angry, because the love is huge born
there making you stop from all this stuff. So, number
one - developing the love is so important.
Developing love will come through only when you
start forgiving, “Take it easy, so what, who cares fine.” Give the explanation and forgive, forgive,
forgive then the love seeds will develop hugely in
you. The forgiving also is a huge art, a siddhi - you
can gain it.

Why I'm saying this now - we are a family to
Bhagavan (Baba). We are a family. He will take
care… He will take care. Please try to understand. Be
unity - stop the egoism. No, ‘you’ I, I did, I did, I did
it. No, ‘you’ did it! Without divine help, even though
you are a hero - you are zero. Even though you are
hero, you are zero. You are a zero! If the Divine help
is there - you are a hero. Without Divine help - no
chance - you are a zero!”
Be, each-others - hold the hands. Whenever one
person... Try to be - if a person is in down and he
lifted it, again another person is down - you lift him.
Try to make it the wheel run fast. Wheel? Run fast no flat tire, then only the universe, you can make it
run.

Swami: How many people ate, last night,
something? How many people ate something? The
sugar? Only five, seven people? What was it first?
Student: Sand.
Swami: You ate it?
Student: Yes.
Swami: How many seconds later, it changed as a
sugar?
Student: Don't know, ten seconds.
Swami: So, the Earth element can be changeable,
that's the concept. What I blessed and given to them,
I didn't do it for a magic or fun. Whatever I do, it's to
make their hearts open, same time, make the link.
That's my theory - to put them in the bliss, not to
worry on crazy things for silly things all the time. To
giving a supernatural boosting to their soul, to keep
carry the abilities forever and ever, for many
lifetimes until they reach what I want in their life,
and what they want in their life - that's the concept.
Even whatever your monkey mind cannot believe,
certain things is bleeding, certain things is
happening, certain things is happening. I don't care
your minds, but I always care your soul, how much
you can receive it.

Learn, learn, learn, learn! Learning is silence, silence
is important - inner silence is important. How many
people are really happy here? Really touch your
heart and say, don’t lie. How many people are really
happy here, no pain, no problems? Not even one
person.
This is the globe. Physical problems we can treat it,
but this problem, this takes time. I’m here, I’m your
Soul Doctor. I am? Soul Doctor. I know how to take
care of your soul. Whenever you need help, just
blink your eyes, think on me. My energy is there
with you. I’m with you. Who believed in me - no
problem, I’m not a God, but I know what is your
problem, I know how to take care of it.

The Divine can dominate any type of illusions.
Illusion has no guts to touch you when the divine
energy is with you. If you know the truth of the
divine channels, some prayers, you can protect
yourself very strongly.
You cannot trust the time, Kalachakra. You can trust
anything in the planet, but Kalachakra is the most,
most dangerous - each minute is dangerous. So, you
have to handle the ‘time’ in a proper way in your life.
If you’re aware of your time, then you’re very
successful.

Everything is hidden in this cosmic nature with the
vibrations and light. Your soul is nothing but light
and vibration. You’re sucking the illusion through
vibrations. You’re decharging all your stuff through
the light and all your vibrations. The soul is nothing
but vibrations and the light. The vibrations are a
kind of electricity.
To develop the vibrations, it’s only possible using
certain perfect prayers, perfect way of chanting the
prayers. Who knows the Vishwamitra, on the day he
found the Gayatri Mantra, Om Bhur bhuvah suvaha,
tat savitur varenyam… What’s happening when
you’re chanting it? You’re releasing… you’re
decharging amazing negativity, like a cobra, every
month, two months, three months, like a skin, it’s
going out, releasing it - the peace, the silence, as
much as you receive.

Never, ever, use for negativity for negative purpose.
You understand? You gain some energy, you have
some abilities, never spell unnecessarily, never hurt
someone unnecessarily - it will again come back to
you.
With
intentionally,
even
without
unintentionally, you teased, you tortured somebody,
you have to, you will receive back. You created a
pain in somebody’s heart, believe me, with interest
your receiving back that.
You stole somebody’s money, you have to lose, you
will lose it with interest. You feel you are
heartbroken, your girlfriend, somebody, did a
heartbroken to you - you have no right to blame on
her. You think yourself how many heart-brokens
already you created in your life, to how many people
you done it. That you’re facing, paying back, then be
satisfied with that - asking forgiving, just lead the life
in a smooth way.

There is always action to reaction. You cannot escape
from that. Not only to you, not only to me too, every
person is equal in the nature - is equal. So, we need
to very careful if we done any mistake - asking
forgiving, to be very open that person, “Hey, I’m
very sorry, extremely sorry. Not bad intention.”
Very loyal. Just clear out, clear out that gluzziness be free, not holding that pain and torturing yourself,
and that person keep suffering with you. That will
attack. No, that’s not healthy. That’s not? Healthy.
Be healthy soul, healthy heart, healthy mind, healthy
life, and God bless to everybody.

Why you came on real purpose - that is first of all,
the fundamentals about healing. Suppose one man
is suffering with one problem. If you cured that, then
he will get faith on you. He turns in front of you
whatever you tell. “Ok, I will follow that,” he says.
First of all, you must make them to joy, to making
them joy, then filling their happy in their life - giving
one seed in their life - happy seed. That happy seed
grows and it’s making it grow up like a tree, then it’s
gives more seeds.

Doing to Baba 1,000 chapatis, 10 kilos of sweet, one
gold crown, diamonds crown, He don’t care.
When you are serving somebody, he will serve you.
He will really serve you and protect you. All the time
thinking about you, you, you, you – no! Even I did
any powerful fire puja, it doesn’t work. Sincerely I
am saying, “It doesn’t work.” Think about yourself
and think about others too. Be loyal to the society for
the true love - that only comes with you forever.
We’re not taking with us anything. We’re not
taking? Anything with us.

Everybody must go one time to the God. Suppose if
you think this car is ours, this car is mine, this house
is mine, this is my wife, this is my son. No. These are
all nothing - it’s not yours. When after you, when
you die, when we die, it never comes to with us. Just
they will come up to burial ground, then they will
say, “Bye.” Who will come with us?
Whatever we do, good thing in the nature, that will
only come. Whatever you deposit the good things,
that only will come to the next life. The soul almost
all - records everything, it knows everything.
Whatever you’re doing good things, whatever you
are doing bad things, it’s recording. Silently it
records, it is secret recording. It’s a very dangerous
thing in your heart, it records everything.
When after, you again it dictates your life, either
animal, as a bird, as an insect... If you do very, very
good as a saint, human being - human life is a
wonderful life in the nature. It’s the greatest gift to
find the God because of, God gave everything to the
human being: thinking, power, showing the good
directions - you can recognize what is the good and
what is the bad.

No cure… Once sunrise comes, it has to get sunset
no matter what. You cannot expect sunrise all the
time - sunset need to be. From first beginning, my
picture is in the southwest. A cabinet is came. That
cabinet is not an ordinary cabinet, it’s a Maha
Lakshmi cabinet. Then I moved there (pointing to the
northwest of Baba stage). Then all the way, again he
moved that edge (of Satya Sai Baba picture). There is
no place to him to go, it got blocked.
You can try, once if you fixed my picture in one place
in the wall, if you moved it and you put it in a
different place, I really drive you crazy. If you want
to take away completely, that picture, I know how to
reach it, again come back.

In Penukonda we have an Eye Hospital. Every day,
minimum hundred people, they get the operated cataracts operations. All old people - free medicine,
free operations, free food. Many people know that.
So far 5,000 operations within one year we made it.
Is it a joke? That’s something - bliss. That all old
people they’re having the glasses. They can see me
very clearly - such a happiness. They can do their
works. They can walk wherever they want.

If the globe is keep going like this, lot of depression
is creating up. In the depression every person starts
to getting addictions. Once the person starts to
getting addictions of lot of drugs and alcohol, lot of
things, then his behavior is little wild. Once he’s
getting wild, his actions is wild, society is wild, town
is wild, state is wild, country is wild - no more peace!
Is it necessary?
Simple concept is what He blessed. Whoever
believed and followed the message of any powerful
saint, doesn’t matter, especially the ‘Big Boss’ (Jesus)
channels, His message of true love, just love,
through the receiving the love you might chanting
the Indian prayers, western prayers, whatever your
soul prayers, any prayers ok, but you have to
become powerful to Help the Globe.

Be sharing with each other, be loving each others that’s the bliss. That’s the bliss. Does it make sense?
So, as much as you can in your life, try to do
minimum charity works. Think on some people’s
life who needs help, any type of help. Spend some
time, put a little attention on them. You’ll receive
tons of blessings from their soul. A person who is
really thirsty, really thirsty and he comes in front of
you, and you give a glass of water. How will that
person feel? So, bliss. You cannot talk in front of a
thirsty
person
about
spirituality,
about
enlightenment - who cares? He’s hungry and he’s so
thirsty. That’s one of Vivekananda’s concepts he
always said.

As fast as you are going a positive way, as fast the
negative forces are also following you. It’s true, a fact
- golden statement. It always wants to stop you. It’s
a form of the divine. It’s not another thing, another
form, like this is the milk and that is the yogurt.
That’s it. It always wants to stop you. You have to
make a layer to protect to your process, to your soul,
to your mission until you reach the destiny.

Sometimes your own consciousness sankalpam will
come true even if you lie. Like somebody asks, “Hey,
do you have two thousand dollars with you?” Even
if you have it, “I’m sorry, I don’t have it.” Later on,
you won’t have it, it’ll go away. Your own
sankalpam, whatever you thought, the lie, or you
release any negative thinking, you suck that - very
danger in this - you need to be careful.
Never, ever, ever think negative – don’t think
negative, “Oh my God, maybe I’m going to get
cancer. Maybe I’m going to get cancer. I’m going to
get cancer.” Big chance you’re going to get a cancer.
Your own sankalpam will hit you, “I’m going to lose
my husband. I’m going to lose my husband.” Yes,
then it drives you crazy. Start the day with positive,
lead the day with positive - end the day with positive

Shirdi Baba, he knows what he’s doing, exactly he
knows, what he is doing. Karta, Karma, Kryia - that’s
his spot. Karta, Karma, Kriya. If you can be able to
stand for that, three gunas, three of his actions, go
head - do it. You got succeed. You got succeed,
everything just leave to him, leave to him, leave to
him. He’s the right solution.

Each person has his own individual feelings. Respect
that. Your feelings' system are your feelings' system
- you don't need to inject and spoil his belief system.
So that's a very big disease.
So far, many people complaining on this person,
"Swami, they're doing crazy. This person is doing
this type of crazy." Okay, stop it. Stop. Listen.
Nobody is one hundred percent perfect. In the
planet, nowadays, no person is perfect. Be happy
and create the happiness around you. If you want to
be one hundred percent perfect, you better to go in
the forest and sit under the tree. That's why Meher
Baba he put a cloth over his mouth. He doesn't want
to talk. He's complete in the silence. He's always
statement, "Don't worry - be happy." If anybody has
a question, just he writes it simple answer out.

Today is Krishna's birthday. I'm the baby Krishna.
Life is illusion. The illusion creates the nectar. Nectar
creates the history. History creates the victory.
Victory creates the humanity. Humanity creates the
society. Society creates the peace.

It doesn't matter which religion you belong to, which
philosophy you love it - no problem.
Somebody got bit by a cobra, they're dying, they're
suffering with a lot of pain. The love doesn't work
there. Doesn't? Work. Even you're crying, you're
hugging the person, kissing them – hun-un nope.
The nature is that much stronger. You need straight
weapon power. Either you cut it, take the blood out
- some healing techniques you need to do that. The
supernatural energy has no religion, the religion is
only one - humanity. We're all one. We're all one but
we're not recognizing each-others - that's the
problem. To recognizing each-others, the most
powerful being in the planet is the Boss (Jesus).
Doesn't matter, wherever you are, he'll recognize
you like that. He'll recognize you very easily

Every night you can see, listening lot of bhajans and
singing, and Ayappa singings. All these type of
vibrations - pure devotional vibrations. Like your
batch, one batch is doing Ayappa bhajans there. This
Fort is a kind of valley. This valley is purely cosmic
vibrations…

I need everybody's cooperation, everybody's?
cooperation. Be equal, be good brothers and sisters
and friends. One is higher, one is the low, one is
treating them, "You're not, I'm the leader - you have
to follow!" This type of… I'm watching you guys.
Looking at it, it's a little painful.
Power struggle, it's a disease. If you don't know how
develop the loving nature here, you cannot succeed
anywhere in the globe - period. If you don't know
how to bring inside out from you the loving
character - you're a dummy character in the planet,
a spoiled egg, useless! Simply I can do one smiling,
"Come back next lifetime, we'll see." This is the
opportunity you need to see yourself - help ever,
hurt never.

Good - you want to build a five hundred-bed
hospital, five thousand people educations, taking
care of lot of souls – good.
But how many people is really under heartbroken?
To be able to heal… The hospital, where is that
hospital? Where is that hospital? According what I
seen, is only there is three hospitals in the globe - one
is Himalayas, Shirdi, and Penukonda. This place
(Swami’s chair) is fifty percent power, Dwarkamai is
one hundred times power. Dwarkamai is? One
hundred times power.

I supported many, many students. I'm not buttering
on myself, taking care majority all the angles of their
life. I didn't take care as a kind of like… I never
treated them… Sometimes I'm a little moody.
Depends on the situation, but very friendly taking
care on them, and loving and affection way, and
joking, and teasing them, and lifting them up.
Whenever I'm teasing and lifting them up, whenever
I'm teasing and making jokes, and whatever I'm
commenting on you, it means some energy level I'm
working, throwing on you, otherwise hun-un. So, be
a Master, dedicate your life for the reality things

I don’t want anything except your happiness and
success, that’s it. Spirituality is not a grape - it’s a
coconut. It’s not a grape - it’s a coconut. It’s the
hardest - you have to pull the coconut, peel it, break
it, take a knife, remove the meat, then you grind it,
then you taste it.

Each point-by-point, even the electron and neutron
and proton, every point-by-point His energy is
hidden in it. Everywhere His energy is hidden in it.
In this galaxy, this globe, the earth is running like a
top - one thousand, one hundred sixteen kilometers
speed itself, and it’s running around the sun, but
we’re not feeling anything. Out of in that huge
creation of the galaxy - who you are? What is your
character? Where are you? In this huge creation,
where you are?
He’s the one, then we’re started at zero. The first zero
is ten, then next zero is hundred, then next zero is
thousand, then zero, zero, zero, zero, it keeps going
zeros - million, billion, trillion then tons of trillions.
Which zero you are? Which zero you are? Where is
your position? If there’s no ‘one,’ all zeros is nothing.
Serious. Does it make sense? If there’s no one, all
zeros we are nothing. Why that ‘one’ is power? That
is the ‘one.’

To understand the creation of the cosmic, you need
the one hundred percent deep silence. These bhajans,
prayers, Vedas, Puranas, yantras, mantras everything just came out of from the silence. Once
you know the silence, if you really understand the
silence, the layers of the silence, it’s really bliss.
Satchitananda, Bramhananda, Chinmayananada –
they’re the different layers.”

Pretty, several groups, they completed so far but still
there’s a lot. Several hundreds of people, they’re
waiting for some amazing, beautiful gifts, kind of
chocolates and gifts. It’s one layer. The cosmic is
pretty good concentrated. The whole divine angels,
every Saptarishis, everything, just all everybody’s
concentration is on Penukonda, “What’s going on
here?” Everybody’s looking, “What’s going on?”

Once if you care, you have to share. Once if you care,
you have to share - that’s your job.
It doesn’t matter they’re doing small mistake or big
mistake or huge mistake, they’re loving or unloving,
cruel, whatever it is. You have to care, then only
you’ll create the victory! “Because of, you did this
mistake, you hurted me, you tortured me, you did
this, this, this, you lied to me…” This is, all stuff,
nonsense! Love is immortal. Once you loved it, it’s a
stamp, that’s it, not another stamp again. Love is
nothing but a bond. It’s a bond. Once if you have that
commitment bond, you will have the victory!

There is a big statement, “Who is really practicing
one bĳakshara for twelve years with the silence,
they’ll get enlightenment.”
After you’re not talking too much, maintaining less
talk, less talk, less talk, then later on you can stop
your human blocks, monkey blocks. It’s an art to be
in the silence, less talking. And also, it will increase
the lifespan. It’s true, it increases the lifespan. In
Himalayas a lot of saints they’re enjoying majority
time in the silence, alone, very quiet, meditating.
Who’s maintaining the silence, that person’s
sankalpam is one million percent strong, and
whatever the sankalpam siddhi will become fulfilled.
But majority in our time, fifty percent of the time
we’re sleeping. That time we can make it as a silence
through pure consciousness awareness. You’re
sleeping, your body is sleeping, but your
consciousness is enjoying the silence there.

My Dear Divine Souls, life is short - make it sweet.
Find out who are you. I'll give the mirror to you.
Already I've given the mirror to you, it's a little dusty
- clean it! One day we have to go. We have to go before going discover something!

I love all humankind. Humankind is a big religion.
Your blood is red, my blood is red, you are breathing
air, I am breathing air, He created you, He created
me - we are all one. We are all Gods. We are all pieces
of God. Might be we have the problems, blocks – we
will solve that, but the knowledge is different - that
you need to learn it. That you have to learn it. I can’t
teach you science… I don’t know the science… with
my soul level I can go to the moon, as the body level
I cannot go to the moon. It’s a mystery, try to
understand something - it’s a bliss.

Without you not discovering anything, “Okay,
Swami wants to show the Mother, Swami wants to
show the Jesus, Swami wants to… Swami wants to
show…” Swami showing means, Swami is great or
showing is great?
I am like a Mother in the kitchen. I am cooking the
food for you. Is the Mother great or is the food great?
Which one? Hello? Without even cooking the food I can fulfill your hunger, it’s not a big deal. It’s all
chocolates. It’s a kind of my manifestation
chocolates to you. But anyhow, yes, you deserve it.

My Dear Divine Souls, you should not hunt the
spirituality. Spirituality needs to hunt you. You
should not hunt the God. God needs to hunt you.
He's already hunting - that's why you're all here,
otherwise it's impossible you can be here.

Again, another good news is, the backside lake is full.
It means our northeast garden water is going up. I
intentionally put a school because the children's
energy. Once the movements are happening there, it
settles the energy. They're pure, crystal clear love kids are pure love. That's why Shirdi Baba always
wants to play. Even hundreds of people are waiting
for him, he's going in the street finding the kids and
playing with the balls and tops and kids. Wherever
the kids' movement, it's pure energy - pure energy.

Student: If somebody dies that you love, what can
you do for them?
Swami: It's painful but send your love wherever
person's soul… Put your pure love, be happy.
Whenever you're putting too much worrying - you'll
disturb that soul. If you keep crying - you're
disturbing that soul. It's very important. I told it in
the many different, different chapters. Hun-un,
never cry - be happy for them. Try to think, you're
also going one day…has to go. Clear on this part?

Student: Swami, was it Jesuses’ intention or purpose
to keep his coming to India a secret for two thousand
years?
Swami: His statements - the Almighty, the energy
the Mother Divine only, is on him for two thousand
years. Now he's walk out - he walked out. Now he's
going to create within thousand years, less than
three hundred years - like the Jesuses in the globe easily couple million people - amazing healers. The
starting point from Penukonda, again.

Point is, don’t miss with your egoism the unity. With
unity makes unbelievable fragrance. Every person is
equal to me. It doesn’t matter you’re senior most,
just they came as beginner - equal. Once they came
to our umbrella, they’re in our terretorium.
Understand?
But take some expertise opinions, how they did
before, and you learn from them too. Don’t think
Elephant Group is very important - no way. I like
them but they’re not like my peacock feathers.
Everybody’s equal, every person has a talent. Try to
utilize that talent in a proper way. Make the process,
make that, all, everybody make it happy.

He’s a creator but he doesn’t know it. (The sun) He’s
the main character making this planet, but he
doesn’t know it. It comes up and goes down and
doesn’t know why. A candle burns then goes out
and doesn’t know why. A flower comes and dies and
doesn’t know why. A human being lives and dies
and doesn’t know why - that’s our research.

Why some wars are happening? Because some evil
spirits are playing there. Instead of changing the
whole country, if you are able to change the king’s
mind to not create a war, then it’s fine. Hitler was
doing crazy way, big fighting. Instead of fighting stopping huge war, you can change the mind of
Hitler. That’s only possible who really can handle
are the Siddhas. The avadhuts can only do that,
immediately stop his mind, change his mind. I’m not
joking, it’s very serious.

At least one person who really will die for you, and
live for you forever, stay in difficulties timing and
happy timings, “Yes, I'm with you, let's go.” That is
the true friendship. Whenever you're in happy times
many people will be around you. When you have the
money, many people will be around you. If you're a
beauty, then many people will be around you. But
whenever you don't have anything, you don't have
no money, nothing - at the time somebody's at your
back, "I'm with you. Let's go. I will walk with you,
don't worry. Let's go." That's the person. If you laugh,
the person has to laugh. If you're crying, he has to
take that crying to give the encouragement - that you
are required. Of course, Almighty is already taking
care of you in different angles, but still, you're a
human being. In your circumstance you're required.

Science everybody can understand. It’s available.
The scientist explained that much. But the
spirituality, spiritual formulas, the mechanisms, the
healing techniques, the channelings, the angels…
What is this? How to understand that? That’s your
Swami’s mission. I don’t want to go like them. I want
to prepare the students like them. I want to prepare
the whole globe, minimum ten percent of the globe
like them - coming generations, upcoming
generations.

How many true friends you have in your life? True
friends - they’re ready to die for you, they really care
for you, they feel your pain. How many friends you
have like that? Can you raise your hands who has a
true friendship in your life? They know about you A
to Z - you didn’t hide anything to them. You never
lied to them.
You have to create at least a few friends, true friends
you can share, you can talk, speak openly with guts,
telling all your mistakes. Who can really support you
and promote you no matter what! No matter how
bad or good you are - they love you, they take care
of you, they know you, they’ll be with you. The
friendship is the power, it gives inspiration. Try to
develop true friendship reality - it really helps your
soul.

Knowledge is an ocean. Even a small molecule of the
knowledge, especially the Eastern knowledge, is
power, it’s a diamond. I’m giving formulas of the
supernatural energies. They are the shortcut to get
divine grace in a short time. I want to spread this
knowledge then everybody can smell the fragrance
of God.

My Dear Divine Souls, even though you’re carrying
a lot of problems, try to help as much as you can, the
people around you. Try to give as much love as you
can. Try to take care of somebody. Try to share as
much as you can, then it really helps you.
Whenever you’re creating happiness in the people
around you, their happiness will come back to you.
Your life will become super happy - you’ll become
super happy. You know if you can help them - help
it, it’s very, very important part of your life. You
should do it.

What I took my students, for six months to one year,
I gave a process to them - do it. Those vibrations are
helping to the mind, to the heart not to have
unnecessary things, problems. Then I entered
bringing you out what you cannot believe, to start
making you believe it. Even I’m doing a spiritual
magic there, even though I’m doing funny things
there, but that’s not your matter.

If you are in the desert with one friend and you are
lost, you only have enough water for one person to
make it, and you give the water to your friend –
that is enlightenment – that is the real.

Try to think about, what is the immortal, and what
is the mortal? God and God’s love and His grace is
the permanent and it is the standard. God’s love is
the permanent - you must be, get that. These are all
the ways, the roads, the different roads. This is a big
ocean. We want to go another country – we can go
anyway. Different ways in the ocean. You can use
any kind of steamers, any kind of boats. These are all
things – different kind of boats, steamers, but the
Indian tradition, the spiritual ways, this whatever
I’m telling by my own practicing, my own
experiences – it is like helicopter. It is like a plane just going. In a short period, you get the good result.

Every day you wake up having breakfast, lunch,
dinner, sleep, wake up, breakfast, lunch, dinner,
sleep, la, la, la, talking, ok, good. What’s the
purpose? I’m making you to chant different
processes. You are doing it. It’s a big purification,
amazing purification. But one day you will know
what is that greatness of the purification.

If I tell somebody, “Southwest swimming pool is
crazy and east mountain gives a lot of headaches,”
you cannot trust, you cannot believe this with your
suspicious ‘monkey mind.’ That’s natural. You have
to get the experience of that, or you have to have
huge respect for the person who is telling you that,
and receive that experience, as your experience. It
will only happen when you totally surrender and
give your love to that soul. That’s called Guru
Parampara.
Of course, we respect all masters, all religions. We
respect anybody’s philosophy. We’re not against
anybody. In that philosophy, in that mechanism, in
that miracle, in those experiences, in those energy
channel - a healing, a miracle is happening. A
healing is happening. What is in it? Your heart
automatically opens. You’re listening to music
through your ears but you’re crying - your heart is
touched.
You’re seeing a scenery, a kid is really starving, an
old person is really suffering. You want to help but
you can’t help. Maybe you can help. Without your
notice some tears come. That’s where the mechanism
starts. The love is the mechanism. Through love, fall
in love, really caring, worrying, attachment, divine
attachment – when you develop that, that’s it majorly you won it.

Divine Souls, the proofs and evidences they did it
through certain perfect formulas. Any soul in this
planet can really, can receive and reach unbelievable
progress and greatness. The point and my little
concerned the coming days to my students - how
they're going to handle it with this knowledge what
I'm going to give it? There's a little bit controversy
will come, but I'm taking that controversy because
of, I am creating this.
Creating means, not in bad way, whatever I'm
having it, I'm giving to the globe. They are not at all
responsible for anything. They came here to learn
the Truth - I am here to giving what I know the
Truth. From the thousands of years, I'm putting in
front of them - the world and the Truth has to decide
what is the Truth or the false.
Ok, once if you come back to Penukonda - this place
is, belongs to lot of powerful saints, powerful kings
- first the Mother Divine is birthplace entire in the
globe, the creation started in the globe is huge - the
vibrations started in Penukonda.

Whenever you got success, at the time how much
you accept that humbly, no ego - there is another
your success waiting. Whenever you show your ego
there you have to face another failure, another
failure.
Somebody made one million dollars. He’s pretty
good egotistic, he’s luxury, he feels he’s a top success.
You wait and see - he’s losing that. After he lost that,
again to rebuild that it takes a lot of time.
Once you have it, take it humble way, humble way don’t express it. As much as you're growing, that
much you need to be more polite, humble, as much
as you're growing – more, humble, more respectful.
The life goes more, smooth and happy. Be sharing
with each other, be loving each-others - that’s the
bliss.

Whose heart is holding the huge kindness, he can
really reach unbelievable abilities. Your heart house
has to be filled with kindness. That kindness brings
the love. The love automatically brings a lot of
abilities. The real human feeling, sensitive, kindness,
love, affection, affinity… even though he’s doing
mistakes up and down, having a discipline to
thinking what he’s really doing… much times he’s
thinking… That person is called the real human. For
example, you’re seeing a tragedy scene in a movie,
on the TV, without your notice just in the TV some
tragedy moments is running. All the sudden the
tears are running from your eyes. You can’t hold it
you can’t bare it! You know what I’m saying? That
person is called…he’s the person who can really
reach high, high, divine energy. It means his heart
is holding huge kindness.
Whose heart is holding the huge kindness, his heart
he can really reach unbelievable abilities. With a
simple sadhanas he can take off. Your heart house
has to be filled with a huge kindness. The kindness
automatically brings the love. That love
automatically brings a lot of abilities it opens lot of
heart chakras. Automatically the cosmic energy will
flow from you. Even though you’re seeing someone
who’s really having a lot of pain, you can send lot of
the love rays from your eyes, just you can heal them
through you’re looking. It’s enough. The inner
mechanism helping them a lot to purify, to make
them relax - that person is called a Holy Human. We
have to develop that.

So, whenever we really believed in it, Om
Namashivaya, the five elements is sucking that
energy in you. You really can do the wonders. You
really can receive the power in you. You really can
receive amazing healing abilities in you. You really
can purify a lot of your blocks with the prayers. The
letters are called, bĳaksharas. Somebody is given the
initiation ‘hreem’ somebody received ‘kleem.’ This is
all energy words, energetic words, energetic letters
to communicating to the divine - that is the words.

It's not today's - thousands of years back they proved
it, they did it, they received it, they healed it, they
manifested amazing things, they created amazing
things just through the prayers. Just this, all the
prayers came from the pure silence. After certain
stages you reach, after certain enlightenment stages,
you don't need any prayer. Your soul is a prayer.
Your soul is connected completely with the deep
silence. You know all connections of the cosmic that's enough.

Once if you have with the soul experience, the soul
is pretty commanding on your mind and heart
forever, and rest of your life you're healthy in all
angles. Your soul is commanding in a beautiful way
not to go your mind monkey way. Once if your mind
is in a beautiful your control, all your actions are in
a beautiful positive. Once your daily activities are in
a beautiful positive, your livelihood is super happy
and peaceful. Once you started to be very peaceful,
then heart started to feel very happy. Then you
won't feel any pain at all in your heart. Then once
you come in the soul level, every day is a bliss in
your life - really, really bliss. That's today is the
concept to the process.

You don’t know the real Jesus’ life. You don’t know
the real Buddha life. You only know Shirdi Baba life.
He passed in 1918, October 17th. You know only tiny
bit his life. You don’t know one hundred percent Adi
Shankaracharya
life.
Yes,
they’re
really
extraordinary powerful. They came for the purpose,
but a part of we lost it. That’s my mission! I want to
make a small bridge. I want to prepare a big
highway, at least a walking bridge from the East to
the West - what is the reality of the information, as a
guide, as a tourist guide.

Spirituality, God, all the stuff is fifty percent. Taking
care directly of the humanity, that's directly taking
care of the God and serving the God, who are really
suffering the pain. But majority, ten percent, who is
really in the hospitals and the sicknesses…eightyfive, ninety percent pretty good sick with the healthy
bodies - they're soul sick.
All programs what I'm giving is preparing the Soul
Doctors to become a soul, powerful doctors. Just you
walk in the street, take your neighborhood, write all
your friend's names, and family names, see who is
really happy and not having a broken heart. You
cannot find three people. Almost, five, seven, eight
people has the pain and the hysteria. That type of
people really needs your help. You know what I'm
saying? Hello? You have to live your life for
yourself, same time, the life, why you came here, not
only for yourself - you're born for a reason, for
somebody else. For a great reason you're born here.
Try to do your duty, the real duty. Ok? Good.

Go to old age home, take some fruits and bread, feed
them. Make their hearts open for you. Make them to
smile. That you need to do, otherwise it's
meaningless of life - meaningless. I'm serious. Why
all this process is coming is because of, in your life,
sometimes you're too much selfishness. You're not
seeing somebody's pain. Not only the inner side, the
outside too. But you should remember one day
you'll also become old. Any day there's a chance
you'll get sick, never knows. Help them, then your
heart goes really open.

You have a gun and you’re chasing a tiger. I’m
giving a clue here. You have the dareness because of,
you have a gun in your hand - you can kill the tiger.
If you don’t have a gun, you don’t have the guts to
chase the tiger. It means you’re chasing a fear
through the gun.
So, what you require here is a spiritual gun to attack
the fear. Once if you have no fear, there’s no problem
at all in spirituality. Any type of bliss, any type of
wisdom, any type of love, any type of clarity, any
type of Satchidananda is with you. When you’re
asking for experience you have to attack to the fear,
is make sense?

Certain things can change, so try to see the reality.
The real bliss is how much you love yourself.
Whenever you start to love on yourself, you can love
somebody. Whenever you're not loving on yourself,
you can't love somebody honestly. Whenever you
start worrying about yourself, you cannot solve
somebody's problems, it's a standard golden
statement. Stop worrying about you - let me worry
about you. I will worry for you - that makes sense.
Throw your weight on me - I'll take care.

In your life, whatever you think, ‘this is mine,’ that
is not yours. What you are thinking, ‘this is not
yours,’ that is yours. Whatever you are not seeing
that is yours, you’re not seeing the God energy that
is yours. Whatever you are not finding in the nature
- that is covering with you and it is playing with you,
“Find me. Find me.” It is making the game with you.
(snaps fingers) Understand?
God is everywhere, and He is saying, “Find me.” If
you find, ‘I am in you,’ you are a God! “There’s a
nothing different between you and me,” He says
finally. When you recognize yourself like that, you
are a Para Bramha Swarupa. You know what a Para
Bramha Swarupa means? You can see everywhere in
the love, everywhere – love, love, love. Everywhere
is the God. That is the God creation.

If I blessed you good health, good money, good house,
good wife, good children, happy life - you’ll really
think about God?
That’s why He’s always playing with us. He personally
has given to me everything. He’s given the bungalows,
cars, assistants, farmhouses, name, fame, money,
jewelry, good health, but why I’m doing the hard
work? I never cared about my own selfishness - never!
Whenever my egoism is going up, whenever I look at
my face every day early morning when I wake up, I
look at my eyes and make a question, “Am I treating
the people well or not? Am I ignoring the people or
really caring for them? How much loving and friendly
am I around the people? Is my egoism going up, or it’s
standard, or is it going less?”
If it’s going up, immediately I make it come down.
Then I go and stand in front of Baba, “Hey, no games.
No games. Don’t give the egoism. Who am I to receive
all the things? You’ve given it. I know one day you’ll
take it out. I know you’ll take it out. If my egoism is
going up, that I’m doing everything, I’m making
money, it’s my car, my bungalow, this is my
kingdom…” Disasters are starting there. I don’t have
anything here on Earth except your True Love. You’re
the father, my mother, my friend, you’re my relative,
you’re samastha - everything. That’s enough - be with
me, just be with me. I don’t want anything. Whatever
you’re giving to me, I’m happy. Whatever you’re
taking out from me, I’m happy. Be with me, please
shower, please bless the high love - that’s enough.
Once you have that attachment, that love - that is the
True Love. You can feel it, you’re seeing it, He’s really
helping you, protecting you and taking care of you.
You know, you can feel it - that’s what you want.
Once you fall in love at that stage in your normal life that falling in love only happens when you surrender.

If you really meditated, if you really developed the
channeling to the five elements with a different
prayers, you’ll become strong yourself - you don’t
need another healer. Once you become strong
yourself, you can take care of somebody else too.
To become the stronger, certain blocks you need to
remove in you. Certain things you need to get
balanced in you. Certain desires you need to step
back. Once if you really step back, once if your mind
and heart is in your control, yes, you don’t need any
healer. Whenever your mind and heart is not in your
hands, you received already huge punches of
heartbreak and you got super sensitive, then you
need somebody to lift you for a little while. Then
you can take care of yourself.

A few people, I had a process with them on the Baba
stage. Like any process, whenever it’s happening it’s
the right time all the energies is flowing from Him.
Can hook it. Can make a deal, just make a
commitment. Once if you started to make a deal,
then He’ll make you to work. He’ll decide your duty.
He’ll decide your duty.
For example, if I made a deal with you guys, like I
gave my word, “Ok, go ahead.” Whenever I’m alone,
I’m walking - you come in my thoughts. Whenever
you come in my thoughts, again I’m releasing, “Let
Him do this works.” The works automatically it
comes to you - then you can start working. That’s the
right duty, right judgement.

Without your notice you’re starting to work. You
know what I’m saying? Without your notice, the
work is coming in front of you - you have to start
working. From morning to evening you’re so busy.
Then evening you’re taking sleep. Then you really
have the inner peace in you. Whenever some people
is around you happy, that makes you happy. You
know what I’m saying? Even certain helps you want
to do to some people, but you can’t without His
grace. You need a blessing from the Master, from the
Almighty. Even you want to help one guy to lift him,
only can possible through His grace you can lift him.

Dharma is a beautiful surrender. Once if you know
your dharma, once if you made a commitment like a
marriage, it’s forever and ever, to the soul to the soul,
to the Master to the student - Guruparampara you
can’t escape. Even if you want to run away, how far
you can run? Where you can run? You can’t run.
Even if I don’t want to do this job… Many times, I
told to my students I have to go near the river side,
somewhere, to a very isolated place where nobody
can recognize me. I don’t believe Baba He will leave
me alone there too, until I do my job, I have to do it.

Deep thinking… It’s pretty good climax moment in
this globe, in this century, what I can give my
students. So, it’s a great opportunity and a great
blessing to me to giving. The Almighty is giving to
me to do this. After 2,000 years later, I’m happy
giving the ancient knowledge to give back again to
the world.

I’ll prove the miraculous energies to the new
students, what you choose it, you want to know it.
How the miracle will happen in front of your eyes,
I’ll show it because you came from the West to the
East. The East needs to show the light, isn’t it? I’ll do
my job by grace of Baba, Jesus, and Mother. What
you cannot believe - you’ll see it. That’s something
special. You’re witnessing that energy.
Forget about magicians, forget about magic, they
have their own crazy style. Your Swami has his own
style. You know what I’m saying? I don’t want to say
- wait and see. Try to open your heart to the energy,
to the Baba. He’ll show the guidelines. I’m just an
instrument in His hands. I’m doing my duty. Then
it’s your luck. It’s nothing my greatness, it’s
completely Baba’s grace, Almighty grace. I came in
this planet for a purpose. I’m doing that, my job.
After my role is done, I have to get out. Every person
is like that. Any questions

Just I want to do as a Vaastu, northeast beautiful lake
pond, beautiful road making it clearing. I no need to
do that. The vibration energy like level, it’s really
wonderful to who is going to live here and the
coming students here, to the thousands of people
here coming days - so high powerful vibrations.
So, I’m doing it just as my dharma. It means the
inspiration coming from Him to create for whole my
life for to do - the give it. How do I say? You know
what I’m saying? So, your life is also - you have to be
strong determined to give. “Ok, I’m here. Use me
whatever you want.” That one word is huge enough.
I hope everybody is understanding this point. “I am
here, just use me whatever you want.” Who am I
asking all the things, give this, give that, give this,
give this? Ok, even if you ask, are you really can stay
with that? Are you really can handle that?

You came, I helped it. “I” is the Brahma. “I” is the
Brahma, the consciousness of the fragrance, the
glory of the God. You’re ready there. You’re over
there. Your soul is ready there. He made me too.
Inside, what I have it, that is He. Whatever you have,
that is also He, just I’m cleaning your glass… Candle
is burning…. A candle came, I’m lifting it then
you’re done.

Why I’m seeing that unity is going far down,
whenever the unity falls down, I’m sorry, it’s pretty
big, heavy, like ten horses carrying chariot and onehorse carrying chariot - there’s a difference isn’t it, so
lot of weight.
Once if you link with a group, it’s always better to
share the knowledge what I taught. “Ok, where are
the blocks? What to do? What to do?” The
information just what I told exactly. Not using your
own craziness mixing it like a masala. It will destroy
it. I’m very super keen and careful each step
whatever I’m telling and teaching. Very carefully
I’m giving the statements. Lot of people they’re
changing it and manipulating it - it’ll get
damaged! I’m telling the coming future, the
precautions, how you have to handle it.

You are stepping in the great wisdom of Her
amazing beautiness… She's amazingly beautiful,
amazingly kind, an unbelievably strong mercy lady,
unbelievable mercy. So, what you need to do, what
is required with whatever She blesses, whatever
She’s giving to you, whatever She’s showing to you,
the best way you need to handle it - simply open
your heart - accept it…
In each person there is a fire, a light - see that Light,
that is She… She's infinite but you're also a part of
that infinity. Mother Divine is the Mother to every
soul in this universe - She doesn't belong to any
religion at all. Then, certain stage later, you are in the
silence of the bliss, you’re completely merged with
the light, you’ll become the light, then you start to
lighting the many candles in your life. That is the real
purpose of your life you came on this Earth.

I’m not making you guys a slave to me - I’m making
you a slave to God. And also, I’m also same part like
you, you know what I’m saying? To your level, you
have your job. To my level I have my job. I’m making
you a slave to God. Slave is a bad word maybe you’re a great servant. Your life, when you really get
the bliss, is when you can help certain people around
you, when you recognize the truth, when you spread
the truth, when you lift certain souls from the pain,
then your life is really fulfilled.

Buddha, he left, he sat under the tree, he meditated,
then he discovered some amazing channels. If you
read the Buddha history, if you read the Siddharta
Buddha history life - you can find lot of things. He’s
not an ordinary person.
Same thing today. You might laugh what Swami
talking to, like a kids you are so young and brilliant
now. Once you start little old you can’t able to walk,
you’re on the bed, you cannot lift your hands - then
you start thinking on God. Then the time is too late,
your memory power is super less - you’re not able to
chant any prayer. So, three things you cannot trust
in the life I always says, “Health - your health, time the illusions, illusions - this three is always very, need
to be very careful. If you lost it, you cannot get it
back.”

Some of your blocks, you don’t want that block but
still, you keep carrying it since your whole lifetime.
Like that person just he has fear, fear, fear. I’ll give
the root but again it comes to the same point - come
to Sthita Pregnata.
You are the right person about yourself - don’t waste
the time. Don’t think you’re a bad person. Don’t ever
feel you’re guilty. Whatever the actions are running
in your life, that’s nothing but supernatural divine
force is making on you, through you. It’s a divine
force. In the beginning it’s a divine force then after
that we create tons of our own headaches. So, go one
more step in depth.

Let’s say, of the eighty percent depression and
heartbroken people, come to the real, real
heartbroken people, how much percentage will be
there? Thirty percent easily… It’s beyond any
disease. The only medicine to the depression and
heartbroken people is spirituality, to give them real
bliss. There’s no medicine at all to them in this world.
There is little tiny, tiny, tiny bit things but my
prescription as a spiritual doctor, I can recommend
them to do meditation. That’s the best way to change
their behaviors and their character. In all aspects it
really purifies, it really purifies.
So once if you become a supernatural master, as a
supernatural healer, your life is really bliss, to really
taking care lot of people in the world. The most,
most number one honorable job is Spirituality.

When he is dying Baba said, “Who calls me strongly,”
like sitting one place, “Who have faith on me hundred percent my rays, my protect comes even
from my Samadhi. I will work my duties from my
Samadhi, my bones will work, my bones talks to my
devotees. Who comes in front of my Samadhi, my
bones talks.”
Shirdi Sai Baba’s MahaSamadhi Day!
Ananta koti Bramha da Naiyaka Raja di Raja Yogi
Raja Parabramham Sri Satchitananda Sam Sadguru
Sainath Maharaji Ki Jai! Bhola Samasta Sadguru
Maharaji Ki Jai!

If you take your own personal life, individual
personal life, from beginning until to now, if you
took karmically the illusions, how many times it
bited you… Even Rama has been through the
illusions. Krishna also, even once he was born has
also been in the illusions. He didn’t need to do the
whole battle and driving the chariot. Millions of
people died. Simply he’s saying, “You’re the
instrument, do the actions. Just you’re the
instrument, play the game.”
Why this game? If you put a question mark, “Why?
Why this game?” That game, so far, how much
you’ve really run. You played this game so far. You
can take lot of nectar from that. Whatever, every day,
every year, every month what you’ve been through,
the nectar is already hidden in what you’ve been
through in your life, it’s there, that is what. So, what
you really can come with, overall as a great
conclusion, the feelings of your real consciousness.

Student: I don’t know what the feelings of your
consciousness means.
Swami: Feelings. In front of you a blind person, he
lost his money purse. In that money purse there is a
lot of money. That blind person he badly needs that
money for his purpose. He dropped it on the floor
and you know where it is, and you took it. You took
it and you put it in your pocket. He’s crying, he lost
it.
Of course, the money is also necessary to you. The
money is also necessary to him. At the time, what are
your feelings saying to your consciousness? You
want it, that is your strong feeling, but your
consciousness is also saying something. It’s always
saying something, it never stops. It will keep saying
something to you, no matter what, every moment,
every action, the consciousness is always flowing in
you. Feelings is separate, consciousness is separate.
You got it?

You have to attack to your fear. Fear is not attacking
you - you have to attack your fear. There’s a
difference. Whenever you attack the fear, of course
the fear will also attack to you too, so how you going
to handle that limit fear, maximum fear?
Once if you have no fear, there’s no problem at all in
spirituality. Any type of bliss, any type of wisdom,
any type of love, any type of clarity, any type of
Satchidananda is with you. When you’re asking for
experience, you have to attack to the fear. Is make
sense?

Even the nature doesn’t want to release, to accept
certain information to come out. Always the divine
needs to face the negative punch. The negative
energy is always waiting for the divine. You need to
deal with that negativity very, very clever way, as a
Krishna. Whatever you want to do, you have to do,
even you should not bring it in your thoughts until
the climax - just do it. Same thing I’m doing with my
students, what I want to do, what I want to give the
experience - I never tell. If I’m telling it means,
there’s a slight different there, but I’m doing it.

So, there are some unbelievable divine channels in
the planet. The main thing is what you need to do is,
how much your open heart and how much you have
clear crystal clarity. That counts to the Master. Once
if you’re really clear and open hearted and you want
to serve the globe, I’m with you. If you’re behaving
in your own selfishness, for your own ‘name and
fame,’ making money and diverting the whole
information in funny angles, I cannot come to you.
Even though I’m very close and very friendly with
you, I cannot give the information.

It’s important to have a soul mate. No need to have
a husband or a partner - soul mate is beyond any
relationship. I know nowadays everybody has their
own crazy ego and hiding nature and maintaining
their personal secrets. Every person has their own
shadow they don’t want to share. Some layer of their
personality they don’t want to present, to show.
Once you can show your layer of your personality,
then even to your mother you can say she’s your soul
mate.

Namashivaya – na ya va vas hi doesn’t work,
absolutely doesn’t work. The rhythm of the word,
the fragrance of the letter, amazing, unbelievable
letters - the vibrations is hidden in the nature.
The Buddha, the first person, he sat in the nature
under the tree and kept meditating, keep meditation.
He want to know - he want to know what is the
reality. He is not an ordinary character. He knows
the supreme, supernatural powers - supreme,
supernatural powers. Then he went to the Kala
Chakra. In Kala Chakra he went back. In Kala
Chakra he went in front, then he started to discover
everywhere a concept of pain, of desire. A pain of
desire is hidden in Kala Chakra. It could be true
desire, it could be normal desire, it could be physical
desire, but pain of fragrance of the desire is hidden
in Kala Chakra (time cycle).

Master never expresses your egoistic, your not
clarity, your not open hearted - that’s not his job to
tell you that. He’ll smell you, taste you, hear you,
then he’s with you - all the Guruparampara is with
you - done. Then your life is happy. He doesn’t care
about some of your personal, simple, funny habits,
he’ll see how much is your dedicated heart - that
counts. Until then, it’s difficult, it’s not only to me,
it’s to you too, it applies to me too.
I always pray and beg to Baba, “Give me good
thoughts, good heart, helping heart. Take my ego
out. Don’t play games with me, let me know what
mistake I’m doing, but not in punishing way. You
don’t need to teach a lesson. It’s enough what I’ve
been given with the lessons. Heartfully, I’m begging.”
I’m serious, same trace you need to walk too.

Who really knows how to play with negative
vibrations very easily, only that person is a great
master on the planet. Even Jesus Christ he did
amazing miracles. Buddha did amazing information,
but Jesus Christ, he was not able to straightly give
his techniques to his students’ kingdom.
That way of giving the techniques - only this
Century is very, very free. In coming days, again it’s
getting tight. This is the time just the door is little bit
open - I’m driving my maximum best. I’m taking
these tracks extremely fast because the door is a tiny
bit open. Once even it closes, it takes
lifetimes…lifetimes…

You understand what I mean – desires. There’s a
limit - one, two are enough. Desires are necessary to
bring the joy and make us relaxed, whatever we like,
but not too much – here is my meaning is - not too
much.
Actually, the spiritual saints, whatever God gives to
you, enjoy it and think on God. Enjoy it, but not too
much - it makes destruction. Even if we’re hungry, if
we eat a lot of food - too much - we’ll get sick. How
much your desires make it comfortable, but don’t
make it too much.

Yes, He (Jesus) trained to his students and his friends.
Still his friends is alive in Penukonda mountain with
physical form. They will take off until the real truth
come out, then they'll drop their bodies. Until the
Almighty Mother Divine really merged with a lot of
students who was doing the practices here, next
having lot of amazing experiences during the death
and life - life and death, understanding this illusions
- really enlightenment with practical experiences.
After everything is really clear, even I take Samadhi
this, in this mountain, the Maharishis they won't
take Samadhi - the heat, the vibrations is coming
from the mountain. It's not only just my energy. It's
their energy, their blessings too. One hundred
percent it is on the rocks, lot of judgements, Krishna
Deveraya himself he wrote it on a one big rock.
When he's going in the mountain, he seen lot of
Saints, they're amazing Siddhas, extremely Siddhas.
They can appear, they can disappear with the
physical forms, they can create physical forms, they
can create Mother Divine in front of anybody with
the physical, any form. Like a Baba, he turn as like a
dog, as a cat. They're the Siddhas, purely Siddhas.

The coming days to Penukonda, millions of people
is coming. I know that souls too, and they're going
to started to worshipping - worshipping. After three,
four hundred years later, this place will become
extremely supernatural powerful spot in the globe.
It's a statement – one hundred percent. It's a new
Devindra, new laws like a Kala Brahmha Veera
Brahmhindra he already tolded in four hundred
years back. So, that is - that is.

I really want to give one talk in the public, openly that's my desire. One talk - this is, this is, this is, then
bye. Even ten minutes, fifteen minutes in my
Mother-tongue language - there is a good
translators…
Try to be loyalty on your works, try to know how to
receive the love, try to give love each others. Once if
you know that – you’re done. You really, you can
create beautiful heaven in the world around you,
you can create heaven. For you few people, how
many years, how many months it takes to you come
together, understanding each-others? Hello!

That Oneness - that is the most greatness. From that
oneness you need to establish that great integrity,
the fragrance to connect any soul whenever you
want, wherever you want - Jesus Christ he did it.
If you want to connect to any soul, it doesn't matter
wherever you are, he knows you. He knows you.
Baba knows you. You no need to know him, but he
knows you. To you to recognize him it takes time,
but he recognizing you, it's easy. That is the
greatness of the Avataras. That is the greatness of the
spiritual saints - to know the oneness and to
recognize where you are, what you are, what you're
doing, what is your problem and what you require,
when is the right time to give to you.

Whatever you done, the processes here, it's not a joke
- purely siddha process, purely siddhas austerities
power pouring here. The mother earth sucked huge.
You cannot find this type of earth, especially this
area, anywhere in the globe. Hun-un. You got little
doubt isn't it.

Swami: Today you and me connecting, talking…
After five hundred years later, or thousand years
later, or two thousand years later, somebody read
about you in your diary or your book, “Oh, I had
with Swami, I had a coca cola with him, drive in the
car, this and that. They believe it?
Student: They might not.
Swami: Might not, but even if I say – you, may not.
Student: No, but it's got taped, it's proof.
Swami: Doesn't matter.
Student: Ok.
Swami: May not. I had a lot of relationship with him
- a friend in need a friend in a deed - that's how they
know it. Life for friendship, live for friendship - do
or die for the friendship. That's only I know it, for
the Truth. That's only my statement in the globe - for
the Truth. Die or live for the friendship. That's it.

Student: Why did Jesus’ soul come to take care of
this planet?
Swami: Whenever A-dharma is growing that's his
forgiving nature - showing the mercy, kindness. You
have no idea how much is there in the kindness! You
know the forgiving and kindness? Forgiving is only
final weapon, final shot - you can win victory part of.
Krishna, he did using his chakra, Sudarshana
Chakra killing. Rama uses arrows. So, they use all
the weapons. Coming days only using the big
weapon of the forgiving - just loving, that's all.

Doesn't matter how long you live the life - 70 years,
80 years, 90 years you live life… In a short time how
much you made it - that's important! In your life
something the globe has to learn from you. I don't
know how your talent you can implement creativity,
not going in the crazy illusions up and down with
your own personal blocks unnecessarily.
Without power you cannot do anything. Without
divine grace you cannot do anything. Without
guidance you cannot do anything. Without devotion
you cannot do anything. Without determination you
cannot do anything. Without clear silence you
cannot do anything. Once you develop that, you'll
hit it.
Don't use the energy to harm the society, again to
come back to you. It's a message to the whole globe,
even to your kid, your wife - doesn't matter,
whoever it is, no matter what - die for the truth for
entire your student kingdom and I wish you all the
best!

Every person is thinking about your own personal
problems. Fine, but don't you have social
responsibility? You're thinking, "I want to do my
dharma. I want to do my dharma. I want to do my
dharma." Good. Which way do you want to do your
dharma? Are you ever thinking about what's going
on the globe, how to take care of millions of souls
weeping and crying? Have you ever thought about
that?
For centuries there have been wars and different
philosophers and healers putting their own masala
and changing spirituality to build up their own ego.
They talked pretty good, but they spoiled
spirituality - they mixed it. Even my ideas of
spirituality, I don't want to talk of, I just want to give
the ancient information that has existed for
thousands and thousands of years. I am putting that
in front of you - go ahead, decide.

After three hundred years later, even if you want
enter in the Penukonda, this place, they have to wait
for one year, I'm serious.
Today's like I'm telling the astrology. After three
hundred years later, just you want get in, just to feel
the energy and go out - it takes one year. You are
under waiting list that much time. That's true - that
knowledge, that information what I have, once if it
is released it by Almighty Grace, it will take care.
Absolutely it will take care.

Once you have some abilities, if you share them with
people then more abilities will be gained. You have
ten mango seeds. To make them grow, you have to
fertilize them. Fertilize them? You have to make
them grow into trees, then you’ll get hundreds of
seeds and fruits. From hundreds, it will grow to
thousands, millions then it will develop and
develop. Then you will be in the middle of
Mahamaya - all the people will be your
responsibility, then here you go!
You can really deal with it, learn, and work with it.
But the first seed came from you, of course it came
from India from your master. It also came from my
big Master, Baba. Of course, you are connecting to
your Master through his Master, he is connecting to
his master, finally the channels will go there. You
have to create these channels absolutely!

Student: In the future, what will people receive who
visit Penukonda?
Swami: They'll get enlightenment. Mainly who
comes here, there's two reasons they has to come.
One is, once if they want to know them self and they
want to experience amazing miraculous things that's one. Once if they experience miraculous things,
means, they'll know who they are. Second part, once
if they did the processes, amazing powers, received
the powers, and they'll know themselves too. There
is a two ways, you are in the second category.
Already each person got different type of
experiences but it's not enough yet - that is only ten
percent, ninety percent need to reach. So that ninety
percent I am under waiting. So, the people, whoever
they comes here will get amazing soul energy - high
powerful blessings.

What I observe here since long time, is people’s
emotions. I’m not innocent, I’m watching
everybody’s face. I look in their eyes how they’re
doing. Their eyes will say how their mind is really
thinking. Why the people have confusion? Life is
life. You surrender one time, then if you really tasted
in the spirituality, if you really want to do in this
spiritual path - do it. The obstacles, problems,
illusions, karmas, these are all natural in this
spiritual path, any path. Even if you do business illusions, problems, karma, the people, different
type of the same energy, different angle of the same
problems. Is it true?
Whatever subject you take, your life angle, wherever
you go, whatever you follow, same obstacles,
problems handling crazy mentality people, financial
burdens, illusions, big confusions what you’re
doing. But my advice in everybody’s life, the
spiritual path is the best path in the world. Spiritual
path – the best path - peaceful path, one level, not a
hundred percent one level. The spiritual path, such
a really happy and joyful path, that is, even the king
and the emperors, after he enjoyed his life, finally
everybody is hooking the spiritual path. If you hook
before that, if your hands, your legs, your mind,
your health, everything is in your control, at that
time if you hook, then you can really enjoy the
spiritual life.

Student: But you said not everybody has the clarity.
Can you give some tips?
Swami: No. I told you what you want, what is your
life, what you want to do. I can’t do like a kind of
Babaji, Paramahamsa, Shirdi Baba, Vivekananda,
Ramana Maharshi - not in my character.
I can do the same thing like a Jesus Christ, more than
him. More than him I can do it, but I no need to do
it. It’s a wasting of the energy. No need to do that.
Fish need to swim in the water - enjoy it. We are all
fishes in the water not getting dying, not in the huge
waves. We need to stop the waves of the illusions.
The illusions is torturing the whole globe, whole
planet, whole souls – terrible! That, we need to stop
that. So, what I did, a big stuff, small stuff, it’s not a
big deal.

We are not such a great persons like him (Jesus). We
don’t have that much patience. We don’t have that
much energy to even know somebody is torturing us,
to accepting it. We need some protection circles - we
need some divine blessing.
That, how to get it to able to receive divine blessings?
How you had to turn as a divine? How you had to
open your heart? How to ask, how to ask? Asking
means, how to pray. Whole your Swami concept,
different languages - how to pray to God… Doesn’t
matter any language, any religion - let’s pray Him to
get out of from these headaches, to know you are
yourself, to recognize the reality.

Why I'm all this things is saying it? Not only to you,
even to me - the Mahamaya. You had to very
carefully to watch whatever you’re going bumpy
and just come, drop your body in presence of Baba spend as much time as can do. Don't take hasty
decisions. Get out of from your room, come, sit,
finding one nice place and just sit, just to be quiet.
Go in Dwarkamai and just relax. The impact and the
vibration, the vibrations’ impact on your
consciousness, very serious...

Swami: Then am I talked on their blocks?
Student: You said that their blocks were really huge
and that they couldn't come out of them in order to
receive the knowledge, and that the main problem
that they had in their blocks was that they were not
able to receive love nor were they able to give it.
Swami: Main block, you have to know how to
receive the love, how to give the love. Once if you
learned that, there's no block. Is it make sense? I
don't want anything from you guys except, ask
whatever you have the doubts. Doubts, not
confusions, clarify- bring this Truth and Knowledge
not having your own egoism.

Try to be loyalty on your works. Try to know how to
receive the love. Try to give love each others. Once if
you know that – you’re done. You really you can
create beautiful heaven in the world. Around you you can create heaven.
For you few people, how many years, how many
months it takes to you to come together,
understanding each-others?

Student: So why did Jesus come? When he came
back, he was brought back by the Maharishis, it was
really their brilliance and their channeling that
brought him back. His students played their role, but
it was really them that brought him back. Then what
did he do in Penukonda when he came back?
Swami: He blessed this ground. Whoever they
comes here and practice the channels, His channels,
whatever He's doing, part of, they has to have
Mother Divine, they has to have darshan of Jesus,
they has to communicate, they has to take part of in
his mission to take care of globe. You understand
what I'm saying?

I really believe, one hundred percent, what I'm
doing it. I'm carrying one million percent proofs and
evidence - totally A to Z, and I'm bringing this
knowledge, the ancient knowledge with a lot of
proofs and evidence in the globe.
At the same time, I'm really expecting the whole
globe will understand the hurdles every spiritual
person - how much they really suffered and
sacrificed their lives. Once if they dedicated for the
Truth - how the negativity will impact on their lives
and their souls. I'm not giving a fear in you here, but
it is natural, it is normal - is Almighty law. Every
person has to accept that.
But here I am to changing different angle not
anymore to suffer, not anymore to sacrifice giving
any chance to the negativity to play anybody's souls,
to my Guruparampara, on my students coming days
- the coming Spiritual Kingdom.

From my first meeting with Baba, my life has been
one of service for healing and teaching. I am an
instrument in His hands. More knowledge about
spirituality must be given. My mission, my ambition
is to grow this knowledge fast. Why give it to one
person only? I want to spread it -everybody can
smell the fragrance of God.

Even if you take any person, any saint in the
universe - ninety-nine, point nine percent, all the
saints they did their hard work. If one person got the
enlightenment, if the person have some more
information, if he has some information in his hand,
in his brain, if he shares the God energy, the God
information to any person without no idea if that one
person, if you had any your friend, if you shared
your knowledge to him, then it brings to you a lot of
energy to bring up. If you keep yourself, “No, it’s
mine, it’s private, I don’t want to leak this idea - no.”
If you make yourself selfishness, it’s very difficult to
grow up yourself. If you share with the different
type of people, different people to telling the all God
information, whatever you know in your life, it
makes you much energy.

So, the point is, try to be responsible for your actions.
Don't hesitate to your feelings. Don’t hurt yourself.
You don't have a right to hurt your soul. Don't force
your soul to do funny stuff, you don't have the right.
That's why I told the story about the lady who
wanted to hang herself.
You don't have the right to torture your soul - be in
the positive. Try to see in every person the positive.
If you don't like somebody's crazy negativity - don't
talk, leave it. Be like that a few months, then you see
how much you really turn. Never, ever give a chance
- it really disturbs your mind, your heart and your
soul.

The love never failures in the universe. The love, it
never failures in the universe - love is love, it’s a
huge energy. Through the love, only through the
love - the huge universe in running... If there is no
love - there is no creation. That love creates the faith,
that faith the big wisdom. How we say the wisdom
another word - good understanding nature.

Swami: Is anybody can give the answer how to
create the peace? You should not give the wrong
answer. If you really have the idea, talk.
Unnecessarily, don’t throw the, don’t waste the time.
If you’re really confident…
Student: You have to be able to very freely serve the
world, to serve other people. That brings a kind of
happiness and a kind of peace because you don’t
think about yourself. You’re only thinking about the
others, and when you’re only thinking about them
then their happiness is like a blessing on you.
Swami: Does it make sense? That’s perfect answer.
That is the perfect answer. Instead of seeing one
person crying, try to see ninety-nine people’s
happiness. You know what I’m saying?

We can change the planet through the love, can
change the planet through the forgiveness. But we
have to have to stand for the Truth and Love with
the determination heart.
If you don’t have the determination heart - you will
lose it. No matter how much you’re carrying True
Love, if you don’t have the determination heart,
you’ll lose it. You need to stand until your last breath
for the Truth and determination heart. You have to
stand, ‘do or die,’ then only we can succeed. Then
only we can get some fragrance in the planet.

The soul energy… Maybe you have a little confusion
and doubt on yourself, “How can I recognize
Swami? My soul is enough charged? I got enough
blessed?”
Can you see the electricity going in the wire? Can
you see in the coconut the water is going inside? Can
you see in the egg inside how the chicken is
happening? Always the inner mechanism is keeping
on running, but you have to accept to your soul
whatever the Almighty wants to prepare you
whenever it’s happening… Of course, you’ll face a
lot of headaches and troubles. Even after you reach
a lot of abilities - Satan energy always wants to attack
you, it will disturb. Whoever they take as a challenge
- they’ll achieve their goal.

If you took everybody, took all souls - Boss and Big
Boss, Buddha and everybody, I have my own track.
I have my own track. So, find out what I’ve given
today, the content, to be in Sthitapregnata, what you
need to develop, what you cannot develop, what
you already developed. Every sitting I’m giving
hints to you guys lifting, lifting. You will find out.
Some of your blocks, you don’t want that block but
still you keep carrying it since your whole lifetime.
Like that person, just he has fear, fear, fear… I’ll give
the root, but again it comes to the same point - come
to Sthitapregnata. You are the right person about
yourself - don’t waste the time. Don’t think you’re a
bad person. Don’t ever feel you’re guilty. Whatever
the actions are running in your life, that’s nothing
but supernatural divine force is making on you,
through you. It’s a divine force. In the beginning it’s
a divine force then after that we create tons of our
own headaches. So, go one more step in depth. This
several weeks - be strong enough. You will come out.
We will come out. Your Swami will discuss every
corner of every problem. It’s an unbelievable subject.
This subject you have to learn no matter what. Clear?

Student: Are these other worlds in this dimension,
in this galaxy?
Swami: No, outside this galaxy. It takes one and a
half minutes to cross this galaxy. In this galaxy, one
to one and half minutes - no problem. In this galaxy
we have huge control - we can go, we can come, we
can laugh. This galaxy completely belongs to us. If
we cross to another galaxy it means a new kingdom,
completely a different kingdom - you have no rights.
All the saints from the different, different galaxies
gather there in another galaxy. I’m going to write a
book on that, it’s big interesting and everybody’s,
‘Oh, who-a, who-a!’
Like this planet, there’s many, many planets outside
of the galaxy. It’s not believable even if I talked, “Oh
Swami, talk about this planet.” Who cares about that
planet, In this planet (Earth), completely unhappy,
unworthy, tension, depression with bad habits,
negativity, confusions, struggling, fear, no faith these are all big roots in this planet. All, this huge
planet is standing in these roots. Ninety-eight
percent, every soul is filled with these things
nowadays. Huge work to work out to make it clear really big, big, big, big donkey service for the saints
to make it happen.

If you take your own personal life, individual
personal life, from beginning until to now, if you
took karmically the illusions, how many times it
bited you? Even Rama has been through the
illusions. Krishna also, even once he was born has
also been in the illusions. He didn’t need to do the
whole battle and driving the chariot - millions of
people died. Simply he’s saying, “You’re the
instrument. Do the actions. Just you’re the
instrument - play the game.”
Why this game? If you put a question mark, “Why?
Why this game?” That game so far, how much
you’ve really run, you played this game so far - you
can take lot of nectar from that. Whatever, every day,
every year, every month, what you’ve been through,
the nectar is already hidden in what you’ve been
through in your life. It’s there, that is. So, what you
really can come with, overall, as a great conclusion the feelings of your real consciousness.

Hear my point, just I'm specifically mentioning Jesus
and his Mother - the relationship - what he learned
from the Mother. In the universe, every mother is
very, very, capable, very powerful to rise up the
children. When she's growing a baby in her womb,
that is the best time to giving the shaktipat and
enlightenment to every children in their life. They
are the number one spiritual masters in their life to
their children.
If every mother did in the universe, certain process,
certain systems, every person who comes from her they'll get the real spiritual knowledge. They're very
glorious persons - they're so happy, they know what
is the true, what is the false, what is the reality, how
to handle the negativity, no much more go to
depression, like high powerful will - commanding
on the God. These are all abilities the mother can
give when she's in pregnant and the baby’s growing
in her womb, whatever the Jesus mother did - so my
point is specifically on that.

Today we can go to a doctor for a physical problem.
You have stomachache, headache, eye problems –
he’ll take care you. What about if you got
heartbroken, you’re not happy, you lost it, you’re
not any more normal person? For a depression he’ll
put you under medication of psychiatric problems.
But if you’re really heart-broken the doctor cannot
take care it. Only there is a spiritual doctor can take
care that. That’s why very few people only got
succeed in the world like a Jesus Christ, Shirdi Baba,
Paramahamsa… only ten or fifteen or twenty or
thirty they got succeed.
Once the sciences born, the spirituality got getting
down. Still, the spiritual channels is existing, the
healing powers is existing, the divine cosmic
channels is existing. You can still have the great
amazing experiences. Everybody is worshipping
like kind of a slaves to the masters, the gurus. Are
you hearing very well? I help lot of Europeans since
seven, eight years, ten years... to me personally,
learning the English language and understanding
their soul pain, and to making them to understand
the Vedic principles and able to experience quite
amazing things - that many thousands of people is
gathering in front of me. Some hundreds of
Westerners, they are in the red saris and early
morning, five o’clock, they’re attending, and they
want to do some process – it’s not a joke. It’s not a
joke!

Don’t worry about your problems. Try to think all
the time positive. Try to help as much as you can
around you, it helps you. As much as you can, try to
help around you - that’s why we are here. Don’t be
too much for you, only you, you, you, you, you - your
selfishness. How long you can be selfish? Where is
the limit for your selfish?
You ate the food - you have no hungry. Whenever
you have no hungry, try to think whoever hungry
people around you. Take care of them - that is
humanity. Whenever you take care hunger
somebody, that soul automatically blesses you.
Whenever a person really thirsty, starving for water,
if you give a glass of water to the person, after he
drank, you are the God to him at the moment. He
really cares for you. He really blesses you from
heartfully - that you need to do.

Few points - be loving, be strong enough. I know
your problems - that’s simple clouds. I’m not talking
spirituality, put the spirituality the next. This
mantras, yantras, this prayers, sadhana - you cannot
do it - you’re tired, fed up. If you have the time,
whenever in your lifetime you can join. If you don’t
have the time, no need to do, just observe it, just look
at that. Point one - try to be very loving.
Point two: Any problem comes - don’t get shaky.
You feel some divine energy is protecting you. I’m
not hypnotizing here, is a true, a divine energy is
protecting you no matter what. Don’t get shaky.
Point three: Be forgiving nature to yourself, to
somebody - just forgive it not even to again re-think
it. Somebody cheated you, your girlfriend is left you,
little bit harassing happened - don’t go for fight,
simply loving and forgive it. You practice these three
techniques, three to five months. You see how your
life will be. You see how much you’re going to melt
with love. That’s enough, you no need anything.

Jesus Christ, he mentioned in his life, ‘My students
will become very powerful than me. My students
will become very powerful than me.’
What is that mean he mentioned? The day is coming,
that again after two thousand years later, again the
channels started. That link is happening. That Vedic
information is having the link again back. It needs
open-heartly, accepting nature. Doesn’t matter
which religion is belongs to, doesn’t matter which
language is belongs to, doesn’t matter which country
person it belongs to. What you’re receiving, what
you’re experiencing, what you’re seeing, what
you’re tasting... if I’m eating the mango and I’m
telling you, ‘It’s a sweet - you no need to bite.’ That
is a big spiritual crime!

Today many, many gurus, masters, whatever
they’re called, they saying, ‘Ok, just you follow me.
I’m your father, mother, brother, sister – everything!’
They’re not saying what type of process they’ve
done it and they want to give to the students.
Whatever they have, the information, they had to
share it. How much people in the globe they really
had the perfect information on the Bible? How much
people had the perfect information on the Vedas? It’s
lost. That’s my feeling. If it is really the channels is
still alive, there is thousands, hundreds of thousands
of healers - should be the globe is happy and
peaceful. Today I interviewed hundred and ten
people. I talked with them, hundred and ten people
in usual small groups. Not two persons is happy heart pain, heartbroken, depression, they lost it,
they’re crying.
My Dear Divine Souls, just I’m making you to awake,
is a little wake-up call. Your Swami attendance is a
wake-up call. God is in you - you are a piece of God.
You are a part of God. Whatever the God have,
abilities, whatever His divine channels - everything
is hidden in you. You need a process, you need a
guidelines to create, to bring that out, to pull that out.
You cannot see the electricity in the water, you
cannot see the sugar in the sugarcane - it needs a
process. Once you do that process, even any scientist,
some person gave a formula - you need to research
on it. On the days some Vedic mantras is there,
prayers - same prayers I given.

Right now, the globe - unbelievable depression. Out
of one hundred people, ninety-five percent people,
ninety-five people depression, heartbroken, sadness,
worries, stuck… They are swimming in a big ocean,
they cannot stop, you cannot stop - you have to swim.
One day you stop, then you go crazy struggling for
the existence - existence for the struggle. You have to
face it. You need… you already had it - the divine
spark is with you. Nothing will happen to you.
Today I am promising you, no matter what - in the
worst case you are really falling off, you really felt,
“Oh my God, I am really falling off!” You have
beautiful net waiting for you to hold it for you again it brings you back - that is Guruparampara’s
duty.

Try to live happily and make the people around you
happily.
That is - loka samasta sukhino bhavantu.
You’re blessing the whole world to be happy like
you. You wish the whole globe: be happy, around be
happy.
That is only possible whenever you keep loving,
loving, loving. The loving heart - such a bliss heart,
such a bliss. We need that. We need to develop that,
then our lives is very immortal.

Student: Okay, if one of your students really wants
to become a master, but is unable to spend much
time here at the ashram, is it still possible to become
a master?
Swami: Absolutely. My physical presence is not
necessary. If I want to train you and to make it as a
master, even in your country - thinking on me and
taking the formulas and doing it, I’m there with you.
I’m serious! I’ll come, and I’ll give you shaktipat
when you’re sleeping in your dreams. I might even
appear in your bedroom, too. It’s not a big deal. If
you’re in the globe I’m easy to connect - anywhere.
If they look at my picture, “Who is he?” Once they
know my name, that’s it. Just looking at picture - it’s
done - click - it’s over.

A depression never comes to you once if you have
no ego - depression is always linked with the ego.
Whenever you have no ego, no depression, no
heartbroken, no pain, you give up, fine, thanks. It’s
true. Try it. Try that to come out from that ego. You
have to feel you’re a water bubble in this flowing
water. One day you have to say goodbye. There’s
nothing permanent what you’re carrying with you.
You’re carrying the people’s love with you. The
globe has to recognize, even after you left, they have
to take your life as an example. The globe has to
learn what is your great qualities. Whenever you’re
holding the ego, you cannot forgive anybody - that
is the biggest enemy. You don’t have any enemies,
but you to yourself, you’re a big enemy.

You guys will do amazing things in the globe. It’s
my word. The time is coming, the globe is ready.
To help whenever you have the heart, helping
nature around you, to make people happy around
you. Like you have five friends and you’re making
them happy. Once you start to make them happy,
automatically the happiness will come back to you.
Whenever you’re disturbing a few people around
you, you receive the disturbance very crazily.
So, to create the happiness around you, it’s a talent.
There’s no need to have a talent just to hear what
their problem is. Give a little support. Give your love.
Give a hug. Just you tell them you’re with them,
that’s enough to start to create the happiness then
your life will also start to become very happy practically try it.

The person next to where you’re sitting is crying.
You’re noticing your friend is in pain. Your
minimum courtesy, is there anything you can do for
that person? As a human being to a human being, a
person is crying and under heartbreak and
depression - send your love to counsel them, to
support them, to share in their pain. It’s such a great
relief you’re giving them. There’s no medicine for
the heartbroken. You can have the medicine for any
type of diseases, but for inner feelings - eighty
percent of the globe is under suffering with
heartbreak, disturbed hearts. They’re living but they
don’t know why they’re living. They’re carrying
their body, but they don’t know what’s going on
next. They’re lost. You can receive what you lost
only through spirituality - finally ultimate goal.
Who Buddhism, the philosophy, Lord Siddhartha Buddha, he went under the tree to discover that. He
was an emperor, he had a lot of money and stuff he
had, but he wants to know what it is, what’s going
on - what’s really going on…

Some souls, some people, some patients, some
people, they're really tough, they're really strong.
Even if you keep sending the energy, their soul turns
like completely addiction to drugs, for example,
alcohol. Their mind, heart, soul, their Brahma
Consciousness, third-eye is like boom - they don’t
care. They're not ready to observe anybody’s energy.
Do you know what I'm saying?
They did pretty good, they did like seven years
addiction means, they did pretty good kind of
addiction meditation. Do you know what I'm
saying? Like big boozing, boozing, ten years, fifteen
years, twenty years… You can't make them to just
stop like that, unless, you have to give kind of very
gentle counseling to them step-by-step. Let them
also to meditate the same time with you, sit same
time and meditation. Let them also put in meditation.
Gradually, without their notice, they’ll calm down.
I’ve seen many cases, thousands of people. Even if
you give with big boozer, after, if he started to
meditating very powerfully, they don’t want it drink,
its fine. With a big Valium person addiction, you can
stop any time, it’s okay, get out. I've seen it - I helped.

You have to recognize yourself you’re a part of God.
You’re a part of beauty, you’re a part of creation whole creation is in you. Today is the beautiful
sunshine. Tomorrow it might be snowing. The next
day is a big wind. The next day is really horrible
wind. It’s like a season. The next of dark is light - the
whole creation is in us. Whatever is coming,
whatever problem is coming - be one minute strong
enough.
Your daughter is driving you crazy - heartfully you
bless her. That’s not your mistake your daughter is
driving you crazy. You like her, but everyday she’s
going to the bar and pubs. She got addicted to a lot
of drugs. You want to pull her from that. It’s really
disturbing your life. It’s really disturbing your
happiness. At the moment, what you have to do?
Give your one hundred percent True Love. Give
True Sincere Love to her - that’s only thing you can
do. Try to pull her out as much as you can from all
the bad habits.

Everybody wants to know, what is the truth? There
is no limit for the truth. This moment is the truth.
Ten minutes later you don’t know the truth. One
hour later you don’t know the truth. Tomorrow you
don’t know the truth - that is the nature. We are here,
a part of in the nature, to experience whatever on the
moment it’s given. That type of person is only
eligible is able to receive certain divinity in your soul.
We can have a hope for tomorrow. We can have a
hope by next year you’ll get enlightenment. You can
have a hope you’ll see the Jesus Christ, but one
hundred percent, once if you have the hope then it
draws you in illusion. Whenever I’m working with
the students, I’ll tell one thing here, I do another
thing there. I put them confused, again I pull them
to the reality. Whenever I started working with you
mind-to-mind, I’m not able to give it.

You want to connect the cosmic supernatural
channels, but we came on earth, make sure, make
sure - one day you have to take off. Before you take
off, try to experience True Love, Divine Love - Satya,
Dharma, Shanti, Prema.
Whenever you did Satya… you know Satya? Truth.
The truth will come whenever you’ve done your
duty. For example, Veemala I’m telling, “You have
to do this.” She doesn’t need to, but I gave the work
to her, “It’s your job. Morning you go 8 a.m. until 6
p.m. stay in the hospital with the patients and help
them. That’s your duty. That’s your dharma.”
“Ok, the master said it. Swami said it. My friend
Swami said it.” She’s doing her duty. After she’s
doing her duty heartfully, she’s starting to get Shanti,
inner satisfaction, real inner satisfaction - doing the
duty very heartfully. When you’re not doing your
duty heartfully, you’re not getting satisfaction.
Whatever you do in your duties, do them heartfully.

You have to remember your life, your glory, your
capabilities, your hobbies, your habits, your
greatness, your duty, your dharma - how loving you
are. Once you’re ignoring that, even though there are
a thousand people around you, you’re hypnotizing
yourself you’re bad, you’re heartbroken…
She had heartbreak in her mind, maybe little bit time,
it’s painful. Why you need to think back on painful
things? You already got little punches. Be careful not
to come same punches back again. You know what
I’m saying? It’s enough. It’s done. You’ve been six
relationships - don’t expect seventh relationship will
be happy. Water is water; bitter is bitter - that’s your
mind setup. You have a problem in you - don’t think
the problem is outside. You’re throwing the problem
and again the problem is coming back to you. If you
really know how to solve the problem, you can do it.

If you took the Shiva character, ash burning, the
smell, never takes shower like ten days, fifteen days,
His total hands is muddy - crazy smell, you don’t
care but you are very… both is ok. But that way of
Shiva character means they are pretty super careful
with illusions. Even Baba, he chose small little
Dwarkamai. Still the people started beating him,
throwing the rocks, not feeding him, treating him as
a black magician - tortures, tortures.
Why he took that? Whenever he wanted to do
sadhana, he didn’t want to get disturbed. You know
what I’m saying? Like you guys are all sitting there,
each person I take like five, ten minutes time, my day
is finished. One month is gone. In my life span one
month is gone means - that’s a lot. That’s a lot. I
cannot purchase again the time - they chose that way.
The lucky is, this fort is pretty powerful protection
circle. Who is really doing in the fort the sadhana, it’s
pretty good trigger on. Unnecessarily the illusions
can’t come and disturb, already some protection
circles are there. So, it’s not that easy outside
illusions can come and disturb. Does it make sense?

It’s the time to change the globe, to the belief system,
to the coming new generations to know the ancient
formulas what already exists. To know the ancient
sculptures, the power stones, power objects - belief
systems thousands of years back. They researched
and wrote many books, what is hidden in the truth.
Jesus Christ is a beautiful soul. Like that soul, there’s
hundreds, thousands. You know what I’m saying?
Hello? So, it needs to go beyond. We like Shirdi Baba
- good. His message is ‘practice and patience.’ Good.
But what do you mean by ‘practice and patience?’
What did he practice? That’s what we want to know.
If I’m in your position, that’s what I do. Where he got
the abilities? Today he has thousands of temples.
Wonderful. Today he’s helping tremendously
through his Samadhi.
Why can’t you become like that? Why can’t you
create, at least in some people, happiness in the
globe? Why only Buddha, Jesus Christ,
Paramahamsa Ramakrishna, Ramana Maharshi,
why only some souls? Why not everybody? What
they learned that we’re not able to learn? That’s my
message to the globe - to practice that. Baba simply
he said indirectly, “Practice and patience.”

You can see once if you’re entering the fort Mahakali is attacking the tiger with trishula, and one
cobra is also attacking on the tiger. On the days, they
put powerful yantras under the rocks in the fort.
They fixed the bhandana so for thousands of years
no illusions can come and touch it. The fort has itself
- huge fragrance.

For example, even though Baba he’s a little bit angry
person, but same time he’s unbelievably, loving.
Jesus Christ - just Jesus Christ means pure love and
forgiveness. Whenever the love is there,
automatically you’ll start forgiving. You won’t the
tiny problem in a big lens. Whenever there’s no love,
a small problem you’re seeing with a huge lens then
it’s really bigger. Then the big problems start.
So today my suggestion and advice - practice pure,
divine love. Then you see the results. That love, that
energy is the supreme love you can gain. Good luck!

Try to do as much as you can to take care of the
human hearts, and the charity, whatever the angles,
whatever you can do. Once to win the true love…
once how much you love yourself… If you are
loving somebody around you the same equal
amount, the sharing of that love, that is the pure
sathya, that is your dharma, then automatically your
inner peace will develop. Once your inner peace will
develop, automatically you will start a peace of
mind, peace of heart, and peace of soul. Peace completely peace, quietness, stithapregnatha will
start to grow in you.

Right now, whatever we see, the human beings, it's
only one percent - ninety-nine percent they're
hanging around in different angles with the different
planets. So, this is one of tough planet. I told it
before, same like you, there are several. If something
is happening from here, it means it’s like some good
is happening is there, also operating. They know
very well, then you know what it's really about… the,
the, the, the Soul Mates.
That's why the Saptarishis came from one Rishi.
Mahakali is created of all energies in one form.
Mahakali means everything is there - Brahma,
Vishnu, Maheswara, Parvati, Lakshmi and
Saraswati, all Rishis, all Devatas, all Angels everything is one soul - that is Mahakali. Once you're
worshipping Mahakali then you're worshipping
everybody. That's why I always say to you guys,
“Chant Mahakali prayer, try to chant Mahakali
prayer 1,008 times - five hours, ten hours, fifteen
hours - keep go chanting it.

After you got the Shanti, you start getting (to) loving
the people around you, the love - Prema. Once if the
love is around you - that is Satya, that is the truth.
You don’t need to find for the Truth anywhere. Satya,
Dharma, Shanti, Prema. Dharma - do it, you’ll
receive the Shanti. Once if you receive Shanti then all
the loving people, huge love is flowing around you,
True Love - that is reality, that is Satya. That is
enough.
Truthful friends are around you. Loving friends are
around you. You have the job satisfaction. You’re
doing your meditation perfectly. You’re satisfied that’s your duty. Understand guys? Whatever you
do, remember you’re a doctor, a business person…
whatever you do today - do it heartfully. Don’t do it
with dissatisfaction, that’s hell. No need to torture
yourself unnecessarily, not having satisfaction.
Clear?

You might have the huge question mark, “What is
the consciousness? Where is the consciousness?” I’ll
teach that. Once the consciousness picture, the layers
of the consciousness - putting it step-by-step the
different consciousness, then we’re in this stage of
consciousness now. You’re in different stage right
now of consciousness. It’s like an onion, layer-bylayer, layer-by-layer but it’s not linked with, to each
layer. It has its own individual layer.
Having a desire - one consciousness. You’re very
close to be with the desire - one consciousness.
You’re involved in the desire - different
consciousness. You’re enjoying the desire - different
consciousness. You’re closing the desire - different
consciousness. You’re completely finished your
desire - different consciousness. Then you really had
a desire, you want to run away from that place! Still
you have a link there. You wanted that too,
somewhere very strongly too, but you’re asking a
break there. You’re asking a break.

Never know what tomorrow will happen, even to
me. Five times I planned for going to Samadhi, real
Samadhi. Three times I left with my soul, came back
in three days. Then everything I prepared - let's go.
Then Big Boss JC, he put a huge work. "Try. If you're
able to do it, good, otherwise do whatever you
want." Just he said, “Try.” Ok. Doesn’t matter even
I go back, again I need to come.
If you hang with this body, it's ok. So, try to see the
reality. The real bliss is how much you love yourself.
Whenever you start to love on yourself, you can love
somebody. Whenever you're not loving on yourself,
you can't love somebody honestly. Whenever you
start worrying about yourself, you cannot solve
somebody's problems. It's a standard golden
statement, stop worrying about you, let me worry
about you. I will worry for you, that makes sense throw your weight on me, I'll take care. Send a
message by cosmic or write whatever you can, big
letter. Believe me, I read every person's letter. So,
and so person, I know what's story is there. Just
write it and leave it. I'll take care. Stop worrying
about yourself. Ok? Super.

Today, what I did the fire puja, what I really asked
of Shiva and Mother Mary, and Lakshmi, Durga,
Saraswati - to bless all the souls to get out from all
the blocks, fulfill their wishes, to give them strength
enough to lead your life happily and peacefully.
Happiness and peaceful, joyful life is priceless. The
knowledge is different. Your sadhana is different.
Your practice with the Divine Channels is different.
You might have tons of your own headaches, natural
problems, family problems, financial difficulties.
You have to do hard work. You have to lead your
life. Without doing hard work you can’t survive.
You have your house rent, health insurance, car, gas,
food, all your normal life. You need prosperity. Once
you have enough certain comforts… I blessed today,
the majority what you need in your life. What’s
happening is, whenever you have enough comfort
then you’re going for the addictions, you’re not
going to God. You ignore. Does it make sense?
Hello?

Jesus, he said, “My students will become very
powerful than me!” That’s my ambition! I want to
become, to make you healers. I want you to be strong
healers to help the globe around you. Each student
who was here, helping at least ten people around
you - your family members, your friends, your circle,
then it keeps spreading it. Keep? Spreading it.
So, spirituality, God never says, “Don’t do this - do
this. Do not - do this.” He´s given everything. Don´t
waste the time. Don´t lose the health - be disciplined.
Discipline is the most important.

Once Master and you work together, then you can
see results. Even you are doing a lot of your
responsibilities, it is ok, but spend little time for your
spiritual growth. This is the final ultimate happy and
peace. To searching, to finding the God, to finding
the true love, it is easy. Once you did hard work, that
is always Sathya, Dharma, Shanti, Prema - these four
concepts are most important.
First try to live in your dharma. Your Dharma means
your duty. Who decides your duty? You have a
family. Good. You have friends. Good. I am telling
that simple way. God and any spiritual person’s
duty - first you be happy and then you make around
you happy. If you are a candlelight flaming - try to
create more candles around you.

Try to spread, whatever you know the knowledge,
around you. That is Dharma. Once, if you keep
doing your duty… for example, if I had the desire, I
want to learn on the doctorism for the operation on
the heart, it is good, but I have to think and see if I
really want to learn as a doctorism. I have to go to
college like six, seven years then I have to test, then
I have to prove. That is one category of service. As a
doctor you can do the operation to the heart, you can
cure some sickness.
But the real doctor is, who really heal the
heartbroken, who has really painful heart, to take
care them. Being specialized on the soul - that is the
most powerful job in the globe, eighty percent of the
globe is like that. A simple doctor profession to learn
to be, six, seven years it takes it, it takes it. To be a
master on the soul, how much time it takes it? May
be a lifetime, maybe many lifetimes - I am talking
very logic here. Why I am saying this? You need
patience. That’s why I said, determination, devotion,
dedication - the most important.

Christmas means bringing the light to every person
in their heart - to remove the darkness. The great
soul came on earth to remove the darkness in each
person. It’s good and wonderful, but there’s a lot of
saints like a Jesus Christ from many, many
thousands of years they came, and they’ve gone, but
the top, most powerful soul is Jesus Christ.
You're really dedicated, surrendered and fall in love
with no matter what, whoever it is, either Jesus
Christ, or Baba, or Buddha, any Maharshis, moon
energy, sun energy, all elements, Shiva, Shakti,
Mother, Babaji, Guruji, whoever you like - fine.
That spark of the love, a spark of inspiration of the
love - that you need to create it, that needs to come
out. That thunder, a spark - that needs to come out.
It means two clouds very badly needs to hit it, then
the thunder needs to come down to the ground.
Then you need it to stay there and it hits it on your
third-eye. It's not a big deal to me. It's not a, big deal
to me, I’m not overconfident, but I'm confident.
Then knowing the Jesus Christ life, that's secondary.
To understand the mechanism of the Divine
Channels - that is the first priority. You know what
I'm saying? A scorpion bite happened. The poison is
there in the body and a person is in pain. Doesn't
matter you're a Buddhism, a Hinduism, a
Christianism, which religion you are - how to take
the poison out, that's the concept. That is the,
concept.

Aham Brahmasmi - everywhere is Brahma
Consciousness. We’re all one – it’s a unity. We are
one.
It doesn’t matter if you’re born in a different country,
different city, different village – whatever your
religion, whatever your belief system – we’re all one.
But where are you in one? Where are you in one?
That, you need to identify which place you are in
that one. You understand?
That oneness…that is the most greatness. From that
oneness you need to establish the great integrity, the
fragrance, to connect to any soul whenever you
want, wherever you want. Jesus Christ did it.

Whenever you sacrificed, when you offer your soul to
the Almighty with pure open heart, of course the
Almighty will accept you. Incredible amazing genius
energy will start to flow in you. Whenever the energy
is flowing, then you can taste that nectar of the energy,
then you can feel it. That’s a part of Satya. That energy
will make you do your duties in a proper way - that’s
called Dharma. Whenever you’re doing your duties
perfectly, you’ll get automatically inner bliss - that’s
called Shanti. Whenever you did your works, after you
got satisfaction, again the reflection back, the
affection… For example, a dog is so hungry. You have
a piece of bread, you feed the dog, after he ate it of
course he will be very happy. That reflection back is so
happy that you receive the Prema. Satya, Dharma,
Shanti, Prema. Whoever follows the four principles
with open determined heart - each person is Jesus. You
can become more than Jesus. Does it make sense?
So, what every person has to do? You have to offer
your soul to use to the Almighty. You have to put your
sankalpam there, Yat bhava tat bhavati, that’s very,
very important. Without sankalpam it’s impossible to
happen. That’s called Sankalpam Siddhi. I explained
it before, Jesus is the symbol for love. Love is Jesus,
Jesus is the love - he doesn’t care about himself, he
cares about others. Whenever he’s caring about others,
but Almighty will care about him. Of course, his body
suffered, but his soul didn’t suffer. He’s a huge
amazing unbelievable top number one magnet soul in
this planet - until now, the leading. He really wanted
to prepare like him, powerful healers and powerful
miraculous persons in this planet. Now it’s started,
two thousand years is over – it’s started.

Who cannot forgive yourself - their life is miserable.
And who doesn’t have that ability to forgive
someone else who really did the mistakes - their life
is also miserable forever and ever. If you know the
simple method of this, your life will become super
happy. There’s a lot of depth in it to forgiving it.
Once if you turn as a part of complete forgiving,
pure divine love - you’re a man of light, complete
your soul is dazzling there, great fragrance. Today
that’s my message to everybody. Ok?

I want each, everybody’s answer. This knowledge is
not the ordinary knowledge. Since some hundreds,
thousands of years, the India is only one country in
the spiritual, in spirituality leading. Understand? It
can see every way - only the Indian Masters is
rounding throughout the world.
My ambition, my desire is to spread that divine love,
to spread the God’s power throughout the global.

If you have determination and no dedication,
devotion, and if you keep diverting, there is no
chance that you really can learn. For anything to
learn in the planet - determination is most important.
The most top supernatural subject is spirituality.
Certain things we can proof to the science, but it is
beyond the science. The scientists, they really can
explain your heart feelings? The scientists can really
talk about your true love what is in you? The
scientists can explain how much faith you have on
the God? There is no answer to the scientists. This is
completely the feelings. Once if you have the great
fall in love, really deep fall in love with spirituality,
every minute, every day is the bliss - the nectar keeps
flowing in you. If you’re doing it as a kind of a duty,
it is ok, slowly you jumping it, but you have to the
duty, the process, whatever the meditation, with an
open heart.

I love You Forever
I’m with You Forever
You look to Me
I look to You
Our Divine Relationship is Eternal

